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Executive Summary Section I 

SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Otter Tail Power Company (OTP) retained Burns & McDonnell (B&McD) to evaluate the feasibility of 

developing and installing a new solid fuel generation resource (Project) adjacent to its present Big Stone I 

Station. The evaluated cost of the solid fuel generation alternatives is to be compared to the evaluated 

cost of a Greenfield combined cycle facility located in the general vicinity of the Big Stone Station. The 

Phase I study consisted of the following primary components: 

a Technology Description (Section 9, Attachment A) 

a Performance and Emissions Estimates (Section 7) 

a Economic Analysis (Sections 3 & 6) 

a Permitting, Engineering and Construction Schedule Timeline (Section 9) 

The proposed Project would consist of one unit nominally rated 300,450 or 600MW net. Fuel for the 

solid fuel alternatives is assumed to be Black Thunder Powder River Basin (PRB) coal, which is the 

present primary being burned at the Big Stone I. OTP wishes to keep its options open for burning 

opportunity fuels in the new boiler if possible. 

I .2 OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of the study is to provide an overview evaluation of the following questions: 

a What are the relative economic costs of gas-fired generation versus solid fuel resources for baseload 

energy requirements? 

What are the comparative costs, performance, and emissions characteristics of different solid fuel 

generation alternatives? 

o What are the expected BACT environmental requirements and pellnitting schedule for a solid fuel 

generation resource? 

a How does the plant's present water withdrawal restrictions .from Big Stone Lake affect the plant 

technology selections? 
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Executive Summary Section 2 

SECTION 2 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

2.1 SUMMARY OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Burns & McDonnell's focus in the Technology Assessment was to evaluate the conceptual design issues 

with installing a new base load power generation facility. The assessment investigated the costs, 

performance, emissions and technologies of potential power plant configurations. 

The assessment covered the following basic types of power plant technologies currently used in the 

industry for the installation of solid fuel, natural gas, and wind generation capacity. Solid fuel base load 

generation options were evaluated based on constructing a new unit at the existing Big Stone site. 

0 Supercritical Pulverized Coal (PC) (450MW and 600MW) 

Subcritical PC (300MW) 

Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) (300MW, 450MW and 600MW) 

Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) (2x1 500MW) 

B&McD also contacted Babcock & Wilcox to determine if a present generation of cyclone 

boiler, similar to the Big Stone Unit I design is available in the industry today, and if 

emissions from such a plant can meet present BACT standards. Information provided by 

Babcock & Wilcox indicates a cost adder of $2,000,000 for the cyclone unit over a 

conventional PC unit. This cost adder, combined with increased ammonia costs due to a 

larger SCR for NOx control, leaves the cyclone boiler at a competitive disadvantage. 

Therefore this option has been dropped&-om further consideration for this study. 

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology was considered, however such a 

facility has not been built or proven in the larger unit size ranges being considered. 

Additionally, of the currently operating IGCC facilities, none are operating on low sulfur 

Powder River Basin coal. Testing of various coals on the different gasifiers is continuing, 

and there are a number of power generation projects jointly funded by the Department of 

Energy (DOE) at several power plant facilities throughout the United States. However, these 

projects are primarily targeting bituminous (higher sulfur) fuels. 

Burns & McDonnell 2- 1 Phase I Study 
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Executive Summary Section 2 

Furthermore, the capital cost of IGCC per kW is currently higher than that of similar size 

solid fuel units, and availabilities of existing smaller facilities have been 10% to 15% below 

that of PC units. With a total implementation time of approximately 52 - 64 months, IGCC 

unit provides no schedule advantage over a pulverized coal unit. 

In conclusion, IGCC is considered a developing technology that has not performed reliably in 

commercial operation to date and therefore cannot be recommended at this time. However, it 

is recognized there is planned development of the gasification process for coal in the near 

future and therefore IGCC could potentially become a reliable, low emission source of 

electrical energy at a later date. It is anticipated that the first of the next generation of 

500MW IGCC facilities should become operational within the next four to six years. 

The most common and econo~llically viable renewable resource technology employed in the 

region, wind turbines, is not appropriate for this project; primarily because it cannot reliably 

provide base load capacity. According to the American Wind Energy Association 

(www.awea.org), North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota rank 1 ,4  and 9, respectively, 

among the states with the best wind resource. But even in this relatively windy region, wind 

turbines typically generate electricity only 30 to 40 percent of the time. Additionally, it is not 

possible to schedule the dispatch of wind turbines, as their operation is as unpredictable as the 

wind. Base load capacity must be reliable and able to provide virtually continuous output 

(with only scheduled shol-t-telm outages). In conclusion, wind turbines are not 

recommended. 

A cost summary of the four primary technology options is provided in Table 2-1 for PRB coal and 

detailed in Section 6. 
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2.2 SUMMARY EVALUATION OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

B&McD prepared a number of pro forma economic analyses of various coal-fired Project alternatives. A 

20-year economic analysis was prepared based on the estimated capital costs, performance, fuel costs, and 

operating costs of each Project alternative. The results of the coal-fired Project alternatives were 

compared against the estimated costs of a combined cycle benchmark alternative using the fuel cost 

forecast included in Table 3-1. 

Economic pro forma analyses were used to determine the busbar cost of power for each alternative. 

Figure 2-1 presents a graph of the resulting 2010 busbar power costs for the natural gas reference case and 

the coal-fired options for an investor owned utility. The busbar cost represents the energy cost in 2010$. 

Figure 2-2 presents a graph of the resulting 2010 busbar power costs for the natural gas reference case and 

the coal-fired options for a public power entity. The busbar cost represents the energy cost in 2010$. 

The 600MW PC unit was the lowest evaluated generation alternative for both the investor owned and 

public power entities as shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 respectively. 
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2.3 SCHEDULE ISSUES 

Preliminary schedules for the design and construction of a 300MW PCICFB, 600MW PCICFB and 500 

MW CCGT facility is included in Section 9, Attachment B. The schedules include time for 

Permit preparationlengineering support, permit submittal and regulatory review. 

EPC package preparation and bid evaluationlaward. 

Facility design. 

Equipment fabrication and delivery. 

Consttuctionlstartup 

A project permit preparation and regulatoly review time of 24 months was included in all of the 

schedules. Construction time in the field is estimated to require 46 months for the 600MW solid fuel 

units, 44 months for the 300MW solid fuel units and 21 months for the 500MW combined cycle facility. 

The schedule for the large CFB units with multiple boilers may take slightly longer to conshuct than the 

single PC boiler, however there is enough time in the construction schedules included in Section 9, 

Attachment B for the PC or CFB boiler erection. The schedules do not include schedule impacts for the 

construction of a transmission line, which is being evaluated by OTP under a separate study. 

The execution method identified in the schedule is a multiple Engineering, Procurement and Consfruction 

(EPC) structure for design, construction, and commissioning of the project. EPC bid package preparation 

and awards were scheduled to be made as much as 10 months before issuance of the air pelmit, however 

pennanent construction activities were scheduled to begin one month after issuance of the air pennit. If 

EPC contract awards must wait until after the air pelmit is issued, this will delay the scheduled 

commercial operation date &om June, 2010 until the first quarter of 201 1. A single EPC package may 

present less risk to the Owner in having to release packages before completion of the air pellnit and will 

decrease the effort involved in defining bid package scope interfaces. A discussion of contracting 

methodology is included in Section 9, Attachment J. The method of contracting should be discussed in 

detail by OTP, its partners and B&McD dwring the early stages of Phase I1 of the project. 

For planning purposes, the key milestone dates working backward &om a June, 2010 commercial 

operation date for a new solid fuel generation resource would be the following: 

* Colnmercial Operation 

Initial Synchronization 

June 2010 

November 2009 

Burns & McDonnell 2-8 Phase I Study 
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Substation Backfeed 

Award Material1 Handling EPC Contract and Limited 

Notice to Proceed (LNTP) 

Start Construction 

Receive Final Air Permit Approval 

Award BOP EPC Contract and LNTP 

Award Turbine EPC Contract and LNTP 

Award Boiler EPC Contract and LNTP 

Submit Air Pennit Applications 

Start EPC Contract Package DevelopmentIBid 

Initiate Phase I1 Pennitting and Permit Engineering Support 

February 2009 

September 2006 

August 2006 

July 2006 

January 2006 

November 2005 

September 2005 

July 2005 

February 2005 

July 2004 

Burns & McDonnell 2-9 Phase I Study 
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Pro Forma - Economic Analysis Section 3 

SECTION 3 
PRO FORMA - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

3.1 OBJECTIVE 

B&McD prepared a number of pro forma economic analyses of various coal-fired Project alternatives. 

An economic analysis was prepared based on the estimated capital costs, performance, fuel costs, and 

operating costs of each Project alternative. The re'sults of the coal-fired Project altelnatives were 

compared against the estimated costs of a combined cycle benchmarlc alternative using the natural gas 

cost forecast included in Table 3-1. 

3.2 COAL ASSUMPTIONS & COST ESTIMATES 

The following Project estimates and economic assumptions were utilized in the pro forma financial 

analysis. 

Capital Costs including Owner Costs and Contingency Table 6-1 

Fuel Cost Assumptions Table 3-1 

Heat Rate Performance Assumptions Table 6-1 

Operating Assumptions: 

Planned Dispatch 

Forced Outage Rate 

Overall Capacity Factor 

8,016 hours per yeas 

(one month planned outage) 

3.0% 

88.0% 

Financing Assumptions (Investor Owned Utility): 

Interest Rate 7.5% 

Telm 20 years 

DebtIEquity Percentage 50%/50% 

Return on Equity 12.0% 

Construction Financing Fees 0.50% 

Permanent Financing Fees 1 .OO% 

Construction Financing 48 months 

n r,.Q 
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Pro Forma - Economic Analysis Section 3 

0 Financing Assumptions (Public Power): 

Interest Rate 

Teim 

DebtIEquity Percentage 

Retum on Equity 

Construction Financing Fees 

Permanent Financing Fees 

Construction Financing 

* O&M Cost Assumptions: 

Fixed O&M Costs 

Insurance 

Property Taxes 

Variable O&M Costs 

Transmission Costs 

LimeILimestone Costs 

Emissions Allowances 

Economic Assumptions: 

O&M Inflation 

Construction Cost Inflation 

Solid Fuel Inflation 

Solid Fuel Transportation Inflation 

Discount Rate (Investor Owned Utility) 

Discount Rate (Public Power) 

Effective Tax Rate (IOU only) 

Book Depreciation 

Tax Depreciation (IOU only, DDB) 

6.0% 

30 years 

1 OO%/O% 

NIA 

0.50% 

1 .OO% 

48 months 

Table 3-2 

0.05% of Total Project Cost per year 

0.5% of Total Project Cost per year 

Table 3-2 

Not Included - Busbar Cost Evaluation 

Included in Variable O&M 

$700/ton SOz through 2014 

$1,109/ton SOz beginning 2015 

$1,30O/ton NOx through 2014 

$1,507/ton NOx beginning 201 5 

$35,00O/lb Mercury 

2.5% per annum 

2.5% per m u m  

Included in forecast 

Included in forecast 

9.75% 

6.0% 

40% 

30 years 

20 years 
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Pro Forma - Economic Analysis Section 3 

Note that the capital cost estimates presented in Section 6 are escalated to 2008$. The O&M estimates in 

Table 3-2 are presented in nominal costs. 

3.3 COMBINED CYCLE BENCHMARK ASSUMPTIONS 

The results of the economic analysis of solid fuel generation altelnatives were compared to a benchmark 

combined cycle alternative based on the natural gas cost forecast in Table 3-1. The following summarizes 

the benchmark cost assumptions included in the combined cycle benchmark case. 

Capital Costs 

@ Fuel Assumptions 

Heat Rate Perfolmance Assumptions 

Operating Assumptions: 

Overall Capacity Factor 

Financing Assumptions (Investor Owned Utility): 

Interest Rate 

Tern 

DebtIEquity Percentage 

Return on Equity 

Construction Financing Fees 

Pelmanent Financing Fees 

Construction Financing 

Financing Assumptions (Public Power): 

Interest Rate 

Tern 

DebtIEquity Percentage 

Return on Equity 

Construction Financing Fees 

Permanent Financing Fees 

Construction Financing 

Table 6-1 

Table 3-1 

Table 6-1 

88.0% for comparative purposes 

7.5% 

20 years 

50%/50% 

12.0% 

0.50% 

1 .OO% 

24 months 

6.0% 

30 years 

1 OO%/O% 

NIA 

0.50% 

1 .OO% 

24 months 
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Pro Forma - Economic Analysis Section 3 

O&M Cost Assumptions: 

Fixed O&M Costs 

Insurance 

Property Taxes 

Variable O&M Costs 

Transmission Costs 

Emissions Allowances 

@ Economic Assumptions: 

O&M Inflation 

Construction Cost Inflation 

Solid Fuel Inflation 

Solid Fuel Transportation Inflation 

Discount Rate (Investor Owned Utility) 

Discount Rate (Public Power) 

Effective Tax Rate (IOU only) 

Book Depreciation 

Tax Depreciation (IOU only, DDB) 

$5.34/kW-yr (2004$) 

0.05% of Total Project Cost per year 

0.5% of Total Project Cost per year 

$3.25/MWh (2004$) 

Not Included - Busbar Cost Evaluation 

NIA 

2.5% per annun 

2.5% per annum 

Included in forecast 

Included in forecast 

9.75% 

6.0% 

40% 

30 years 

20 years 

The benchmark combined cycle cost assumptions above represent the costs associated with a greenfield 

site. 

3.4 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The econolnic pro fonna analyses were used to detennine the busbar cost of power for each alternative. 

A copy of the pro forma model for the 450 MW PC unit for both an investor owned utility and a public 

power utility is included in Attachment K. 

Figure 3-1 presents a graph of the resulting first year busbar power costs for the natural gas reference case 

and the coal-fired options for the year 2010 for an investor owned utility. Figure 3-1 was developed by 

preparing a project pro forma for each of the alternatives under consideration. The busbar cost represents 

the all-in energy cost in 2010$. Figure 3-2 presents the annual busbar cost for the natural gas reference 

case and the coal-fired options over 20 years for an investor owned utility. 

Burns & McDonnell 3-6 Phase I Studv 
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Figure 3-3 presents a graph of the resulting first year busbar power costs for the natural gas reference case 

and the coal-fired options for the year 2010 for a public power entity. Figure 3-3 was developed by 

preparing a project pro forma for each of the alternatives under consideration. The busbar cost represents 

the all-in energy cost in 2010$. Figure 3-4 presents the annual busbar cost for the natural gas reference 

case and the coal-fired options over 20 years for a public power utility. 

Table 3-3 provides the annual busbar cost for the first twenty years of operations for both an investor 

owned utility and a public power utility for each alternative. 
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3.5 ECONOMIC CONCLUSIONS 

The most cost-effective coal fired project is a 600 MW PC unit. Larger plant sizes such as 600 MW will 

result in improved economics due to reduced capital costs and reduced O&M costs. For the larger plant 

sizes, PC technology is preferred to CFB technology. CFB technology is more capital cost intensive, 

therefore more cost effective fuels must be utilized in order for it to be competitive with PC technology. 

However, for the smaller plant sizes, economies of scale are not as prevalent in the PC units, therefore, 

CFB technology is preferred to PC technology for the smaller plant sizes. 

All coal-fired options are preferred to a combined cycle plant for baseload dispatch. 

3.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A sensitivity analysis was prepared for the 450 MW PC unit for both the investor owned utility and public 

power options, as well as the 500 MW CCGT reference case for both the investor owned utility and 

public power options under the following cases: 

Capital Cost (plus or minus 10%) 

Interest Rate (plus or minus one (1) percentage point) 

@ Capacity Factor (plus or minus 5%) 

Fuel Cost (plus or minus 20%) 

0 O&M Costs (plus or minus 10%) 

The results of the sensitivity analyses are presented in tornado diagrams in Figures 3-5,3-6, 3-7 and 3-8. 

A tornado diagram illustrates the range of results for each sensitivity case and its impact on the levelized 

power cost, and ranks the results from greatest impact to least impact. The sensitivity analysis indicates 

that capital cost and fuel cost are the two most significant factors affecting the economics of a coal-fired 

unit. For a public power utility, the interest rate is the most significant factor affecting the economies of a 

coal-fired unit. Delivered fuel cost by far has the strongest impact on the overall economics of a 

combined cycle unit. This is an important result since the market price of natural gas is inherently 

volatile and nearly impossible for a utility to control over the long term. Hence, many utilities have a 

renewed interest in coal generation with its more stable fuel costs as means to protect customers from 

future natural gas market conditions. 

Burns & McDonnell 3-13 Phase I Study 
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Coal-fired generation resources are significantly more capital intensive than natural gas combined cycle 

plants, and have a construction period that can be more than twice the length of a combined cycle plant. 

This results in substantially more capital risk due to interest costs, labor availability and costs, and general 

inflation. Other risk factors associated with the construction of new solid fuel generation plants include 

the fact that several US boiler manufacturers are currently under financial duress, and the skilled 

workforce that constructed a number of coal units in the 1970's and 1980's have aged without a 

significant influx of younger construction workers with similar specialized sltills and experience. If a 

number of new coal units initiate construction within the next decade, the supply of skulled construction 

workers could be strained. The primary tradeoff for these higher capital risks with a solid fuel generation 

resource is the long-tetm stability of coal and other solid fuel alternatives which have few competing uses 

relative to natural gas that is used by almost all econo~nic sectors including residential heating. 
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3.7 CAPACITY FACTOR SENSITIVITY 

The economic analyses presented in this section assume an 88% capacity factor for both the gas combined 

cycle benchmark and the coal-fired generation alternatives. This allows a consistent comparison of 

busbar costs on an energy delivery basis. However, an 88% capacity factor represents a baseload 

resource, which is typically not the planned or actual dispatch of a gas combined cycle plant. These 

resources are typically designed and operated as an intermediate resource with capacity factors of 20% to 

60%. 

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 present the economic results a 450 MW PC unit compared to the combined cycle 

benchmark case across various capacity factors for dispatch. As indicated in Figures 3-7 and 3-8, a 

combined cycle resource has a clear economic advantage at low and intermediate dispatch levels. The 

coal-fired resource is only econo~nically competitive under higher dispatch cases representing baseload 

operations. 
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3.8 BUSBAR COST BREAKDOWN 

Figure 3-1 1 presents a breakdown of the 2010 busbar costs for the natural gas reference case and the coal- 

fired options. For each alternative, the following costs are included: 

0 Fuel Cost 

Fixed O&M 

Variable O&M 

Return 

In addition to the above costs the following costs are included: 

For an Investor Owned Utility: 

Interest 

Taxes 

a Depreciation 

For a Public Power Utility: 

a Debt Service 

Burns & McDonnell 3-22 Phase 1 Study 
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Major Commercial Terms Section 4 

SECTION 4 
MAJOR COMMERCIAL TERMS 

4.1 TERMS 

The following lists the major co~nrnercial terms assumed for the Project cost estimates. 

1) Cost estimates are given in 2008$. Escalation at the rate of 2.5% to the midpoint of the Project's 

construction is included in the estimates. Equipmenttmaterial escalation, especially where structural 

steel is involved, has become a major concern regarding the accuracy of capital cost estimates. 

2) Project is assumed to be executed using merit shop labor. 

3) Project is assumed to be performed under a multiple EPC contract approach. 

4) Project will be executed with durations similar to those shown on the Project schedule included in 

Section 9, Attachment B with a target COD of June 2010. 

5) A performance bond is included for each EPC contract at the rate of 0.5% of the estimated contract 

value. 

6) Property taxes incurred during construction are not included. Sales taxes on the Project's 

construction are included and includes 4% sales tax and 2 % contractor's excise tax, totaling 6%. 

7) Owners will provide a Builder's Risk policy for the project that is included in the estimate. Policy 

will have not more than $100,000 deductible. An insurance cost of 0.6% is included in the capital 

cost estimate. 

8) An insurance cost of 0.05% of the total Project cost (less interest during construction) is included in 

the pro-forma analysis during operations. 

9) A property tax cost of 0.5% of the total Project cost (less interest during construction) is included in 

the pro-forma analysis during operations. 

Burns & McDonnell 4- 1 Phase I Study 
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10) Reasonable liquidated darnagebonus provisions related to schedule and perfolmance will be 

negotiated between the EPC contractors and Otter Tail. Typical levels for liquidated damages are as 

stated below: 

a) Total Aggregate EPC Contract Liquidated Damages (LD) Cap - Maximum of 20-percent of EPC 

contract price. 

b) Project Schedule - Maximum of 15-percent of the EPC contract price. 

c) Output and Heat Rate - Maximum of 15-percent of the EPC contract price. 

The availability of liquidated damage insurance for EPC contractors on coal-fired projects is 

uncertain. The cost and availability of this insurance could have a significant impact on the EPC 

price, and the commercial terms the EPC contractors will accept. This estimate does not include 

funds for LID insurance. 

4.2 SCHEDULE 

The Level 1 schedules for the Project from start of permitting through commercial operation is included 

in Section 9, Attachment B. The schedule for consb-uction of the solid fuel plant is based on market 

conditions that exist today and is 46 months in duration for the larger unit (450MW and 600MW). 
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SECTION 5 

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY 

5.1 Scope Definition 

To define the scope of supply assumed for the Project Cost Estimates, the following table 

summarizes the scope to be provided by the various EPC Contractor (EPC) and OTP (Owner). 

The costs for the following items are apportioned in accordance with the following table in 

Section 6.0. 

Burns 8 McDonnell 5- 1 Phase I Study 
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ITEM 

Engineering 6: Procurement 

Environmental Consulting / Permitting 

Engineering & Architectural Design 

As-Built Record Drawings 

Equipment Procurement 

Boiler and APC/auxiliaries 

Steam Turbine 

Balance of Plant Equipment 

Vendor Service Representatives 

Site acquisition, Easements and Right-of-Ways 

Site Survey 

Geotechnical Investigation 

Site Clearing and Grubbing 

Landscaping 

Interior Furnishings 

Construction Power and Conshuction Water 

Construction Inspections 

Checkout, Startup, Testing, And Training 

Checkout Procedures and System Checkout 

Relay Settings 

Startup Procedures 

Startup of Systems and Plant 

Consumables Required for Startup, Testing prior to 

Commercial Operation 

E P C  

d 

d 

d 
d 

d 
~ 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

I' 

d 

4 

4111 

d 

OWNER 

d 

- -  

4 

d 

d 

d 

d 

, 

NOTES 

As required by the EPC Contractor 

For equipment supplied by the EPC 

Contractor 

Includes additional area for 

construction laydown and landfill 

expansion 

Provided from data collected during 

design of Unit 1 

(1) Minimal landscaping is included 

Owner to provide operations staff 

(1) Interconnect relay settings by 

Owner 

(1) Craft labor 

(2) Operating personnel 
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ITEM 

Startup Spares (i.e. Fuses, Lamps, Filters, and 

Gaskets) 

Initial Charge of Fluids, Resins, Chemicals, 

Desiccants and Lubricants 

Operating & Maintenance Spare Parts 

Performance Testing Procedures 

Test Equipment 

Performance Test 

Emission Compliance Testing 

Calibration of CEMS 

Operator Training 

Operating and Maintenance Manuals 

Equipment Instruction Manuals 

Operation and Maintenance Personnel 

Commercial 

Warranties 

Project Labor Agreement 

Bonds 

Performance 

Insurance 

Worker's Compensation 

Employer Liability 

Comprehensive General Liability 

Auto Liability 

Excess Liability 

Builder's Risk 

Sales Taxes 

Startup Fuel 

Otter Tail PQW 
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EPC 

d 

d 

d 

d 

dll) 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

OWNER 

d 

d 

dl" 

412) 

d 

d 

d 

d 

NOTES 

Excludes water chemistry testing 

equipment and reagents. 

(1) Operating personnel 

(1) Testing 

(2) Witness certification 

For equipment supplied by the EPC 

Contractor 

For equipment supplied by the EPC 

Contractor 

For equipment supplied by the EPC 

ContTactor 

EPC Contractor will administer 

claims while on site. After 

demobilization, EPC Contractor will 

assign warranties to Owner for 

administration only. 

Not Applicable , 

Assumes policy is acceptable to EPC 

Contractor 



Project Cost Estimates Section 6 

SECTION 6 

PROJECT COST ESTIMATES 

The cost estimates surmnarized in this section represent the Phase I screening-level cost estimates used in 

evaluating the various options for installing a power generation facility adjacent to the existing Big Stone 

Unit. 

6.1 CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE BASIS 

Equipment costs are based on recent vendor quotes for similar equipment or in-house data. Construction 

commodities and indirect costs are based on our experience. Burns & McDonnell did not solicit bids 

from equipment manufacturers or contractors for equipment or const~uction services. A capital cost 

summary comparing each of the coal fired facilities and the combined cycle facility is included in Table 

6-1. 

6.1 . I  Capital Cost Estimate Assumptions 

The cost basis for each of the various options is described in the Attachments to this report, including 

Attachments A and G. In addition to these technical descriptions, the following are the major 

assumptions and exclusions upon which the facility cost estimates are based: 

Project will be executed under multiple Engineer-Procure-Construct (EPC) Contracts. 

Cost estimate is based on open shop labor force for the Big Stone City, South Daltota area, 50-hour 

work week, single shift (see Section 6.1.3 below for estimated cost impact for union labor force). 

o Rail access is nearby and suitable for receipt of heavy equipment. 

Cost estimate includes escalation to support coinmercial operation in 2010. Escalation at the rate of 

2.5% to the midpoint of the Project's construction in 2008 is included in the estimate. 

No piles have been included. All foundations are assumed to be spread footings or matt foundations. 

o Rock, existing structures, underground utilities, or other obst~xctions will not be encountered in the 

area of the plant. 

o Hazardous substances will not be encountered in the area of the plant. 

0 No aesthetic landscaping or structures are included. 

6.1.2 Capital Cost Estimate Exclusions 

The following are not included in the scope of this cost estimate: 

o Transmission interconnection/upgrades. 
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Switchyard costs. 

Initial fuel inventory. 

Off-site road, bridge, or other improvements. 

o Owner corporate staffing. 

Development costs. 

Maintenance Equipment. 

6.1.3 Limitations, Qualifications and Estimate Risk Assessment 

The estimates and projections prepared by Bums & McDonnell relating to construction costs and 

schedules are based on our experience, qualifications and judgment as a professional consultant. Since 

Bums & McDonnell has no control over weather, cost and availability of labor, material and equipment, 

labor productivity, construction contractor's procedures and methods, unavoidable delays, construction 

contractor's method of determining prices, economic conditions, government regulations and laws 

(including interpretation thereof), competitive bidding and market conditions or other factors affecting 

such estimates or projections, Burns & McDonnell does not guarantee that actual rates, costs, 

perfonnance, schedules, etc., will not v a ~ y  from the estimates and projections prepared by Bums & 

McDonnell. 

Due to the capital intensive nature of solid fuel generation resources are and length of construction period, 

there is capital cost risk due to interest costs, labor availability and costs, and general inflation. Other risk 

factors associated with the construction of new solid fuel generation plants include the fact several US 

boiler manufacturers are currently under financial duress, and the slulled workforce that constructed a 

number of coal units in the 1970's and 1980's have aged without a significant influx of younger 

construction workers with similar specialized skills and experience. If a number of new coal units initiate 

construction within the next decade, the supply of slulled construction workers could be strained. The 

primary tradeoff for these higher capital risks with a solid fuel generation resource is the long-teim 

stability of coal and other solid fuel alternatives, which have few competing uses relative to natural gas 

that is used by almost all economic sectors including residential heating. 

If the project is pelformed with a union labor force in lieu of an open shop work force, Bums & 

McDonnell estimates that the cost impact to the Project will be approximately $57,000,000. This estimate 

is based on predominately on contractors self performing their work without multi-layers of subcontractor 

markup. 
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6.2 OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (O&M) COST ESTIMATE BASIS 

A summary of the calculated variable and fixed O&M costs for each of the options is included in Table 2- 

1. An O&M cost summary sheet for the 600MW PC case is included as part of Table 6-1 included in this 

section. These costs were estimated based on the assumptions discussed below. 

6.2.1 Staffing 

The additional staffing required for each of the six coal fired options was estimated and added to the 

existing Big Stone Unit I staff. Half of the total staff of 104 for both units was capitalized and included in 

the O&M cost estimates for Big Stone Unit 11. 

6.2.2 Ash Disposal 

For each of the six coal fired options, the estimated ash disposal costs was adjusted to account for the 

expansion of the existing landfill. An ash disposal cost of $l/ton was used up until the time that 

construction on a landfill expansion would start. Then the ash disposal cost was adjusted based on the 

cost of expanding the existing landfill. However, the adjusted ash disposal cost was only assigned a 

portion of the landfill expansion cost, based on the estimated yearly ash productions of both units. 

The ash disposal costs are based on the assumption that none of the ash being produced will be sold. 

6.2.3 O&M Cost Estimate Assumptions 

The following costs were assumed in estimating the non-fuel variable O&M Costs: 

o Ash Disposal, $l/ton (not including landfill expansion cost) 

o Limestone, $12/ton 

Lime, $65/ton 

Anhydrous Ammonia, $450/ton 

0 Activated Carbon, $1,04O/ton 
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Otter Tail Power Company 
Big Stone Unit II 

Mechanical Procurement 
Steam Turbine - Generator 
Boiler IslandlAPC Equipment 
Surface Condenser & Air Removal Equipment 
Boiler Feed Pumps 
Condensate PumpslCirculating Water Pumps 
Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment 
Gas Turbine - Generator 

TABLE 6-1: COST ESTIMATES 

Electrical 8 Control Procurement 
GSU, Auxiliary Transformers 5 3,000,000 $ 3,000,000 
Medium Voltage Metal-Clad Switchgear 5 3,815,000 $ 4,010,000 
480 V Switchgear &Transformers 5 2,630,000 $ 2,275,000 
Miscellaneous Electrical Equipment 5 4,397,095 $ 5,422,095 

Description 

I Control Procurement I $ 6,386,810 1 5 7,919,135 

I Water Treatment Procurement I 5 6,008,447 1 5 6,201,698 

600 MW PC 

Dollars 

1 Structural Procurement I $ 6,947,600 1 5 6,947,600 

600 MW CFB 

Dollars 

Major Equipment Erection 
Steam Turbine - Generator Erection 5 7,299,476 5 7,299,476 
Boiler IslandIAPC Equipment Erection 5 116,689,119 $ 11 1,245,290 
Gas Turbine - Generator Erection 5 - 5 

Furnish 8 Erect Packages 
Cooling Tower 
Material Handling Systems 
Chimney 

I Civil I Structural Construction I 5 75,969,620 1 5 77,991,540 

I Mechanical Construction 1 5 79,384,418 1 5 84,449,880 

I Electrical Construction I 5 31,351,008 15 36,029,014 

Construction Management 
Preoperational Testing, Startup, & Calibration 
Miscellaneous Construction lndirects 
Project Management & Engineering 
Project Bonds 
Escalation 
Contractors ContingencyIOverhead B Profit 

I I 

TOTAL EPC PROJECT COST 1 856,914,381 1 892,453,776 
I I 

Owner Costs 
Project Development 
Owner Operations Personnel 
Switchyard 
Transmission InterconnectionlUpgrades 
Land 
Permitting & License Fees 
Initial Fuel Inventory 
Miscellaneous Owner Costs 

Owner lndirects 
Owner's Engineer 
Startuprresting 
Escalation Owner's lndirects 
Sales Tax & Duties 
Owner Contingency 

Not lncluded 
5 2,856,373 

Not lncluded 
Not lncluded 

5 1,440,000 
5 2,342,513 

Not lncluded 
5 16,676,090 

Not lncluded 
5 2,972,000 

Not lncluded 
Not lncluded 

5 1,440,000 
$ 2,342,513 

Not lncluded 
5 17,010,912 

I I 

TOTAL OWNER COSTS 1 142,978,691 1 147,620,658 

Not lncluded 
5 2,855,000 

Not lncluded 
Not lncluded 

5 1,200,000 
$ 2,342,513 

Not lncluded 
$ 14,419,680 

I I 

Not lncluded 
5 2,972,000 

Not lncluded 
Not lnciuded 

5 1,200,000 
5 2,342,513 

Not lnciuded 
5 15,013,639 

TOTAL PROJECT COST 

Not included 
5 2,816,000 

Not included 
Not included 

$ 720,000 
$ 2,342,513 

Not included 
5 11,495,690 

$ 999,893,073 $ 1,040,074,434 

Not lncluded 
$ 2,816,000 

Not lncluded 
Not lncluded 

5 960,000 
5 2,342,513 

Not lncluded 
$ 11,175,884 

Not lncluded 
$ 1,250,000 

Not lncluded 
Not lncluded 

$ 420,000 
$ 287,200 

Not lncluded 
$ 7,683,908 



OTTER TAIL 
BIG STONE UNIT I1 

1x600 MW PC SUPERCRITICAL 
BMCD PROJECT 35424 

\lumber of Units 
Uet Output, kW 

Labor 52 people @ 5 77,529 
Office & Admin 
Other Fixed O&M 

Employee Expensesfrraining 
Contract Labor 
Environmental Expenses 
Safety Expenses 
Buildings, Grounds, and Painting 
Other Supplies & Expenses 
Communication 
Control RoornlLab Expenses 

Annual major maintenance service director fee 
Start-up power demand charge $ - perkW-Mo 0 KW 
Water supply demand charge $ - per acre-ft 0 acre-ft 
Water discharge demand charge $ - per acre-ft o acre-ft 
Standby Power Energy Costs $ - per kW-hr 0 KW-hr 
Standby Power Service Fee $ - per Month 0 Mo 
Property Taxes 
Insurance 
Total Fixed O&M Annual Cost 

Not Included 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

In Proforma 
In Proforma 

I $  5,490,491 

Plant Makeup Water 
Potable Water 
Water Discharge 

Other Variable O&M 
Electronics, Controls, BOP Electrical 

Steam Generators 
Steam turbine Generators 
BOP 
Misc. Maintenance Expenses 
Consummables 

Chemical Feed 
Lime Consumption 
SCR Ammonia 
SCR Catalyst Replacements & Disposal 
Ash and Scrubber Waste Disposal 
Carbon. Consumption 
Emissions 

NOx Allowance 
SOX Allowance 
C02 Allowance 
HG Allowance 

Total Non-Fuel Variable O&M Annual Cost 

0 MMGaiIyr @ $0.00 IkGal $ $/M Wh 
0 MMGallyr @ 50.00 IkG-I 1 i I 1 i 1 .W$ I 
0 MMGallyr @ $0.00 IkGal 

4,625,280 $ 1.0000 $/MWh 

15,065 tpy @ $65.00 /ton 

1,730 ~ P Y  @ $450.00 Iton 
$4,261,407 Catalyst Cost 3 yrs life 

153,338 tpy @ $1 .OO Iton 

5,082 ~ P Y  @ $1,040.00 /ton 

$0.00 /ton 
$0.00 Iton 
$0.00 /ton 
$0.00 Ilb 

Total O&M Cost, $IMWHr 

Notes: 
1. O&M costs do not include the following: 

-Taxes 
- Insurance 
- Emissions allowances 
- F i n  fuel supply costs 
-Wheeling costs 
- Fuel 
- Backup or standby power 
- initial spares, pre-op costs(computers, software, office equipment, etc.), or O&M mobilization fees 
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SECTION 7 

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AND EMISSION ESTIMATES 

7.0 PROJECT PERFORMANCE AND EMISSIONS ESTIMATES 

A total of three solid fuel fired technologies, Pulverized Coal (PC), both subcritical and 

supercritical, and Circulating Fluidized Bed Combustion (CFB) were evaluated. The fuel for 

each of the different solid fuel technologies was PRB. In addition, a typical 500 MW Combined 

Cycle (CCGT) gas fired unit firing pipeline quality natural gas was evaluated. This section 

addresses each technology with respect to the expected plant perfomance and emissions. 

7.1 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES 

The perfonnance estimates summarized in this section were based on in-house data and 

information .from similar projects. A performance summary comparing each of the coal fired 

facilities being evaluated is included in Table 7-1 below: 

300 MW 1 600 MW 1 600 MW 1 450 OMW 1 450 MW 1 1 300 MW 1 Subcritical 05011 050 Supercritical 105011 050 Supercritical 105011 050 105011050 

Table 7-1: Solid Fuel Units Performance Estimates 

Boiler Type 

STG Heat Rate 
(BtulkW-hr) 
STG Gross Output 
(kWI 

Table 7-2 summarizes expected perfonnance for a typical 500 MW gas fired combined cycle 

facility with gas turbine inlet cooling and without duct bu-ning. Fw-ther, the plant performance in 

Table 7-2 is representative of a 2x1 arrangement consisting of two "F" class gas turbines and a 

Dl 1 STG. 

Boiler Efficiency (%) 

Auxiliary Power (kW) 

Auxiliary Power (%) 
Net Plant Heat Rate 
(BtuIkW-hr) 

Burns & McDonnell 7- I Phase I Study 

PC 

7,201 

662,446 

Offer Tail Power I S G r J  

CFB 

85.5% 

62,446 

9.4% 

9,392 

CFB 

7,520 

674,479 

PC PC 

84.5% 

74,485 

11 .O% 

10,105 

CFB 

7,221 

496,850 

85.5% 

46,850 

9.4% 

9,418 

7,540 

505,814 

84.5% 

55,859 

11 .O% 

10,132 

7,470 

328,590 

7,470 

337,080 

85.5% 

28,587 

8.7% 

9,665 

84.5% 

37,079 

11 .O% 

10,033 
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Table 7-2: CCGT Performance Estimates 

7.1.1 PC Boiler Description 

Conventional pulverized coal technology is a reliable energy producer around the world and is 

characterized by the operating pressure of the cycle, subcritical and supercritical. Subcritical and 

supercritical technology refers to the state of the water that is used in the steam generation 

process. 

ST Output (kW) 

CTG Output (kW) 

Auxiliary Power 

(kW) 

Auxiliary Power (%) 

Net Plant Heat Rate 

(BtuIkW-hr) 

Net Plant Output 

(kW) 

7.1 .I . I  Subcritical PC Boiler Performance 

Subcritical power plants utilize pressures below the critical point of water (3206.2 psiaa5F) in 

which there is a distinct difference between liquid and vapor states of water. These units utilize a 

steam dtum and internal separators to separate the steam from the water. In this evaluation, the 

plants using a PC boiler consists of one steam generator and one steam turbine generator. 

190,000 

325,000 

13,000 

2.5 

7,000 

502,000 

In the steam generator, high-pressure steam is generated for main steam to the steam turbine. The 

steam conditions are typically 2400 psig and 1000°F at the steam turbine inlet. However, cycle 

efficiency was improved by estimating the performance based on running with the steam turbine 

at valves wide open (VWO) to the maximum steam turbine inlet pressure of 2520 psig as well as 

superheating the steam to 1050°F. These adjustments result in a net efficiency gains over 

efficiencies of typical steam conditions listed above. 

7.1.1.2 Supercritical PC Boiler Performance 

The general description of the supercritical units is very similar to that of the subcritical units 

described earlier. The inajor difference is that the steam generator is a once through system and 

does not include a steam d ~ m .  Since there is no steam drum to allow blowdown of impurities in 
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the system, water chemistry is critical to maintain a reliable system. A full-flow condensate 

polisher has been included into the condensate system to clean the condensate of impurities. 

For the supercritical units used in this performance estimates, steam conditions at the steam 

turbine inlet of 3500 psig (unit operating with VWO) and 1050°F provide an increase in turbine 

eff~ciency over standard subcritical units with steam conditions of 2400 psig and 1000°F. 

For the supercritical unit, the auxiliary power consumption is expected to be substantially more 

compared to a subcritical unit. In a typical subcritical unit, the boiler feedwater pumps require 

less of the turbine output. However, the increase is justified in the improved thermal cycle 

efficiency. 

7.1.2 CFB Boiler Description 

Circulating fluidized bed colnbustion occurs in a suspended or "fluidized" bed of fuel, limestone, 

char, and ash inside a boiler at atmospheric pressure. This fluidized bed of material is suspended 

with combustion air that is forced in vertically at the bottom of the boiler. Some of materials in 

the bed become entrained in the flue gas and carried out of the furnace. This material is collected 

with cyclone separators or other collection device at the furnace outlet and injected back into the 

bed at the base of the furnace. 

7.1.2.1 CFB Boiler Performance 

As with the subcritical PC units, the steam conditions for the CFB boiler are typically 2400 psig 

and 1000°F at the steam turbine inlet. However, once again, cycle efficiency was improved by 

estimating the performance based on running with the steam turbine at VWO to the maximum 

steam turbine inlet pressure of 2520 psig as well as superheating the steam to 1050°F. These 

adjustments result in a net efficiency gain over efficiencies of typical steam conditions listed 

above. 

7.1.3 CCGT Description 

The basic configuration is a 2x1 7FA General Electric Frame technology. The power block 

consists of two 7FA technology combustion turbine generators at 175MW nominal, and two heat 

recovery steam generators (HRSGs) and one reheat steam turbine at 200MW nominal. The 

p~imary fuel source is natural gas. 

Burns & McDonnell 7-3 Phase I Studv 
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7.1.4 Start-up and Load Following 

Cold start-up times for a CFB boiler are commonly in the 15-24 hour range compared to a 

subcritical PC boiler start-up time of 4-5 hours. CFB boiler's capability for load following is also 

reduced compared to a PC boiler due to limitations in thermal change rates of the thick refractory 

utilized in the bed section of a fluidized bed boiler. This limitation would present a significant 

challenge to a large power facility operating one or more units in load following operation. 

Supercritical boilers are capable of reaching maximum load 15% to 20% faster than subcritical 

units due to the lack of a steam drum and other thick water wall components. However, 

supercritical units should be base loaded units due to the economic advantage of the cycle. 

Combined cycle units are capable of achieving full load within 90 minutes on a hot start and 

within 4 hours on a cold start. 

7.2 EMISSIONS ESTIMATES 

A Best Available Control Technology (BACT) review of this facility has not been performed. 

However, based on recent determinations and conversations with OTP, we have assumed that the 

following combination of technologies forms the basis of the design. 

7.2.1 PC Boiler Emissions 

Pulverized coal-fired steam generator technology firing low-sulk, PRB fuel: 

e Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) for NO, control. 

Carbon injection system for mercury (Hg) control 

Spray dryer absorber for SOz control. 

e Fabric filter for particulate (PMlo) control. 

The 600 MW PC option and the 450 MW PC option will each have two spray dryers while the 

300 MW PC option will only have one. 

7.2.2 CFB Boiler Emissions 

Circulating fluidized bed steam generator technology firing low-sulfur, PRF3 fuel: 

e Limestone injection into the boiler for SO? control. 

e Selective Non-catalytic Reduction (SNCR) for NO, control. 
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o Carbon injection system for mercury (Hg) control 

o Fabric filter for particulate (PMlo) control. 

7.2.3 CCGT Emissions 

A combined cycle technology firing pipeline quality natural gas: 

Dry low NO, combustors and SCR for NO, control. 

Catalyst for CO control. 

7.2.4 Expected Pollutant Limits 

Based on the control technology described above, the emissions estimates for the two types of 

coal fired plants being evaluated are as follows: 

Table 7-2: Emissions Estimates 

Pollutant PC Limit CFB Limit CCGT Limit 

NO, 0.07 lb/MMBtu 0.08 lb/MMBtu 3PPMvd@%O 2 

SO2 0.12 Ib/MMBtu 0.12 lb/MMBtu Calc. from Fuel Input 

PMio 0.0 1 8 lb/MMBtu 0.018 IbIMMBtu Calc. from Fuel Input 

Hg 2 x lo-' lb/MW-hr 2 x 1 0-S lb/MW-hr Not Required 

CO Good Combustion Good Co~nbustion 3PPMvd@%O 2 

Practices Practices 

Even though a spray dryer absorber was assumed for the pulverized coal options in this study, it 

is recormnended that a detailed colnparison between a spray dryer and a wet scrubber be 

completed in Phase I1 of this assessment. The detailed comparison should account for both sulfur 

dioxide and mercury control. 
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SECTION 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 ECONOMIC CONCLUSIONS 

The most cost-effective coal fired project is a 600 MW PC superclitical unit. Larger plant sizes such as 

600 MW will result in improved economics due to reduced capital costs and reduced O&M costs. For the 

larger plant sizes, PC technology is preferred to CFB technology for the following reasons. 

1. CFB technology is more capital cost intensive, therefore low cost opportunity fuels must be utilized 

in order for it to be competitive with PC technology. 

2. The efficiencies of a larger supercritical PC unit versus a subcritical unit with two steam generators 

feeding one steam turbine presents an inherent performance advantage and a capital cost advantage 

for the PC unit. 

3. The cost savings for using small amounts of cheaper opportunity fuels in a CFB unit is too small' to 

offset additional cost if the main source (PRB) represents 90% of the heat input for both technologies. 

Coal-fired generation resources are significantly more capital intensive than natural gas combined cycle 

plants, and have a construction period that can be more than twice the length of a combined cycle plant. 

This results in substantially more capital risk due to interest costs, labor availability and costs, and general 

inflation. Other risk factors include the stability of boiler manufacturers and the availability of a skilled 

workforce. The primary tradeoff for these higher capital ~islts with a solid fuel generation resource is the 

long-term stability of coal and other solid fuel alternatives. 

8.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A sensitivity analysis was prepared for the 450 MW PC unit for both the investor owned utility and public 

power options, as well as the 500 MW CCGT reference case for both the investor owned utility and 

public power options under the following cases: 

Capital Cost (plus or nlinus 10%) 

0 Interest Rate (plus or minus one (1) percentage point) 

0 Capacity Factor (plus or minus 5%) 

Fuel Cost (plus or lninus 20%) 

0 O&M Costs (plus or minus 10%) 
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The results of the sensitivity analyses are presented in tornado diagrams in Figures 3-3,3-4,3-5 and 3-6. 

For an investor owner utility, the sensitivity analysis indicates that capital cost and fuel cost are the two 

most significant factors affecting the economics of a coal-fired unit. For a public power utility, the 

interest rate is the most significant factor affecting the economies of a coal-fired unit. Delivered fuel cost 

by far has the strongest impact on the overall economics of a combined cycle unit for any owning entity. 

This is an important result since the market price of natural gas is inherently volatile and nearly 

impossible for a utility to control over the long term. Hence, many utilities have a renewed interest in 

coal generation with its more stable fuel costs as means to protect customers from future natural gas 

market conditions. 

8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

B&McD recommends that OTP proceed with preliminay engineering to support the permit process for a 

600MW PC unit based on the economic analysis presented in Section 3. Based on the extensive study 

conducted by B&McD regarding water treatment and wastewater management and the unique problems 

this presents at the Big Stone station (see Section 9, Attachment E), the technology should be based on 

utilizing a cooling tower for unit heat rejection. 

Based on piicing information provided by Babcock & Wilcox regarding a cyclone type boiler, similar to 

Big Stone I, at this point it does not appear to be a cost effective option. When the boiler is specified for 

procurement (either by a multiple contract approach or as part of an EPC contract), an alternate bid may 

be requested for the cyclone design to determine if the economics are more favorable at that time. 

8.4 STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS 

In preparation of this Feasibility Study, Burns & McDonnell has made certain assumptions regarding 

future market conditions for construction and operation of solid fuel generation resources. While we 

believe the use of these assumptions is reasonable for the purposes of this Feasibility Study, Burns & 

McDonnell makes no representations or warranties regarding future inflation, labor costs and availability, 

material supplies, equipment availability, weather, and site conditions. To the extent future actual 

conditions vary from the assumptions used herein, perhaps significantly, the estimated costs presented in 

the Feasibility Study may valy. 
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SECTION 9 
ATTACHMENTS 

9.1 ATTACHMENT DESCRIPTIONS 

These attachments support the body of the document and provide additional technical detail where 

necessary. Section 9 includes the following attachments: 

Attachment A - Plant Technical Descri~tion: A technical description of the six coal options and a 

combined cycle natural gas unit that were considered for this study. The descriptions include all 

major systems and equipment. 

e Attachment B - Schedule: Includes the study, permitting, design, and construction schedule for a 

300 and 600 MW PC unit, as well as a 500 MW combined cycle natural gas unit. 

Attachment C - Water Balance Diaaams: The water balance diagrams for all six coal units 

considered. 

e Attachment D - Coal / Reagent Analysis: Includes a historical coal analysis from the existing 

unit, and a typical lime and limestone chemical analysis. 

o Attachment E - Water Treatment and Wastewater Management: The entire water study, 

including: a cooling tower vs. cooling pond study; an evaluation of several water treatment 

options; an evaluation of wastewater management options; and comparative costs. 

Attachment F - Site Plan: Site plans for the six coal options considered. All site plans are for 

cooling tower arrangements and include expansion of the existing cooling pond for additional 

Unit 1 cooling capacity. 

0 Attachment G - Fuel Handling System Descriptions and Schematics: Describes the existing fuel 

handling system and details the upgrades and equipment necessary to accommodate the additional 

unit. Attachment G also includes fuel handling schematics of 300,450, and 600 MW units for PC, 

CFB, and Cyclone boilers. 
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Attachment H - Electric One Lines: Includes the electrical one line diagrams for all six coal 

options that were evaluated. 

Attachment I - Control Svstem Conceptual Aschitecture: Includes control system architectures 

for 600 MW PC and CFB units. 

Attachment J - Contracting Alternatives: Includes description of various contracting methods for 

design, procurement and construction of the new generating unit. 

Attachment K - Pro Foima Model: Includes all pro foma input and output infolmation for the 

450MW pulvelized coal unit case for the Investor Owned Utility and the Public Power Utility 

scenarios. 
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I .O INTRODUCTION 

The generating facilities that will be considered for the new generation include: 

1) 600 MW net Superclitical Pulverized Coal (PC) 

2) 450 MW net Supercritical PC 

3) 300 MW net Subcritical PC 

4) 600 MW net Subcritical Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) 

5) 450 MW net Subcritical CFB 

6) 300 MW net Subcritical CFB 

7) 500 MW net Combined Cycle Natural Gas 

8) 550 MW net Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) 

9) 250 MW net Wind 

Options 1 through 8 involve consb-ucting a new unit (Big Stone 11) at the existing Big Stone I site near 

Big Stone City, South Dakota. Existing Big Stone unit I is a coal fired cyclone unit that produces 450 

MW of net generation. 

The 600 MW PC, 600 MW CFB and 500 MW CCNG are base cases that will be reviewed in-depth. The 

smaller units are alternates to the base cases, and only systems that differ from their respective base case 

will be discussed. Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) and Wind technologies were 

considered as alternative generation technologies and are addressed in Sections 8 and 9 respectively, at 

the end of this Attachment. 

The earliest commercial operation date for Big Stone I1 is June 2010. Permitting issues may delay the 

date until Spring 201 1. Due to the time period between the development of this study and the project's 

execution, all of the estimates prepared by Burns & McDonnell are based on current technology and 

market conditions,. with normally anticipated marlcet escalation included to the Project's construction 

midpoint in 2008. 
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2.0 BASE CASE I: 600 MW SUPERCRITICAL PULVERIZED COAL STEAM 

GENERATOR (BOILER) 

2.1 GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

2.1 .I Project Description 

Base Case 1 includes construction of a 600 MW (net) electric generating station utilizing a single 

pulverized coal (PC) fired steam generator (boiler) and a single, reheat steain turbine on a brownfield site. 

The proposed location is adjacent to the existing Big Stone Unit I cyclone unit. 

The system will be designed to operate on Powder River Basin (PRB) sub-bituminous coal. An existing 

rail spur will be used to provide the PRB coal supply via unit train. Existing dumping facilities will be 

used for coal unloading. 

The PC-fired steam generator will be balanced-draft combustion with reheat. Additional features will 

include selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NO, reduction, a spray dryer absorber for sulfur dioxide 

(SO?) removal and a pulse-jet fabric filter (baghouse) for particulate collection. Steam generated by the 

steam generator will be supplied to the steam turbine to complete the power generation cycle. The steam 

turbine will include eight stages of feedwater heating for the supercritical (3500 psig 1050 / 1050 O F )  

cycle. Treated cooling water for the water-cooled surface condenser will be provided from a closed loop 

circulating water system that includes a mechanical draft cooling tower and circulating water pumps. 

Raw water for the cooling system will be supplied from the existing Big Stone Unit I cooling pond.. The 

water for the cooling pond will be supplied from Big Stone Lake via an existing water line. 

Electrical output from the Project will be stepped up to 230 1V and interconnected with the MAAP 

transmission system. All interconnection costs from the high side bushings of the main step-up and start- 

up transformers to the transmission system are included in a separate study conducted by the Owner. 

2.1.2 Operating and Control Philosophy 

The facility is expected to be operated at base load. The project is configured to normally operate at 

maximum continuous rating (MCR) output. The proposed units are capable of load following with 
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overnight/weekend/holiday load reductions (steam generator at 50-percent load), however the advantage 

of a supercritical unit is its superior cycle efficiency operating at base load. 

All routine start-up and shutdown operations will be from a central control room via a distributed control 

system (DCS). The Unit I1 control room will be located in the existing Unit I control room. In addition to 

the existing Unit I control staff, the Unit I1 operating staff will consist of two control room operator, one 

shift supe~visor, and one roving operator per shift. There will also be an additional fueVash operator on 

all shifts with the exception of the 300MW solid fuel units. The shift supervisor and control room 

operator for each shift will be thoroughly trained in all aspects of plant controls and will be fully qualified 

to operate all plant systems. The shift supervisor will direct shift operations, make assignments, and 

perfolm required administrative duties. The shift supervisor will also serve as a second operator during 

emergencies and provide periodic relief for the primary control room operator. 

Big Stone Unit I1 will share operational staff with the existing unit. The existing staff of 74 employees 

will be expanded to 104 employees to accommodate the unit expansion. By sharing staff, both units will 

benefit from added flexibility and will be able to operate with fewer on-site staff per unit. 

Facility automation will be designed to insure secure and safe operation of all equipment. Maintenance 

support will be supplied by on-site staff as required for routine maintenance activities. Maintenance 

support for major shutdowns is expected to be contracted. 

The level of equipment redundancy included in the cost estimates for the facility are based on discussions 

with Otter Tail Power and a preliminary list developed between Burns & McDonnell and Otter Tail 

Power that represents accepted industry standards for similar utility grade units. 

The Project is not configured to generate electricity while isolated from the utility grid or to have cLblacl~- 

start" capability. 

2.q .3 Design Conditions 

The following site ambient conditions were used as the basis for preliminary design. 

1) Site Elevation 1123 feet above MSL 

2) Extreme Summer Maximum (degree Fdb ): 112 

. a) Applicable design conditions for the following: 

(1) Equipment cooling (lube oil, generators, etc). 
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(2) Motor design. 

(3) Water supply. 

3) Summer Design - 0.4 % of time above ( Fdb / Fwb): 99 176 

a) Applicable design conditions for the following: 

(1) Cooling tower. 

(2) Steam turbine condenser. 

4) Average Ambient (degree Fdb / %RH): 

a) Applicable design conditions for the following: 

(1) Steam generator. 

(2) Steam system performance optimization. 

5) Winter Design - 99 % of time above (degree Fdb): -16 

a) Applicable design conditions for the following: 

(1) HVAC heating systems. 

(2) Steam turbine. 

(3) Insulation systems. 

6) Extreme Winter Minimum ( degree Fdb): -44 

a) Applicable design conditions for the following: 

(1) Freeze Protection. 

(2) Heating of heated areas. 

7) Precipitation: 

a) Minimum Annual: 

b) Average Annual: 

c) Maximum Annual: 

d) Maximum 24 Hour Rain: 

e) Maximum 24 Hour Snow: 

8) Prevailing Wind Direction: 

a) Summer: 

b) Winter: 

c) Annual: 

9) Seismic Zone: 

9.7 inches 

19.1 inches 

3 1.7 inches 

5.3 inches 

18.3 inches 

Northwest 

Southeast 

South-southeast 

Zone 0 (1997 Uniform Building Code) 

2.1.4 Equipment Location 

Both the steam turbine-generator and steam generator (boiler) will be located indoors. 
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2.1.5 Emissions Criteria 

A Best Available Control Technology (BACT) review of this facility has not been perfo~med. However, 

based on recent determinations, we have assumed that the following combination of technologies forms 

the basis of the design. 

Pulverized coal-fired steam generator technology firing low-sulfur, Powder River Basin fuel. 

Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NO, control. 

Spray dryer absorber for SO? control. 

c Carbon injection system for mercury control. 

c Fabric filter for particulate control. 

Based on the above, the conceptual design included in this study will meet the following emissions 

criteria. 

Pollutant I Limit 

2.1.6 Fuel and Reagents 

Primary fuel for the pulverized coal-fxed steam generator will be low sulfur coal supplied from mines in 

the Powder River Basin area of Wyoming and Montana. This fuel is relatively high moisture, low sulfur 

Western sub-bituminous coal with excellent combustion but low grindability qualities. 

OTP will procure this fuel and arrange for coal freight service. The Project does not include any 

additional spurs from the existing mainline. OTP will utilize the existing unloader to serve the facility 

using rotary dump-type railcars. Attachment G of this report outlines the fuel handling modifications to 

support the various technology options for the new unit. 

The existing No. 2 fuel oil system will be used to supply start-up fuel for the new steam generator. The 

new unit will also use the existing auxiliary boiler for start-up when auxiliay steam from Big Stone I is 

not available. 
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Lime can be delivered by rail or truck to the site. It will then be slaked to form a calcium hydroxide 

(Ca(OH)2) slurry that will be injected into the spray dtyer to react with the sulfur dioxide in the flue gas. 

The lime is expected to come from existing sources in the region. 

Anhydrous ammonia will be delivered by truck to the site. It will be diluted with air and be injected at the 

economizer outlet, upstream of the SCR catalyst to reduce NOx emissions. 

Activated carbon will be delivered by truck. The activated carbon will then be injected in to the flue gas 

upstream of the spray dryer for mercury control. 

2.1.7 Water Supply 

Raw water will be supplied from Big Stone Lake using the existing water supply pumps and piping. Raw 

water will be pumped to the new makeup water storage pond for makeup to the existing Unit 1 cooling 

pond. Makeup to the Unit 2 cooling tower will be supplied from the existing cooling pond. A detailed 

evaluation of the water supply and wastewater management options is included in Attachment E. Water 

balance diagrams for the facility are included in Section 9, Attachment C. 

Potable-quality water for drinking fountains, washrooms, showers, and toilet facilities will be supplied 

from a tie to the existing unit. 

2.1.8 Wastewater 

Surface water, collected from floor drains and containment areas around equipment, that may contain 

small amounts of oil, will be directed through an oiltwater separator. The water discharged from the 

oil/water separator will be combined with other waste streams and discharged to the cooling pond. 

Collected oil from the oillwater separator will be burned, along with other plant-generated waste oils in 

one of the two coal-fired boilers for energy recovery. 

A concentrated waste stream from the new holding pond (cooling tower blowdown pond) will be 

discharged to the existing brine concentrator, supplemented by a new brine concentrator. The new brine 

concentration will provide additional needed wastewater treatment and will provide some degree of 

redundancy for producing condensate for plant use as well as supply to the ethanol plant. 

Stom water ~-unoff from non-process equipment areas, such as parlung lots and building roofs, will be 

directed through an on-site stolm water collection system to a detention pond and released into the 

existing surface drainage system. 
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Sanitary waste, from showers, wash basins, and toilet facilities, will be collected for treatment in the 

existing treatment system. 

2.1.9 Noise Criteria 

A detailed noise study for this project has not been performed. For this Project, we have assumed that the 

steam generator, steam turbine-generator and other equipment are supplied with standard silencing 

equipment. 

2.1 . I0  Electrical Interconnection 

The tusbine generator output will be connected through a generator stepup transformer to the existing 230 

kV switchyasd. The unit startup source will be provided through the addition of a 13.8 kV brealter to the 

switchyard 13.8 kV switchgear and via underground cable to the plant 13.8 kV switchgear in a manner 

similar to Unit 1. The switchyard 13.8 kV switchgeas is connected to the tertiary of the 1151230 kV 

autotransformer. The tertiary has a maximum capability of approximately 50 mva that should be adequate 

for starting the unit but will not provide for full load operation in the event both unit auxiliary 

transformers are out of service. 

2.1 . I  1 Provisions for Future Facilities 

Previous studies conducted by Busns & McDonnell have identified preferred locations for air pollution 

control equipment retrofits to Big Stone Unit 1, in the event that they were required by future regulatory 

developments. The potential locations for both spray dryer SOz absorbers and selective catalytic 

reduction (SCR) modules were identified as being along the north and south sides of the Unit 1 boiler 

building. In each case the gas flow would be divided into two streams, corresponding to the two air 

preheaters, with one stream treated in APC equipment modules to the north of the steam generator and the 

other to the south. The space to the south of the existing steam generator building would need to be 

'reserved for these potential future APC equipment modules. This will affect the spacing between the new 

steam generator and the existing steam generator. 

2.2 CIVIL 1 STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

2.2.1 General 

The site arrangement drawings can be found in Attachment F - Site Plans. 
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The elevation of the site varies from approximately 1060 feet MSL to 1140 feet MSL. Grade elevation of 

the main structures and supporting structures will be approximately 1126 feet MSL. Design of structures 

will be for 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) Seismic Zone 0. 

The plant will be oriented with the axis of the steam generator perpendicular to the turbine axis. Future 

units (if any) will align with the turbine axis and expand to the west. The spray dryer and fabric filter will 

be located symmetrically about the boiler axis and extend to the north. The stack will be located west of 

the fabric filter. 

Facility will be laid out to facilitate access to equipment and systems for maintenance and operations. 

Platforms will be provided to allow personnel to access equipment, valves and instrumentation requiring 

fiequent (more than twice a year) attention for maintenance, calibration or operation. Stairs will be 

utilized to access platforms that are used more than once a week. Ladders will be utilized to access 

platforms that are used less than once a week. 

The plant will consist of a number of buildings and structures. The primary structures include the steam 

turbine-generator structure, the steam generator structure, a tie bay between the units to connect the 

turbine halls that will also house an additional administrative office area of approximately 8,000 ft', the 

cooling tower, administration building, structures for handling and storage of fuel, lime, and ash, a 13,000 

ftlyard maintenance building, and other miscellaneous sttuctures. The main control room will be located 

in the existing Unit I control room. Roads, drives and parking areas will be located to provide a 

satisfactory circulation pattern and to provide access to all plant facilities. 

Auxiliary buildings will be provided as required for the functions of the power generating facilities. 

Auxiliary buildings will be constructed, wherever possible, utilizing a pre-engineered building system. 

2.2.2 Main Structures 

The main structures will be the turbine, steam generator, spray-dryer absorber, fabric filters, chimney, 

yard maintenance building and the tie bay between turbine buildings. The turbine and steam generator 

will be located in adjacent enclosures. The fabric filters and spray dryer will be outdoors. The 

administration building will be located between the Unit I turbine enclosure and the Unit I1 turbine 

enclosure. The administration building will include the mechanical maintenance shop. Stairs, one 

elevator and platforms will provide full access within and to all enclosures and inspection/maintenance 

access to functional equipment parts. 
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Walls will be a system of insulated metal panels of galvanized steel on structural steel girts, having a 

factory-applied fluoropolymer coating with a life expectancy of at least 20 years. 

The roofing will be standard lap-seam insulated roof panels fabricated from metallic coated steel sheets 

pre-painted with coil coating. Walkways will be provided where required for maintenance of roof- 

mounted equipment and where other foot traffic requirements dictate. 

Control rooms, laboratory, offices and other finished areas will have walls combining metal studs, 

drywall and lightweight concrete block masonry. Toilet/loclter room facilities will have glazed concrete 

block walls. Other partitions inside the plant will primarily be constructed of lightweight concrete block. 

Toilets, washroom facilities, laboratories, control rooms and administrative facilities will have suspended 

acoustical ceilings with recessed lighting. Ceilings for all other areas will be exposed structure. 

In general, all main structure ground floors will be constructed of concrete. Elevated floors will be 

constructed of concrete supported by steel deck or metal bar gating. Flooring materials in the laboratory, 

control room and other finished areas will be either vinyl composition tile with lubber base, or carpeting. 

Toiletllocker rooin facilities will have ceramic tile flooring. Mechanical equipment rooms will have hard- 

troweled natural g a y  concrete floors. All other concrete floors will have a troweled finish. Concrete 

floor coloring will be applied to the operating floor in the turbine room area. Chemical-resistant coatings 

will be applied to floors in areas exposed to oil, acid and chemicals. 

Rolling steel doors will be provided for areas requiring vehicle access. Doors used fi-equently will be 

motor-operated. Others will be opened with hand crank operators. Personnel doors will be hollow metal 

swing-type or sliding-type. 

2.2.3 Supporting Structures 

Supporting structures include all other buildings as required for the functions of the power generating 

facilities. Yard buildings will be either pre-engineered buildings or conventional steel frame. Walls and 

roofs of pre-engineered buildings will be insulated where required. Conventional steel frame buildings 

will be constructed of a steel fi-aining system enclosed with a combination of concrete and/or masonry and 

metal panel and roof system. The following is a list of the primary supporting structures on the site: 

Cooling tower. 
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Coal conveyors and transfer houses. 

o Coal storage silos. 

Coal crusher house. 

Lime storage silo. 

Fly ash silos. 

Yard maintenance building. 

0 Administration building. 

Applicable codes for the main structures will also apply to supporting structures. 

2.2.4 Chimney 

The chimney height will be determined by air dispersion modeling and good engineering practice (GEP). 

For the purposes of this study, the height of the Unit I chimney was used for Unit 11. The outer shell of 

the chimney will be reinforced concrete and the inner shell will be carbon steel. Continuous emissions 

monitoring equipment will be provided to monitor emissions from the plant. 

Lighting will meet the FAA's requirements. A ladder and manlift will be provided to extend the full 

chimney height, with intermediate platforms to meet requirements of lighting maintenance and for access 

to gas sampling ports. 

2.2.5 Ash Handling 

The plant considers ash a commodity suitable for use in a number of applications including replacement 

of Portland cement in concrete, soil stabilization, and a structural fill. It intends to actively market ash for 

these purposes. Excess ash and ash not meeting marketable specifications will be disposed of in the on- 

site ash landfill. 

The on-site fly ash and bottom ash landfill will have approximately 3,988,000 cubic yards of capacity 

remaining at the beginning of Unit I1 operation in 2010. With approximately 315,600 cubic yards of 

yearly waste production from Units I and 11, the existing landfill will have capacity for about 12.6 years of 

operation. Operating both units until 2040 would require development of approximately 95 acres of new 

landfill. 

Fly ash and bottom ash will be transported from the plant to the disposal area by buck. The fly ash and 

bottom ash will be compacted in lifts and water will be used to control dusting. When the landfill is 
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closed, a final cover system consisting of 1.5 feet of compacted clay overlaid with one foot of soil capable 

of sustaining vegetative growth will be used. 

2.2.6 Additional Civil I Structural Features 

Other Civil / Stluctural features that were considered include: 

Foundations 

Roads & Parking 

Landscaping, Clearing and Grading 

Fencing 

o Containment 

0 Cranes and Hoists 

2.3 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

2.3.1 Steam Generator 

The plant will include one pulverized coal-fired steam-generating unit. The steam generator is a 

supercritical unit operating at approximately 3,860 psig and 1055 OF / 1055 OF at 100-percent load when 

burning the design fuel. 

Superheat and reheat temperature will be automatically controlled by regulating attemperator spray water 

flow to spray water control valves with automatic block valves. The superheater and reheater outlet 

steam temperature will be used to generate the control signal, with attemperator outlet steam temperature 

and excess airflow to anticipate changes. Means will be provided to prevent overshoot on a load increase 

due to reset windup during low load periods. The anticipation signal will have no effect until the 

temperature has reached or exceeded the set point. Spray control valves and block valves will 

automatically close on no demand and when the turbine trips. 

Gravimetric feeders will meter raw coal to the pulverizers. Steain generator auxilialy equipment will also 

include electric motor-driven primary air (pulverized coal transport) fans and steam generator forced draft 

(secondary combustion air) fans with an air preheater. The steam generator features low NO, burners and 

No. 2 fuel oil igniters. 
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2.3.2 Air Pollution Control Equipment 

Flue gas exiting the steam generator passes through the following equipment and systems to reduce 

emission levels. 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) to reduce NO, emissions. 

Carbon injection system for mercury control. 

a Two spray-&yer absorbers (dry scrubbers) to reduce the SO2 emissions. 

e A pulse jet fablic filters to reduce particulate emissions. 

Induced draft fans exhaust the treated flue gas to the stack. 

2.3.2.1 Selective Catalytic Reduction System (SCR) 

The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system uses anhydrous ammonia, which is injected into the flue 

gas at the economizer exit and a catalyst to reduce NO, to molecular nitrogen and water. Ammonia slip 

will be below 2 ppm. Sonic horns will be included for removal of fly ash accumulation during operation. 

Because extended operation at reduced loads is not anticipated, an economizer bypass is not included to 

maintain the SCR reactor process temperature. 

The anhydrous ammonia is pumped from the storage tanks as a liquid to the ammonia vaporization and 

injection equipment. The liquid ammonia is vaporized by an electric heater and fed to the dilution 

equipment. The ammonia is mixed with air and injected into the flue gas ductwork. 

A key factor in the operation of a SCR system is the frequency with which the catalyst must be replaced. 

The loss of pelfo~mance or activity of the catalyst over time can be due to chemical damage or poisoning. 

Arsenic and zinc are two elements that are especially detrimental to the life of the catalyst. Prior to 

determining the viability of a SCR system for an application, a detailed fuel and ash analysis should be 

performed. This analysis is outside the scope of this study. Should OTP proceed with the development 

of this project, this analysis should be undertaken. 

2.3.2.2 Carbon Injection System 

The reagent injection system injects activated carbon into the flue gas upstream of the lime spray dyer 

for mercury control. The mercury present in the flue gas adsorbs the activated carbon and is collected in a 

fablic filter downstream of the lime spray dryer. 
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The carbon injection system consists of a pneumatic loading system, storage silos, hoppers, blowers, 

transport piping, and control system. The injection equipment would likely be skid mounted. There is a 

high probability for the need of additional air colnpressors to convey the carbon to the injection point and 

provide the flow and pressure to get the carbon into the flue gas stream and properly mixed. 

2.3.2.3 Spray Dryer 

The spray dryer system utilizes a calcium hydroxide slurry to remove SO2 froin the flue gas. The calcium 

hydroxide sluny is atomized and injected into the flue gas flowing through each of the spray dryers. 

Atomization is accomplished with either rotary atomizers or spray nozzles. The SO2 chemically reacts 

with the calcium hydroxide to fonn a byproduct consisting of primarily calcium sulfite (CaS04) and some 

calcium sulfate (CaS03). Additionally, the heat from the incoming flue gas evaporates all of the water 

entering with the calcium hydroxide sluny to produce a dry solid byproduct. The spray dryer byproducts 

are collected'along with the fly ash in a p~llse jet fabric filter (described later). A portion of the spray 

dryer solids, which contains unreacted lime, are recycled to improve reagent utilization. 

2.3.2.3 Lime Storage and Handling 

Lime will be received by truck and pneumatically conveyed to a storage silo. Lime will be withdrawn 

from the silo bottom by mechanical conveyors and fed to the lime slurry preparation (slaker) system. 

All new transfer points will be provided with dust collection. 

2.3.2.4 Pulse Jet Fabric Filter (Baghouse) 

One pulse jet fabric filter (PJFF) with two casings will be supplied to control particulate emissions and 

provide supplemental SO2 removal to the spray dryer. The fabric filter removes particulate by passing 

flue gas through felted bag filters. 

A PJFF unit consists of isolatable compartments with common inlet and outlet inanifolds containing rows 

of fabric filter bags. The filter bags are inade from a synthetic felted material, which has proven to be the 

fabric of choice for coal fueled PJFF applications. Filter bags are suspended from a tube sheet mounted at 

the top of each fabric filter compartment. The tube sheet separates the particulate laden flue gas from the 

clean flue gas. This tube sheet is a flat sheet of carbon steel with holes designed to accommodate filter 

bags through which the bags are hung. The flue gas passes through the PJFF by flowing from the outside 

of the bag to the inside up the center of the bag through the hole in the tube sheet and out the PJFF. Fly 

ash particles are collected on the outside of the bags, and the cleaned gas stream passes through the LD 

fans and on to the chimney. A long narrow wire cage is located within the bag to prevent collapse of the 
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bag as the flue gas passes through it. Each filter bag alternates between relatively long periods of filtering 

and short periods of cleaning. During the cleaning period, fly ash that has accumulated on the bags is 

removed by pulses of air and then is deposited into a hopper for disposal. 

Cleaning is either initiated by exceeding a preset differential pressure drop across the tubesheet or based 

on a maximum time between cleanings. Bags in a PJFF are cleaned by directing a pulse of pressurized air 

down countercurrent to the flue gas flow to induce a traveling ripple (pulse) in the filter bag. This pulse 

travels the length of the bag deflecting the bag outward separating the dust cake as it moves. The bag and 

cage assemblies are attached at the top. 

2.3.3 Steam Turbine-Generator 

The steam generator will provide steam to a single main steam turbine-generator. The steam turbine- 

generator converts mechanical energy of the steam turbine to electrical energy. For this project a 3690 

psia, 1050 F/ 1050 F, single-reheat, dual casing, four-flow down-exhaust, condensing steam turbine is 

arranged with eight stages of feedwater heaters and a steam condenser. The steam turbine is designed for 

3.5-inch Hg absolute backpressure at summer design conditions. The turbine will drive a 24 kV, 60 Hz, 

0.85-power factor, hydrogen-cooled electric generator. Nominal rating of the generator will be 800 

MVA. The steam-turbine generator unit will be designed for indoor operation. 

2.3.4 Steam Condenser 

The water-cooled steam condenser will be a dual, rectangular shell, two pressure, split waterbox, two pass 

steam condenser with a retention hotwell for the supercritical cycle. The condensers will be designed to 

maintain a 3.5-inch Hg absolute steam turbine backpressure at normal maximum continuous rating of the 

steam turbine at summer design conditions. The condenser will accept the steam exhausted from the 

turbine. Air removal from the condenser's upper portion will be via two full capacity vacuum pumps. 

The condenser and auxiliaries will be designed in accordance with HE1 standards. To dissipate the 

energy in the condensing steam, a circulating water system will supply cooling water from the wet 

cooling tower to the water-cooled steam condenser. 

Piping at the powerhouse will be arranged to allow the condenser tubes to be removed. Provisions will be 

made in the system to minimize water hammer and short-circuiting of flow during pump tiip conditions. 

The circulating water pump discharge lines will contain air vent valves to release air trapped in the lines 

when the pumps are started. Condenser waterbox vents will also be provided to release air from the 

return and inletloutlet waterboxes. Expansion joints will be placed at the discharge of the circulating 
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water pumps and at the inlet and outlet of the condenser to accommodate thelmal expansion and stress 

loading. 

2.3.5 Circulating Water System 

The results of the cooling tower versus cooling pond study outlined in Attachment E show that a cooling 

tower is the most economical design over the life of the unit. Therefore, the circulating water system will 

consist of a cooling tower, circulating water pumps, condenser, and associated piping and accessories. 

The Circulating Water system is a closed-loop type that will be designed to operate at up to 

approximately 5 cycles of concentration to limit the quantity of blowdown water. Blowdown from the 

circulating water system will be discharged to a holding pond (cooling tower blowdown pond), where it 

will then be sent to a brine concentrator where the dissolved solids in the water will be extracted. 

The cooling towers will be multi-cell, mechanical draft, counter-flow type. The cooling towers will be 

designed to maintain the rated turbine back pressure of 3.5" Hg with the design ambient conditions 

defined in Section 2.1 of this Attachment A. In addition, there will be a bypass that directs the 

recirculation to each cooling tower basin to facilitate start-up and operation during cold weather. Cooling 

water is transported between the water-cooled s t e m  condenser and cooling tower by two 50-percent 

capacity circulating water pumps. 

2.3.6 Closed Cooling Water System 

The Closed Cooling Water system is a closed-loop system that provides and cools condensate quality 

cooling water for various equipment. This system includes the head tank, closed cooling water pumps, 

and a plate and frame closed cooling water cooler. The system provides cooling to the following 

equipment: 

o Condenser hotwell pump motors. 

Boiler feed pump seal coolers. 

o Turbine electrohydraulic coolers. 

o Local sample coolers. 

0 Boiler feed pump lube-oil cooler. 

o Hydrogen coolers. 

o Exciter coolers. 

Stator water coolers. 
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o Generator seal oil coolers. 

Air compressor aftercooless. 

Two 100 percent capacity, single-speed, horizontal, motor-driven, closed-cooling water pumps will be 

provided. Two 100 percent capacity closed cooling water coolers will be provided. This system will be 

designed so that the flow to any piece of equipment can be controlled either by manual valves or control 

valves. Provisions will also be made for the independent isolation of any piece of equipment. The closed 

cooling water head tank will also be used as an expansion tank. 

2.3.7 Steam System 

The Steam System transports steam from the steam generator to the main steam turbine-generator and 

various feedwater heaters. Cross-ties with the existing auxiliary boiler and Unit I steam drum will be 

provided to supply steam for start-up and shutdown operations. A steam turbine bypass system is not 

included. 

The main steam piping transports steam from the superheater outlet of the steam generator to the inlet of 

the high-pressure turbine. Steam is exhausted from the high-pressure turbine and transported through the 

cold reheat piping to the reheater section of the steam generator where steam is reheated. The hot reheat 

piping transports the reheated steam to the intermediate pressure turbine. 

This system also transports steam from extractions in the turbine to the high-pressure heaters, low- 

pressure heaters, and the deaerating feedwater heater. The main steam and hot reheat systems include 

attemperators, where feedwater is injected as necessary to control the temperature of the steam being 

supplied to the turbine. 

The steam pipelines will be provided with drip drains at all low points. Drain pots will be provided to 

collect condensate from the low points in the steam piping and refun it to the main condenser. The drain 

pots will drain the various low points of the piping system at the maximum steam flows. 

All extraction lines from the turbine, except those leading to the heaters in the condenser neck, will be 

equipped with power assisted, nonretum valves to ensure that steam will not flow back to the turbine. 

These lines will also be supplied with motor-operated shutoff valves to prevent steam turbine water 

induction. 

2.3.8 Condensate System 
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The Condensate System delivers deaerated condensate via three, 50-percent capacity vertical, condensate 

pumps. These pumps transport condensate from the steam condenser hotwell, through the gland steam 

condenser and low-pressure feedwater heaters to the boiler feed pump. A inifliinum flow bypass system 

will be provided to assure the pumps operate above their minimum flow rate at all times 

2.3.9 Feedwater System 

The Feedwater System provides water to the high-pressure feedwater heaters and then to the steam 

generator's economizer via two 50-percent capacity, barrel type, high-pressure boiler feed pumps. The 

main boiler feed pump is furnished with an electric motor drive. It also provides spray water for main 

steam and hot reheat attemperators for steam temperature control. A minimum flow system will be 

provided to assure the pumps operate above their minimum flow rate at all times. 

A warm-up system is also provided to facilitate placing the pumps in operation. 

2.3.10 Coal Unloading & Storage System 

See Attachment G - Fuel Handling System Descriptions. 

2.3.1 I Water Systems & Treatment 

See Attachment E - Water Treatment & Wastewater Management. 

2.3.1 1 . I  Sample Analysis System 

The water quality control system shall consist of three major components: a sample rack, a water quality 

panel, and a sample chiller. Samples from the following points in the plant shall be routed to the centrally 

located water quality control system for the indicated continuous analyses, monitoring, data logging, and 

trending analysis and recording. 

A sample analysis system will include sample points at: 

The CondensateIDemineralized water tank (Local), (Silica & Specific conductivity) 

* Condensate Pump Discharge, (Specific conductivity, Cation conductivity, sodium, pH & Dissolved 

oxygen) 

Condensate after Condensate Polisher, (Sodium, Cation conductivity) 

* Feedwater from deaerator (or economizer inlet) (pH, Dissolved oxygen, Specific Conductivity) 

e Main steam (Cation conductivity, Sodium, Silica) Saturated steam (alternate to Main Steam) 
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Analyzers will be shared by different sample points where continuous analysis of parameters is not 

critical (i.e. sodium and silica). System will include a conditioning panel utilizing condensate for primary 

cooling and cooling water or chilled water for secondary cooling to condition the samples to the necessary 

temperature. A second wet panel will contain the analyzers and sensors. A third dty panel (NEMA 12) 

will contain the monitors. 

2.3.1 1.2 Condensate Polisher 

The condensate system will be provided with full flow deep bed condensate polishing. The Condensate 

Polishing System will treat the water from the discharge of the condensate pumps. All of the unit's 

condensate will flow from the Condensate System through the condensate polisher exchangers. The 

condensate will pass through exchanger beds consisting of a mixture of cation and anion resins. The bed 

serves as both an ion exchange media and as a filter. The effluent of the Condensate Polishing System 

will be returned to the Condensate System upstream of the gland steam condenser. 

2.3.12 Additional Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

Other Mechanical Systems and Equipment that are included in the Unit I1 estimate are listed below: 

o Turbine Lube Oil System 

Turbine Warn-up and Drains System 

Turbine Gland Steam System 

Auxiliary Circulating Water System 

Heater Drains System 

Vents 

o Generator Gas System 

Utilities 

o Compressed Air System 

o Fire Protection System 

0 Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning System 

o Servicc Water System 

o Potable Water System 

Boiler Blowdown 

Sanitary Waste Collection 

o Wastewater Collection and Treatment 

Stomwater Management 
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Plant Drains 

RoofDrains 

Pressurized Pneumatic Ash Handling System to the Silos 

Truck Ash Handling System to the Landfill 

2.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

2.4.1 Electrical Generation & Distribution 

The electrical systems supply the power produced by the plant to the transmission system and supply the 

power required for operation of all plant equipment. The systems include all metering and protective 

relaying required for operation of the plant electrical systems. 

The steam turbine generator produces power at a voltage level of approximately 24 kV. The generator 

step-up transformer converts electrical power received at generator voltage level to the transmission 

voltage of 230 kV. 

The auxiliary power system is based on a unit-connected generator with two two-winding station 

auxiliary transformers providing auxiliary power to the 13,800 V switchgear plant buses. Startup power 

is provided through the tertiary of the 1 151230 1tV autotransformer via 13.8 kV switchgear located in the 

switchyard. Power will be distributed through the facility at the 13,800,4160 and 480 volt level as 

required with major power centers located at the turbine area, boiler area, gas cleaning area, cooling tower 

area and the fuel handling area. 

The generator will be connected to the step-up transformer through isolated phase bus with taps for the 

auxiliary transformers. The step-up transformer will be sized for 65°C rise at the maximum capability of 

the generator. The primary power distribution through the plant will be through 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV 

metal clad switchgear. 480-volt power demands will be served through 13,800 or 4,160-480 volt 

transformers connected to low voltage switchgear. Small power loads will be supplied from 120/240- or 

1201208-volt utility panels fed fiom 480-volt motor control centers or power panels.. 

Essential AC and DC power systems will include batteries, battery chargerleliminators, inverters and an 

emergency diesel generator. The essential power systems provide power for essential control loads and 

loads that are critical to a shutdown of the plant. 

2.4.2 Generator System 
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The Generator System converts the mechanical rotating energy of the turbine into electrical energy to 

supply the power system load through the substation and transmission systems, the load of the auxiliary 

power supply system, and its own excitation demand. The system includes: 

Generator and generator cooling systems. 

o Generator neutral grounding equipment. 

Generator terminal Current Transformers (CT's) and Potential Transfonners (PT's) and surge 

protective equipment. 

Isolated phase bus. 

Main transformer. 

o Generator excitation equipment. 

Generator controls, protective relaying and metering. 

The generator rotor and stator core will be hydrogen cooled. The stator windings will be inner-cooled 

using either hydrogen or water. The generator will include the necessary ancillsuy cooling system 

components, such as heat exchangers for cooling of the hydrogen and water, hydrogen purging system, 

and deionization systems for the stator cooling water (if applicable). 

The generator will be high resistance grounded through the primary of a single-phase distribution type 

transformer with a secondary loading resistor. Surge arrestors and surge capacitors connected on the 

generator side of the generator breaker will provide generator surge protection. Included in the same 

equipment enclosure for the generator surge protective equipment will be a set of potential transfolmers 

for use with the generator regulator, synchronizing, ground detection, metering and protective relaying. 

Generator controls, including breaker, load and voltage controls, will be located in the plant control 

room. Generator breaker closing will be by an automatic synchronizing system. Generator metering and 

protective relaying will be located in the main control room. 

Generator protective relaying will include: 

0 Differential. 

Negative phase sequence. 

Loss of excitation. 

Over excitation. 

Under frequency. 
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Reverse power. 

Stator ground. 

Rotor ground. 

Backup impedance. 

Accidental energization of generator on turning gear. 

Out-of-step (if required by system conditions). 

Generator metering will include: 

o Generator watts, vars, amperes, volts and frequency. 

Generators gross watt-hours and elapsed time. 

0 Field amperes and volts (if available). 

Regulator transfer volts or ampere. 

Generator winding and gas temperatures and exciter gas temperature. 

Main step-up and unit auxiliary transfonner winding temperatures. 

The main generator transfo~mer will be designed for a 65 degree C rise force cooled (OFAF) capacity 

rating equal to the rated output of the generator at 40 O C ambient. Transformer protection will include 

tank-mounted surge arrestors connected to the high-voltage for surge protection; differential, fault 

pressure, overexcitation and ground overcu-rent relaying for electrical protection; and alamms for various 

abnormal physical conditions. 

The isolated phase bus will be self-cooled and its capacity will be the nearest standard 65 deg. C rise 

rating equal to or greater than the rated generator c~~rrent. A tap from the main bus will supply primary 

power to the unit auxiliary transformers and excitation tsansformer if required. 

2.4.3 Station Metering 

The unit's gross output and station auxiliamy power will be monitored as follows: 

c Watts and Vars will be recorded in the main control rooin with provision for telemetering to a remote 

dispatcher. 

Watt-hour digital data will be recorded in the main contsol room on a 60-minute demand interval. 
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2.4.4 Auxiliary Power Supply 

This system nonnally receives power from either the substation via the switchyard 13.8 kV switchgear, or 

the generator via the unit auxiliary transfonner and steps it down to various voltage levels for distribution 

to all of the systems requiring ac electrical power for their operation. After the generator is on-line, station 

power will be received from the unit auxiliary transformers. 

The auxiliary power supply system includes: 

Unit auxiliary transfo~mer. 

o Switchyard 13.8 kV switchgear. 

Unit auxiliary medium-voltage switchgear. 

Coal handling, cooling tower, etc. switchgear. 

480-volt load centers, motor control centers and power panels. 

0 1201240-volt or 1201208-volt utility panels and transfolmers. 

Auxiliary power in the main power plant will be distributed from multiple 13,800 and 4,160-volt buses. 

13.8 kV buses will be connected to the auxiliary transformers via non-segregated bus duct and to the 13.8 

kV switchgear via underground cable. The auxiliary transformers will be designed with capacity to 

supply the full-load auxiliary power demand of the unit, without exceeding the 65 degree C rating. 

Transfolmer impedance will be selected so that the voltage at the largest motor served by the transfonner, 

when starting the motor under fully-loaded transformer conditions, will not be less than 85 percent of the 

rated motor voltage. The transformer impedance will also be coordinated with the short circuit capacity 

of the medium-voltage switchgear. 

The 480-volt power requirements will be supplied from the medium-voltage switchgear through 480-volt 

(metal-enclosed switchgear type) load center substations. The medium-voltage to 480-volt supply 

transfolmers for the load center substations in the main plant building will be indoor dry type. Outdoor 

liquid-filled or weather-protected cast-coil transformers may be used for some of the load centers outside 

of the main plant building. The load center substations will distribute the power to motor control centers 

and power panels and will supply the 460V motors. 

Each load center substation will be arranged for standby supply, through a tie breaker, from an 

interconnecting tie bus normally energized from a single lightly loaded standby load center. Motor 

control centers will be connected by cable or bus duct to the load center substations. 
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Small power loads will be supplied from 1201240- or 1201208-volt utility panels fed from 480-volt motor 

control centers or power panels. 

Auxiliary power requirements for major loads outside of the plant, such as cooling towers, coal handling 

and flue gas cleaning will be supplied from 480-volt load centers or medium-voltage switchgear located 

in these areas, served from the unit switchgear in the plant. Each medium-voltage bus and critical 480- 

volt buses outside of the plant will be arranged with two sources of power supply. 

2.4.5 Additional Electrical Systems & Equipment 

Other Electrical Systems and Equipment that are included in the estimate are listed below: 

o Raceways 

Wiring 

Grounding 

Motors 

Lighting 

o Freeze Protection 

Cathodic Protection 

Essential AC and DC Power Supply 

o DC System 

o AC Emergency Power System 

o AC Essential Low Power Systein 

General Electrical Construction 

0 Communications 

Security 

o Fire Detection 

2.5 CONTROL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

2.5.1 Overview 

The operating staff will consist of two control room operators, one shift supervisor, and one roving 

operator per shift. There will also be an additional fuellash handler on all shifts with the exception of the 

300MW solid fuel plants. The shift supervisor and control rooin operators for each shift will be 
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thoroughly trained in all aspects of plant controls and will be fully qualified to operate all plant systems. 

The shift supervisor will direct shift operations, make assignments, and perform required administrative 

duties. The shift supervisor will also serve as an additional operator during emergencies and provide 

periodic relief for the control room operators. 

2.5.2 General 

The control system will be a physically and functionally distributed microprocessor based, on-line 

distributed control system (DCS). The DCS will be used for superviaoly control and monitoring of all 

major plant systems. In addition, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) will be provided for auxiliary 

systems such as coal handling, ash handling, water treatment, sootblowers, etc. 

The boiler, turbine and auxiliary controls will be provided under various equipment contracts. In general, 

where equipment is furnished as a "paclcage", the auxiliary control system will be included in that 

paclcage. However, since the turbine, boiler and heat cycle are operated as a unit in response to load 

demand, the associated coordinated load, combustion and burner management controls will be provided 

under a Distributed Control System (DCS) package. In addition, the DCS will serve as the primary 

Human Machine Inteiface (HMI) for plant wide remote controls and monitoring, except where local 

control is mandated. The auxiliary systems, usually Programmable Logic Control (PLC) based, are each 

to be designed by the furnishing contract as a tunkey package using project standard requirements for 

control philosophy and electrical design. 

The conceptual architecture of the DCS is depicted in Attachment I - Control System Conceptual 

Architecture. The components of the DCS are contained in the following five subsystems: 

DCS HMI & Information 

a Network DCS Controllers & Input Output 

(1IO)Gateways & Communication 

e Inteifaces Turbine 

a Control System Auxiliary Controls 

DCS control cabinets and PLCs will be located as required to enhance reliability and reduce wiring 

requirements. In general, DCS control cabinets and PLC gateways for control of systems located in the 

main boiler and steam turbine buildings will be located in the electrical equipment room. The PLCs for 

control of remotely located systems such as fly ash handling may be located in conditioned spaces near 

those systems. 
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Engineering programming terminals will be provided in the electrical equipment room, shift supervisor's 

office and engineer's office. The workstations will be used to perform system programming and to view 

historical data. 

2.5.3 DCS and Related Systems 

All information from DCS Controllers and I10 is passed to the operator through operator serverlclient 

personal computers operating on a dedicated Ethernet Local Area Networlc (LAN), the DCS lnfolmation 

Network. Seivers, located in a Computer Room or Control Equipment Room, will provide the gateway 

from the LAN to the proprietmy DCS Data Highway. Operator seivers and clients may be installed in the 

same machine iunning a Microsoft or a UNIX based operating system. The servers and clients will be 

powered in two groups from two separate sources of power. The servers may be operated in a redundant 

mode if throughput allows operator updates once per second. 

The operator clients will be installed in the operator console in a centrally located main plant Control 

Room. These clients will be desktop or tower personal computers installed for cost-effective replacement 

by the Owner when they malfunction or become obsolete. Each client will consist of a computer, a 

lteyboard, mouse or trackball and two CRTs or LCD displays. The console will be provided in sections 

for semicircular arrangement with each client's displays side-by-side or over-under. The console design 

will employ human factors for sit down operation. Two screens, either CRT, LCD or projection displays 

will be hung from the ceiling over or directly behind the operator console. 

An additional operator console server may be required to provide operator graphics to non-operator 

console clients. These clients lnay reside on the DCS infolmation network or on the Owner's LANtWAN 

external to the DCS Information Network. A LAN gateway or bridge is included to biidge the LANs. 

Several console software licenses are required for installation on the Owner's personal computers. These 

Clients will allow the Owner's supervision and engineering personnel access to real time and historical 

data. 

A plant historian will be provided to allow several months of data to be stored from and retrieved by the 

DCS. It shall also allow for the archive and retrieval of data through the use of CD RIW drive or 

streaming tape. The historian will supply data to all operator servers and client workstations. The DCS 

should allow the seamless retrieval of short-telm and long-term data into the same DCS operator trends. 

The historian will be redundant for data backup or will be provided with short- term history storage to 
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backup data for at least several days in event the historian is down. 

A performance calculation engine will be provided on the DCS Information Network. This engine will 

retrieve performance data on an hourly, shift, daily, and monthly basis to provide reports for operations 

and management. It will then pull analog and digital (on-off) data &om the DCS or the historian to 

perform the calculations and store the results. The results will be available for retrieval by the operator 

clients or the historian over the network. 

2.5.4 Turbine Control System (TCS) 

The TCS will include the basic govelnor speed load control for warming, startup and continuous 

operation of the turbine. In addition, it will include all turbinetgenerator monitoring and control for 

automatic turbine startup (ATS), supervisory instrumentation (TSI), excitation and voltage control 

supervision, and turbine auxiliaries. Auxiliaries include lube oil, hydraulic oil, seal oil, turning gear, 

stator cooling, exhaust hood temperature, steam seal system, gland steam condenser, etc. provided with 

the turbine. 

2.5.5 Auxiliary Controls 

The following controls are to be provided using PLCs. It is expected that they will be provided by the 

process equipment suppliers, using a standard PLC and Human Machine Interface (HMI) acceptable to 

the Owner for local control. The communication interface to these PLCs from the DCS is via Ethernet 

links or proprietary PLC data highway interfaces. 

o Sootblowing Controls. 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) Controls. 

o Fabric Filter Controls. 

Bottom Ash Controls. 

Flyash Controls. 

o Flyash Disposal Controls. 

Fan Vibration Analyzer. 

o Wastewater Treatment Control. 

0 Water Treatment Control. 

Condensate Polisher Control 

o Continuous Emissions Monitors. 

Water Sample Analysis Panel. 
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Air Compressors. 

Condensate Polisher. 

The following equipment will require a separate serial or Modbus interface to provide information into 

the DCS. 

Fan vibration monitor. 

Boiler feed pump vibration monitor. 

m Scrubber Controls. 

2.5.6 General Control Functions 

The control system will include a library of analog functions required to implement the analog control 

loops. Typical functions include summing, difference, multiplying, PID control, leadllag, high and low 

select, function generators, signal generators, high and low limiting, logical selects, and externally 

requested or operator-selected transfers. 

Programming of all digital control loops will be in ladder diagram format or a simplified high-level logic 

programming language. All digital control loops will be displayed on the operator console. The operator 

will be able to issue commands to start/stop and openlclose process equipment from loop displays 

(faceplates) on console displays or from the keyboards. These commands will be communicated to the 

appropriate controller through the data highway and communication networks. The controller will 

manipulate the appropriate 110 module to provide the required action. 

The DCS will automatically supervise the status of predetelinined interlocks and provide control 

functions as the operator initiates such commands as start or stop for various pumps, fans, motor-operated 

valves, etc., for the power plant proper. This is to prevent improper or dangerous operation in case of 

inadvertent operator error or certain process equipment malfunction. 

Automation will be sufficient to reduce the manual actions required by operating personnel such that 

three operators can start-up, operate, and shut down the entire plant. During steady state operation at or 

near base load, automation will allow safe and reliable operation without fi-equent operator intervention. 

Auxiliaries such as sump pumps that need not be in continuous operation for electric power production 

will be monitored, controlled, and protected locally, with limited control room monitoring and control. 
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The DCS design is based on one uniform system with control over all plant functions, including the 

boiler, steam turbine-generator (ST), and the balance of plant to the maximum practical extent. The 

boiler, ST, CEMS, and fire protection systems have dedicated remote inputloutput DCS or PLC-based 

controllers supplied with the equipment for main control, supervision, safety interlocks, etc. These 

controllers communicate with the DCS to allow remote operation of select functions from the control 

room. A local interface for each of these controllers is included. 

A stand-alone dedicated server integrated with the DCS to allow remote information gathering by 

authorized third parties without direct connection to the DCS is included. Two operator workstations, 

each with a keyboard and two color displays for monitoring are included. One engineering worlcstation 

with keyboard and monitor is included. A dedicated historian log printer and two log printers are 

included. 

2.5.7 Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) 

One CEMS downstream of the SCRIspray dryerlpulse-jet fabric filter and a data acquisition system is 

included. The final flue gas outlet CEMS will consist of sampling devices with sample tubing to the 

emissions rack mounted near the base of the staclc in an enclosuse. The system will include cylinder rack 

for calibration gases. The CEMS monitors staclc emissions with hardware and reporting package software 

that meets the requirements of 40 CFR 60 and 40 CFR 75 as determined by the permit requirements. The 

CEMS is designed to communicate with the plant DCS system to provide automatic report production 

compatible with permit requirements. 

Additional in-situ-type flue gas emission monitors for boiler oxygen and carbon monoxide at the air 

preheater gas inlet will be provided and connected to the boiler DCS. This is primarily for real-time 

combustion process control prior to the air pollution control equipment. 

2.5.8 Additional Control Systems & Equipment 

Other Control Systems & Equipment that are included: 

o DCS Controllers & InputIOutput (110) 

o Gateways and Comnunication Interfaces 

o Input/Output Requirements 

o Controllers 

Data Highway 

o Historical Data Storage 
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e Control Stations 

e Operator Station Display Functions 

Printers 

Engineering Programming Terminals 

e Alarm Functions 

e Sequence of Events 

e Log Functions 
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3.0 ALTERNATES TO BASE CASE I 

3.1 - 450 MW SUPERCRITICAL PULVERIZED COAL BOILER 

The following paragraphs summarize the major differences between a 450 MW PC unit and Base Case 1. 

If systems are not discussed, it can be assumed that they will be similar to Base Case 1. 

3.1 . I  General Design Criteria 

The design criteria will be similar to Base Case 1 with the obvious exception of the unit size. The gross 

output of the plant will be approximately 497 MW, and the resulting net generation will be 450 MW. 

3.1.2 Civil I Structural Features 

The civil I structural features will be similar to Base Case 1 with the exception of the stack location and 

landfill size. The stack will be located to the north of the fabric filter if space allows. The smaller unit, in 

combination with Unit 1, would create approximately 269,300 cubic yards of waste per year. The existing 

landfill would have enough capacity for approximately 14.8 years of operation. Operating both units until 

2040 would require the development of approximately 73 acres of new landfill. 

3.1.3 Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

The mechanical systems and equipment will be similar to Base Case 1, but sized for the smaller unit 

output. 

3.1.4 Electrical Systems & Equipment 

The electrical syste~ns will be similar to the base case except equipment will be reduced in rating to 

support the lower megawatt output. 

3.1.5 Control Systems & Equipment 

The control systems will be similar to the base case except instruments and I10 will be reduced to match 

the mechanical systems for the lower megawatt output. 
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3.2 - 300 MW SUBCRITICAL PULVERIZED COAL BOILER 

The following paragraphs summarize the major differences between a 300 MW PC unit and Base Case 1. 

If systems are not discussed, it can be assumed that they will be similar to Base Case 1. 

3.2.1 General Design Criteria 

The design criteria will be similar to Base Case 1 with the exception of the net and gross plant output, 

which will be approximately 300 MW and 330 MW, respectively. Also, the &it will be a subcritical unit 

instead of a supercritical unit. Finally, the additional plant staff can be reduced by 4 to 26, instead of 30 as 

in Base Case 1 due to reduced scope of the coal handling system. 

3.2.2 Civil 1 Structural Features 

The civil / structural features will be similar to Base Case 1 with the exception of the landfill size, stack 

location, and the bridge crane. The smaller unit, in combination with Unit 1, would create approximately 

225,700 cubic yards of waste per year. The existing landfill would have enough capacity for 

approximately 17.7 years of operation. Operating both units until 2040 would require the development of 

approximately 54 acres of new landfill. 

The smaller unit will only require a 70-ft bridge crane span. The existing bridge crane has a span of 90 ft. 

The cost of expanding the existing crane to Unit 11, and therefore expanding the administration and 

powerhouse buildings to accommodate it, would be more expensive than installing a new, 70-ft crane in 

the new powerhouse building. 

The stack will be located to the north of the fabric filter. 

3.2.3 Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

The mechanical systems and equipment will differ slightly from Base Case 1. In a subcritical system, the 

boiler will include a drum for steam production. Also, the steam pressures are reduced from 3500 psig at 

the turbine throttle to a maxlmnun of 2520 psig at the turbine throttle. 

Other discrepancies from the base case include the use of 7 feedwater heaters instead of the 8 stated in the 

base case, the condensate polisher is sized for 50% flow, and only one SO? spray dryer absorber. 
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3.2.4 Electrical Systems & Equipment 

The auxilia~y power system for this case includes one 13.8 1V and one main 4.16 kV bus with a cross tie 

13.8-4.16 1V transformer connecting the two busses. The auxiliary transformer will be three winding with 

13.8 and 4.16 1V secondaries. Additional 4.16 busses will be included to serve the boiler and material 

handling areas. Other components of the electrical systems will be similar to the base case. 

3.2.5 Control Systems & Equipment 

The control systems will be similar to the base case except instruments and VO will be reduced to match 

the mechanical systems for the lower megawatt output. Since this is a subcritical boiler, the feedwater 

control will utilize drum level for the process variable instead of superheater outlet temperature and flow. 

Similarly, there will not be controls for the circulating pu~np, separators, storage vessel, and overflow 

valves that do not exist with subcritical boilers. 
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4.0 BASE CASE 2: 600 MW SUBCRITICAL CIRCULATING FLUIDIZED BED BOILER 

4.1 GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

4.1 . I  Project Description 

The Project includes construction of a 600 MW (net) electric generating station utilizing two circulating 

fluidized bed coal (CFB) fired boilers and a single, reheat steam turbine on a brownfield site. The location 

is adjacent to the existing Big Stone Unit 1 cyclone unit. 

The system will be designed to operate on Powder River Basin (PRB) sub-bituminous coal. An existing 

rail spur will be used to provide the PRB coal supply via unit train. Existing dumping facilities will be 

used for coal unloading. 

The CFB-fired boiler will be balanced-draft combustion with reheat. Additional features will include 

selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NO, reduction and a pulse-jet fabric filter for particulate 

collection. Steam generated by the boilers will be supplied to the steam turbine to complete the power 

generation cycle. The steam turbine will include seven stages of feedwater heating for the sub critical 

(2520 psig-1050 / 1050 OF) cycle. Treated cooling water for the water-cooled surface condenser will be 

from an closed loop circulating water system including a mechanical draft cooling tower and circulating 

water pumps. Raw water for the cooling system will be supplied from the existing Big Stone Unit I 

cooling pond which will be expanded to accommodate Unit 11. The water for the cooling pond will be 

supplied from Big Stone Lake via an existing water line. 

Electrical output from the project will be stepped up to 230 kV and interconnected with the MAPP 

transmission system. All interconnection costs from the high side bushings of the main stepup and startup 

transfo~mers to the transmission system are by the Owner. 

4.1.2 Operating and Control Philosophy 

The facility is expected to be operated at base load. The project is configured to nolmally operate at 

maximum continuous rating (MCR) output with the capability of overnight/weekend/holiday reductions 

down to minimum output (boiler at 50-percent load). 
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A11 routine start-up and shutdown operations will be fi-om a central control room via a distributed control 

system (DCS). The operating staff will consist of two control room operators, one shift supervisor, and 

one roving operator per shift. There will also be a fuel/ash handler on most shifts. The shift supervisor 

and control room operator for each shift will be thoroughly trained in all aspects of plant controls and will 

be fully qualified to operate all plant systems. The shift supervisor will direct shift operations, make 

assignments, and pelform required administrative duties. The shift supervisor will also serve as a second 

operator during emergencies and provide periodic relief for the primary control room operator. 

Big Stone Unit I1 will share operational staff with the existing unit. The existing staff of 74 employees 

will be expanded to 104 to accommodate the unit expansion. By sharing staff, both units will benefit fiom 

added flexibility and will be able to operate with fewer on-site staff per unit. 

Facility automation will be designed to insure secure and safe operation of all equipment. Maintenance 

support will be supplied by on-site staff as required for routine maintenance activities. Maintenance 

support for major shutdowns is expected to be contracted. 

The Project is not configured to generate electricity while isolated fiom the utility grid or to have "black- 

start" capability. 

4.1.3 Design Conditions 

The design conditions will be identical to Base Case 1. 

4.1.4 Equipment Location 

Both the steam turbine-generator and steam generator (boiler) will be located indoors. 

4.1.5 Emissions Criteria 

A Best Available Control Technology (BACT) review of this facility has not been pelformed. However, 

based on recent determinations, we have assumed that the following combination of technologies forms 

the basis of the design. 

0 Circulating Fluidized Bed steam generator technology firing low-sulfur, Powder River Basin fuel. 

Limestone injection into the boiler for SO2 control. An add-on spray &yer absorber for additional 

SO2 control will not initially be required. There will, however, be room left in the ductwork to add a 

spray dryer absorber unit if it is deemed necessary in the future. 

o Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NO, control. 
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Carbon injection system for mercury control. 

Fabric filter for particulate control. 

Based on the above, the conceptual design included in this study will meet the following emissions 

criteria. 

Pollutant / Limit 

4.1.6 Fuel and Reagents 

Primary fuel for the circulating fluidized bed boiler will be low sulfur coal supplied from mines in the 

Powder River Basin area of Wyoming and Montana. This fuel is relatively high moisture, low sulfur 

Western sub-bituminous coal with excellent combustion but low grindability qualities. 

OTP will procure this fuel and arrange for coal freight service. The project does not include any 

additional spurs from the existing mainline. OTP will utilize the existing unloader to serve the facility 

using rotary dump-type railcars. Unloading facilities at the plant accommodate the rotary dump cars and 

include extensive automation to allow remote car indexing, unloading, stock out, reclaim, and fuel 

transfer to the plant by an operator in the main plant control room and an operator in the fuel 

reclaim/stock out areas. 

No. 2 fuel oil will be used for the firing of the new boiler. Unit I1 will tie into the existing fuel oil system. 

The new'unit will also use the existing auxiliary boiler for statup. 

Limestone can be delivered by rail or truck to the site. A new underground unloading hopper and reclaim 

system is included in the estimate for delivery of limestone. The limestone will be used in the combustion 

process to reduce SO, emissions by reacting with the sulfur in the fuel. The limestone is expected to 

come from existing sources in the region. 

Anhydrous ammonia or urea will be delivered by huck. It will then be utilized for in the SNCR process 

to reduce NO, emissions. The reagent will be injected upstream of the cyclone in the CFB boiler, where 

it will react with NO, to folm elemental nitrogen and water. The ammonia slip will be below 10 ppm. 
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Activated carbon will be delivered by truck. The activated carbon will then be injected into the flu gas 

upstream of the fabric filter for mercury control. 

4.1.7 Water Supply 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.1.7. 

4.1.8 Wastewater 

See Base Case I, Section 2.1.8. 

4.1.9 Noise Criteria 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.1.9. 

4.1 . I0  Electrical Interconnection 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.1.10. 

4.1 . I  I Provisions for Future Facilities 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.1.1 1. 

4.2 CIVIL I STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

4.2.1 General 

The assumed site arrangement drawing is included in Attachment F - Site Plans 

The elevation of the site varies from approximately 1060 feet MSL to 1140 feet MSL. Grade elevation of 

the main structures and supporting structures will be approximately 1126 feet MSL. Design of structures 

will be for 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) Seismic Zone 0. 

The plant will be oriented with the axis of the steam generator perpendicular to the turbine axis. Future 

units (if any) will align with the turbine axis and expand to the west. The fabric filters will be located 

symmetrically about the boiler axis and extend to the north. The stack will be located north of the fabric 

filter. 

Facility will be laid out to facilitate access to equipment and systems for maintenance and operations. 

Platforms will be provided to allow personnel to access equipment, valves and instrumentation requiring 
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frequent (more than twice a year) attention for maintenance, calibration or operation. Stairs will be 

utilized to access platforms that are used more than once a week. Ladders will be utilized to access 

platforms that are used less than once a week. 

The plant will consist of a number of buildings and structures. The prirnary structures include the steam 

turbine generator structure, the boiler structure, chimney, the cooling tower, structures for handling and 

storage of fuel, limestone, and ash and other miscellaneous structures. The main control room will be 

located in the existing Unit I control room. Roads, drives and parking areas will be located to provide a 

satisfactory circulation pattern and to provide access to all plant facilities. 

Auxiliary buildings will be provided as required for the functions of the power generating facilities. 

Auxiliary buildings will be constructed, wherever possible, utilizing a pre-engineered building system. 

4.2.2 Main Structures 

The main structures will be the turbine, steam generators, fabric filters (bag house), and the administration 

building. The turbine and steam generators will be located in adjacent enclosures. The fabric filters will 

be outdoors. The administration building will be a located between the Unit I turbine enclosure and the 

Unit I1 turbine enclosure. The administration building will include the mechanical maintenance shop. 

Stairs, one elevator and platfo~lns will provide full access within and to all enclosures and 

inspectionlmaintenance access to functional equipment parts. 

Walls will be a system of insulated metal panels of galvanized steel on structural steel girts, having a 

factory-applied fluoropolymer coating with a life expectancy of at least 20 years. 

The roofing will be standard lap-seam insulated roof panels fabricated from metallic-coated steel sheets 

pre-painted with coil coating. Walkways will be provided where required for maintenance of roof- 

mounted equipment and where other foot traffic requirements dictate. 

Control rooms, laboratory, offices and other finished areas will have walls combining metal studs, 

drywall and lightweight concrete block masonry. Toiletllocker room facilities will have glazed concrete 

block walls. Other partitions inside the plant will primarily be constructed of lightweight concrete block. 

Toilets, washroom facilities, laboratories, control rooms and administrative facilities will have suspended 

acoustical ceilings with recessed lighting. Ceilings for all other areas will be exposed structure. 
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In general, all main structure ground floors will be constructed concrete. Elevated floors will be 

constructed of concrete supported by steel deck or metal bar grating. Flooring materials in the laboratory, 

control room and other finished areas will be either vinyl composition tile with lubber base or carpeting. 

Toilet/locker room facilities will have ceramic tile flooring. Mechanical equipment rooms will have hard- 

troweled natural gray concrete floors. All other concrete floors will have a troweled finish. Concrete 

floor coloring will be applied to the operating floor in the turbine room area. Chemical-resistant coatings 

will be applied to floors in areas exposed to oil, acid and chemicals. 

Rolling steel doors will be provided for areas requiring vehicle access. Doors used frequently will be 

motor-operated. Others will be opened with hand crank operators. Personnel doors will be hollow metal 

swing-type or sliding-type. 

4.2.3 Supporting Structures 

Supporting structures include all other buildings as required for the functions of the power generating 

facilities. Yard buildings will be either pre-engineered buildings or conventional steel frame. Walls and 

roofs of pre-engineered buildings will be insulated where required. Conventional steel frame buildings 

will be constructed of a steel framing system enclosed with a combination of concrete andlor masonry and 

metal panel and roof system. The following is a list of the primary supporting structures on the site: 

Cooling tower. 

a Coal conveyors and transfer houses. 

a Coal storage silos. 

e Coal crusher house. 

Limestone receiving hopper. 

Limestone storage silos. 

a Fly ash silos. 

a Gas cleaning electrical equipment building. 

a Yard maintenance building. 

Administration building. 

Applicable codes for the main structures will also apply to supporting structures. 
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4.2.4 Chimney 

The chimney height will be determined by doing a good engineering practice (GEP) analysis. A single 

chimney with two flues, one for each boiler, will be provided. The outer shell of the chimney will be 

reinforced concrete and the inner shell will be carbon steel. Continuous emissions monitoring equipment 

will be provided to monitor emissions from the plant. 

Lighting will meet the FAA's requirements. A ladder and manlift will be provided to extend the full 

chimney height, with intermediate platforms to meet requirements of lighting maintenance and for access 

to gas sampling ports. 

4.2.5 Ash Handling 

The plant considers ash a commodity suitable for use in a number of applications including replacement 

of Portland cement in concrete, soil stabilization, and a structural fill. It intends to actively market ash for 

these purposes. Excess ash and ash not meeting marketable specifications will be disposed of in the on- 

site ash landfill. 

The on-site fly ash and bottom ash landfill will have approximately 3,988,000 cubic yards of capacity 

remaining at the beginning of Unit I1 operation in 2010. With approximately 433,400 cubic yards of 

yearly waste production of Unit I and 11, the existing landfill would have capacity for about 9.2 years of 

operation. Operating both units until 2040 would require development of approximately 138 acres of new 

landfill. 

Fly ash and bottonl ash will be transported from the plant to the disposal area by truck. The fly ash and 

bottom ash will be compacted in lifts and water will be used to control dusting. When the landfill is 

closed a final cover system consisting of 1.5 feet of compacted clay and overlaid with one foot of soil 

capable of sustaining vegetative growth will be used. 

4.2.6 Additional Civil 1 Structural Features 

Other Civil 1 Structural features that were considered include: 

' 0  Foundations 

Roads & Parking 

Landscaping, Clearing and Grading 

Secuity 

Containment 
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0 Cranes and Hoists 

4.3 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

4.3.1 Steam Generator 

The plant will include two circulating fluidized bed coal-fired steam-generating units. The steam 

generators are drum units operating at 2,650 psig and 1055 OF F 1055 OF at 100-percent load when burning 

the design fuel. The steam generators will consist of refi-acto~y-lined, fluidized bed combustors, 

mechanical separators, convection bypass and air heater. The mechanical separator may be refiactory- 

lined or water-cooled. 

Superheat and reheat temperature will be automatically controlled by regulating attemperator spray water 

flow to spray water control valves with automatic block valves. The superheater and reheater outlet 

steam temperature will be used to generate the control signal, with attemperator outlet steam temperature 

and excess airflow use to anticipate changes. Means will be provided to prevent overshoot on a load 

increase due to reset windup during low load periods. The anticipation signal will have no effect until the 

temperature has reached or exceeded the set point. Spray control valves and block valves will 

automatically close on no demand and when the turbine trips. Reheat temperature can also be controlled 

by regulating the external bed heat exchanger. 

Gravimetric feeders will meter raw coal and limestone to a solids inducer with air provided by the forced 

draft fan. Boiler auxiliary equipment includes electric motor-driven forced draft fans, tubular air heater 

and solids separation equipment for recycling of ash'into the fluidized bed of the furnace. The boiler 

inherently generates low NO, emissions due to lower firing temperatures. 

4.3.2 Air Pollution Control Equipment 

Flue gas passes through the following equipment and systems to reduce emission levels. 

The Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) with limestone injection to reduce SO2 emissions. 

o Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) section to reduce NO, emissions. 

Carbon injection system to reduce lnercury emissions. 

o A pulse jet fabric filter to reduce particulate emissions. 

Induced draft fans exhaust the treated flue gas to the stack. 
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4.3.2.1 Circulating Fluidized Bed Limestone Injection System 

The CFB limestone injection system utilizes crushed limestone to reduce SO2 emissions. Limestone 

(CaC03) is injected with the coal into the combustion chamber. The limestone reacts to folm lime (CaO) 

in the bed. The lime reacts with the sulfate (SO3) and the sulfur dioxide (SO1) that is released in the 

combustion process. This reaction results in the folmation of dry byproduct particulate, which consists of 

calcium sulfate (CaS04) and calcium sulfite (CaS03), that is captured along with the ash. 

4.3.2.2 Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction System (SNCR) 

The selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) system uses anhydrous ammonia that is injected into the 

flue gas upstream of the cyclone in the CFB to reduce NO, to molecular nitrogen and water. Ammonia 

slip will be below 10 ppm. 

The anhydrous ammonia is pumped fiom storage tanks as a liquid to the injection equipment. Due to the 

reduced temperature of the flue gas, catalyst is not required for an SNCR. 

4.3.2.3 Limestone Storage and Handling 

Limestone will be received through a new tracldtruck hopper. Vibrating feeders will transfer limestone 

from the receiving hopper to the unloading conveyor at the rate of 500 tons per hour. The unloading 

conveyor will transfer limestone to a staclcing tube. The stacking tube will ~ninimize dust generation 

dusing stockout operations. The new storage pile will contain approximately 20,000 tons and will be 

provided with an "umbrella" type cover to provide weather protection. 

Reclaim will be accomplished via thsee (3) vibrating reclaim feeders (one under the tube rated at 500 tph 

and the remaining two on opposite sides of the stacking tube each rated at 125 to 250 tph) located in the 

reclaim tunnel discharging to the day bin feed conveyor. 

The new day bin feed conveyor will be designed to reclaim and convey limestone to the day bins at 500 

tons per hour. Limestone will be fed to the first day bin or diverted to the second day bin via a motorized 

gate and transfer chute. The day bin feed conveyor will be provided with a belt scale and a magnetic 

sepasator. 

A limestone crusher and dyer will be provided with the limestone preparation equipment. The limestone 

clusher will be designed to crush the limestone to an acceptable size, which is set by the boiler 

manufacturer. Since the moisture content of the received limestone is greater than the allowable limit 
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entering a CFB boiler, a dryer will be required. The dryer will be designed such that the limestone 

entering the CFB boiler will have a moisture content of around one percent or as required by the boiler 

manufacturer. 

All new transfer points will be provided with dust collection. 

4.3.2.4 Carbon Injection System 

The reagent injection system injects activated carbon into the flue gas upstream of the fabric filter for 

mercury control. The mercury present in the flue gas adsorbs the activated carbon and is collected in a 

fabric filter. 

The carbon injection system consists of a pneumatic loading system, storage silos, hoppers, blowers, 

transport piping, and control system. The injection equipment would likely be skid mounted. There is a 

high probability for the need of additional air compressors to convey the carbon to the injection point and 

provide the flow and pressure to get the carbon into the flue gas stream and properly mixed. 

4.3.2.5 Pulse Jet Fabric Filter 

One pulse jet fabric filter (PJFF) will be supplied to control particulate emissions. The fabric filter 

removes particulate by passing flue gas through felted bag filters. 

A PJFF unit consists of isolatable compartments with common inlet and outlet manifolds containing rows 

of fabric filter bags. The filter bags are made from a synthetic felted material, which has proven to be the 

fabric of choice for coal fueled PJFF applications. Filter bags are suspended from a tube sheet mounted at 

the top of each fabric filter compartment. The tube sheet separates the particulate laden flue gas from the 

clean flue gas. This tube sheet is a flat sheet of carbon steel with holes designed to accommodate filter 

bags through which the bags are hung. The flue gas passes through the PJFF by flowing from the outside 

of the bag to the inside up the center of the bag through the hole in the tube sheet and out the PJFF. Fly 

ash and calcium sulfate/sulfite particles are collected on the outside of the bags, and the cleaned gas 

stream passes through the ID fans to the chimney. A long narrow wire cage is located within the bag to 

prevent collapse of the bag as the flue gas passes through it. Each filter bag alternates between relatively 

long periods of filtering and short periods of cleaning. During the cleaning period, fly ash that has 

accumulated on the bags is removed by pulses of air and then is deposited into a hopper for disposal. 
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Cleaning is either initiated by exceeding a preset differential pressure drop across the tubesheet or based 

on a maximum time between cleanings. Bags in a PJFF are cleaned by directing a pulse of pressurized air 

down countercurrent to the flue gas flow to induce a traveling ripple (pulse) in the filter bag. This pulse 

travels the length of the bag deflecting the bag outward separating the dust calce as it moves. The bag and 

cage assemblies are attached at the top. 

4.3.3 Steam Turbine - Generator 

The main steam generators will provide steam to a single main steam turbine generator. The steam 

turbine generator converts mechanical energy of the steam turbine to electrical energy. For this project a 

2535 psia, 1050 FI 1050 F, single-reheat, dual casing, four-flow down-exhaust, condensing steam turbine 

is arranged with seven stages of fe'edwater heaters and steam condenser. The steam turbine is designed 

for 3.5-inch Hg absolute backpressure at s m e r  design conditions. The turbine will drive a 25 lcV, 60 

Hz, 0.85-power factor, hydrogen-cooled electric generator. Nominal output rating of the generator will be 

800 MVA. The steam-turbine generator unit will be designed for indoor operation. 

4.3.4 Steam Condenser 

The water-cooled steam condenser will be a dual, rectangular shell, two pressure, split waterbox, two pass 

steam condenser with a retention hotwell for the subcritical cycle. The condensers will be designed to 

maintain a 3.5-inch Hg absolute steam turbine backpressure at nonnal maximum continuous rating of the 

steam turbine at summer design conditions. The condenser will be designed to accept the steam 

exhausted from the turbine. Air removal from the condenser's upper portion will be via two full capacity 

vacuum pumps. The condenser and auxiliaries will be designed in accordance with HE1 standards. To 

dissipate the energy in the condensing steam, a circulating water system will supply cooling water from 

the wet cooling tower to the water-cooled steam condenser. 

Piping at the powerhouse will be arranged to allow the condenser tubes to be removed. Provisions will be 

made in the system to minimize water hammer and short-circuiting of flow during pump trip conditions. 

Pump discharge, condenser inlet and condenser isolation valves will be motor operated. The circulating 

water pump discharge lines will contain air vent valves to release air trapped in the lines when the pumps 

are started. Condenser waterbox vents will also be provided to release air from the return and inletloutlet 

waterboxes. Expansion joints will be placed at the discharge of the circulating water pumps and at the 

inlet and outlet of the condenser to accommodate thelmal expansion and stress loading. 
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4.3.5 Circulating Water System 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.3.5. 

4.3.6 Closed Cooling Water System 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.3.6. 

4.3.7 Steam System 

The Steam System transports steam from the steam generators to the main steam turbine-generator and 

various feedwater heaters. Cross-ties with the existing auxiliary boiler and the Unit 1 boiler steam drum 

will be provided to supply steam for start-up and shutdown operations. A steam turbine bypass systein is 

not included. 

The main steam piping transports steam from the superheater outlet of the steam generator to the inlet of 

the high-pressure turbine. Steam is exhausted from the high-pressure turbine and transported through the 

cold reheat piping to the reheater section of the steam generator where the temperature of the steam is 

increased. The hot reheat piping transports the reheated steam to the intermediate pressure turbine. 

This system also transports steam from extractions in the turbine to the high-pressure heaters, low- 

pressure heaters, and the deaerating feedwater heater. The main steam and hot reheat systems include 

attemperators, where feedwater is injected as necessary to control the temperature of the steam being 

supplied to the turbine. Drum steain will be supplied to the main deaerator and air preheater steam coils 

during start-up, unit trip and unit shutdown. 

The steam pipelines will be provided with drip drains at all low points. Drain pots will be provided to 

collect condensate from the low points in the steam piping and return it to the main condenser. The drain 

pots will adequately drain the various low points of the piping system at the maximuin steam flows. 

All extraction lines from the turbine, except those leading to the heaters in the condenser neck, will be 

equipped with power assisted, nonreturn valves to ensure that steam will not flow back to the turbine. 

These lines will also be supplied with motor-operated shutoff valves to prevent steam turbine water 

induction. 
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4.3.8 Condensate System 

The Condensate System delivers deaerated condensate via three, 50-percent capacity vertical, condensate 

pumps. These pumps transport condensate from the steam condenser hotwell, through the gland steam 

condenser and low-pressure feedwater heaters to the boiler feed pumps. A minimum flow bypass system 

will be provided to assure the pumps operate above their minimum flow rate at all times 

4.3.9 Feedwater System 

The Feedwater System provides feedwater to the high-pressure feedwater heaters and then to each 

boiler's economizer via two 50-percent capacity, high-pressure boiler feed pump. The two CFB boilers 

will be connected to the feedwater pumps by a common header. Each boiler feed pump is furnished with 

an electric motor drive. It also provides spray water for main steam and hot reheat attemperators for 

steam temperature control. A minimum flow system will be provided to assure the pumps operate above 

their minimum flow rate at all times. 

A warm-up system is also provided to facilitate placing the pumps in operation. 

4.3.10 Coal Unloading & Storage System 

See Attachment G - Fuel Handling System Descl-iptions.and Schematics 

4.3.1 1 Water Systems & Treatment 

See Attachment E - Water Treatment & Wastewater Management. 

4.3.1 1 .I Sample Analysis System 

The water quality control system shall consist of three major components: a sample rack, a water quality 

panel, and a sample chiller. Samples from the following points in the plant shall be routed to the centrally 

located water quality control system for the indicated continuous analyses, monitoring, data logging, and 

trending analysis and recording. 

A sample analysis system will include sample points at: 

0 The Condensate/Demineralized water tank (Local), (Silica & Specific conductivity) 

0 Condensate Pump Discharge, (Specific conductivity, Cation conductivity, sodium, pH & Dissolved 

oxygen) 

Condensate after Condensate Polisher, (Sodium, Cation conductivity) 
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o Feedwater from deaerator (or economizer inlet) (pH, Dissolved oxygen, Specific Conductivity) 

Main steam (Cation conductivity, Sodium, Silica) Saturated steam (alternate to Main Steam) 

Boiler blowdown (Specific conductivity, pH, Phosphate, & Sodium) 

Boiler downcomer (Specific conductivity, Dissolved oxygen) 

Analyzers will be shared by different sample points where continuous analysis of parameters is not 

critical (i.e. sodium and silica). System will include a conditioning panel utilizing condensate for primary 

cooling and cooling water or chilled water for secondary cooling to condition the samples to the necessary 

temperature. A second wet panel will contain the analyzers and sensors. A third dry panel (NEMA 12) 

will contain the monitors. 

4.3.1 I .2 Condensate Polisher 

The condensate system will be provided with 50% flow deep bed condensate polishing. The Condensate 

Polishing System will receive water from the discharge of the condensate pumps. All of the unit's 

condensate will flow from the Condensate System through the condensate polisher exchangers. The 

condensate will pass through exchanger beds consisting of a mixture of cation and anion resins. The bed 

serves as both an ion exchange media and as a filter. The effluent of the Condensate Polishing System 

will be returned to the Condensate System upstream of the gland steam condenser. 

4.3.12 Additional Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.3.12. 

4.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

4.4.1 Electrical Generation & Distribution 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.4.1. 

4.4.2 Generator System 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.4.2. 

4.4.3 Station Metering 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.4.3. 
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4.4.4 Auxiliary Power Supply 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.4.4. 

4.4.5 Additional Electrical Systems & Equipment 

See Base Case 1, Section 2.4.5. 

4.5 CONTROL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT 

4.5.1 Overview 

The operating staff will consist of two control room operators, one shift supelvisor, and one roving 

operator per shift. There will also be a fuel/ash handler on all shifts. The shift supelvisor and control 

room operators for each shift will be thoroughly trained in all aspects of plant controls and will be fully 

qualified to operate all plant systems. The shift supervisor will direct shift operations, make assignments, 

and perform required administrative duties. The shift supervisor will also selve as an additional operator 

during emergencies and provide periodic relief for the control room operators. 

4.5.2 General 

The control system will be a physically and functionally distributed microprocessor based, on-line 

distributed control system (DCS). The DCS will be used for supervisory control and monitoring of all 

major plant systems. In addition, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) will be provided for auxiliary 

systerns such as coal handling, ash handling, water treatment, sootblowers, etc. 

The boilers, turbine and auxiliary controls will be provided under various equipment contracts. In 

general, where equipment is fiunished as a "package", the auxiliary control system will be included in 

that package. However, since the turbine, boiler and heat cycle are operated as a unit in response to load 

demand, the associated coordinated load, combustion and burner management controls will be provided 

under a Distributed Control System (DCS) package. In addition, the DCS will selve as the primary 

Human Machine Interface (HMI) for plant wide remote controls and monitoring, except where local 

control is mandated. The auxiliary systems, usually Programmable Logic Control (PLC) based, are each 

to be designed by the furnishing contract as a turnkey package using project standard requirements for 

control philosophy and electrical design. 
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The conceptual architecture of the DCS is depicted in Attachment I - Control System Conceptual 

Architecture. The components of the DCS are contained in the following five subsystems: 

o DCS HMI & Infomation Network 

o DCS Controllers & Input Output (I/O) 

Gateways & Communication Interfaces 

o Turbine Control System 

Auxiliary Controls 

DCS control cabinets and PLCs will be located as required to enhance reliability and reduce wiring 

requirements. In general, DCS control cabinets and PLC gateways for control of systems located in the 

main boiler and steam turbine buildings will be located in the electrical equipment room. The PLCs for 

control of remotely located systems such as fly ash handling may be located in conditioned spaces near 

those systems. 

Engineering programming terminals will be provided in the electrical equipment room, shift supervisor's 

office and engineer's office. The workstations will be used to pe~folm system programming and to view 

historical data. 

4.5.3 DCS and Related Systems 

All information from DCS Controllers and I10 is passed to the operator through operator serverlclient 

personal computers operating on a dedicated Ethernet Local Area Network: (LAN), the DCS Information 

Network. Servers, located in a Computer Room or Control Equipment Room, will provide the gateway 

from the LAN to the proprietary DCS Data Highway. Operator servers and clients may be installed in the 

same machine running a Microsoft or a UNIX based operating system. The servers and clients will be 

powered in two groups from two separate sources of power. The servers inay be operated in a redundant 

mode if throughput allows operator updates once per second. 

The operator clients will be installed in the operator console in a centrally located main plant Control 

Room. These clients will be desktop or tower personal computers installed for cost-effective replacement 

by the Owner when they malfunction or become obsolete. Each client will consist of a computer, a 

keyboard, mouse or trackball and two CRTs or LCD displays. The console will be provided in sections 

for semicircular arrangement with each client's displays side-by-side or over-under. The console design 

will employ human factors for sit down operation. Two screens, either CRT, LCD or projection displays 

will be hung from the ceiling over or directly behind the operator console. 
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An additional operator console server may be required to provide operator graphics to non-operator 

console clients. These clients may reside on the DCS information network or on the Owner's LANIWAN 

extelnal to the DCS Information Network. A LAN gateway or bridge is included to bridge the LANs. 
i 

Several console software licenses are required for installation on the Owner's personal computers. These 

Clients will allow the Owner's supervision and engineering personnel access to real time and historical 

data. 

A plant historian will be provided to allow several months of data to be stored from and retrieved by the 

DCS. It shall also allow for the archive and retrieval of data through the use of CD R/W drive or 

streaming tape. The historian will either be an OIS PI System or the DCS supplier's equal and should 

supply data to all operator servers and client worltstations. The DCS should allow the seamless retrieval 

of short-term and long-term data into the same DCS operator trends. The historian will be redundant for 

data backup or will be provided with short- term history storage to backup data for at least several days in 

event the historian is down. 

A performance calculation engine will be provided on the DCS Information Network. This engine will 

retrieve performance data on an hourly, shift, daily, and monthly basis to provide reports for operations 

and management. It will then pull analog and digital (on-off) data from the DCS or the historian to 

perfonn the calculations and store the results. The results will be available for retrieval by the operator 

clients or the historian over the network. 

4.5.4 f urbine Control System (TCS) 

The TCS will include the basic governor speed load control for wanning, startup and continuous 

operation of the turbine. In addition, it will include all turbinelgenerator monitoring and control for 

automatic turbine startup (ATS), supel-visory instrumentation (TSI), excitation and voltage control 

supervision, and turbine auxiliaries. Auxiliaries include lube oil, hydraulic oil, seal oil, mning gear, 

stator cooling, exhaust hood temperature, steam seal system, gland steam condenser, etc. provided with 

the turbine. 

4.5.5 Auxiliary Controls 

The following controls are to be provided using PLCs. It is expected that they will be provided by the 

process equipment suppliers, using a standard PLC and Human Machine Interface (HMI) acceptable to 
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the Owner for local control. The communication interface to these PLCs from the DCS is via Ethernet 

links or proprietary PLC data highway interfaces. 

o Sootblowing Controls. 

o Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) Controls. 

o Fabric Filter Controls. 

o Bed Ash Controls. 

Flyash Controls. 

0 Flyash Disposal Controls. 

e Fan Vibration Analyzer. 

Wastewater Treatment Control. 

Water Treatment Control. 

Condensate Polisher Control 

0 Continuous Emissions Monitors. 

The following equipment will require a separate serial or Modbus interface to provide information into 

the DCS. 

0 Fan vibration monitor. 

o Boiler feed pump vibration monitor. 

4.5.6 General Control Functions 

The control system will include a library of analog functions required to implement the analog control 

loops. Typical functions include summing, difference, multiplying, PID control, leadllag, high and low 

select, function generators, signal generators, high and low limiting, logical selects, and externally 

requested or operator-selected transfers. 

Programming of all digital control loops will be in ladder diagram format or a simplified high-level logic 

programming language. All digital control loops will be displayed on the operator console. The operator 

will be able to issue commands to starttstop and open/close process equipment from loop displays 

(faceplates) on console displays or from the keyboards. These commands will be comnunicated to the 

appropriate controller through the data highway and communication networks. The controller will 

manipulate the appropriate I/O module to provide the required action. 
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The DCS will automatically supervise the status of predete~mined interlocks and provide control 

functions as the operator initiates such commands as start or stop for various pumps, fans, motor-operated 

valves, etc., for the power plant proper. This is to prevent improper or dangerous operation in case of 

inadvertent operator error or certain process equipment malfunction. 

The Project will be monitored and controlled by a Distributed Control System (DCS). Automation will 

be sufficient to reduce the manual actions required by operating personnel such that three operators can 

start-up, operate, and shut down the entire plant. Dul-ing steady state operation at or near base load, 

automation will allow safe and reliable operation without frequent operator intervention. Auxiliaries such 

as sump pumps that need not be in continuous operation for electric power production will be monitored, 

controlled, and protected locally, with limited control room monitoring and control. 

The DCS design is based on one uniform system with control over all plant functions, including the 

boilers, steam turbine-generator (ST), and the balance of plant to the maximum practical extent. The 

boilers, ST, CEMS, and fire protection systems have dedicated remote inputloutput DCS or PLC-based 

controllers supplied with the equipment for main control, supe~lrision, safety interlocks, etc. These 

controllers communicate with the DCS to allow remote operation of select functions from the control 

room. A local interface for each of these controllers is included. 

A stand-alone dedicated server integrated with the DCS to allow remote information gathering by 

authorized third parties without direct connection to the DCS is included. Two operator workstations, 

each with a keyboard and two color displays for monitoring are included. One engineering workstation 

with lteyboard and monitor is included. A dedicated historian log printer and two log printers are 

included. 

4.5.7 Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) 

One CEMS downstream of the SNCR/pulse-jet fabric filter and a colnmon data acquisition system is 

included for each boiler. The final flue gas outlet CEMS will consist of sampling devices with sample 

tubing to the emissions rack mounted near the base of the stack in a cormnon enclosure. The enclosurc 

will include cylinder rack for calibration gases. The CEMS monitor stack emissions with hardware and 

reporting package software that meets the requirements of 40 CFR 60 and 40 CFR 75 as determined by 

the permit requirements. The CEMS are designed to communicate with the plant DCS system to provide 

automatic report production compatible with permit requirements. 
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Additional in-situ-type flue gas emission monitors for boiler oxygen and carbon monoxide at the air 

preheater gas outlet will be provided and connected to the each boiler's DCS. This is primarily for real- 

time combustion process control prior to the air pollution control equipment. 

4.5.8 Additional Control Systems & Equipment 

Other Control Systems & Equipment that were considered include: 

DCS Controllers & InputIOutput (110) 

o Gateways and Communication Interfaces 

e InputIOutput Requirements 

Controllers 

Data Highway 

Historical Data Storage 

Control Stations 

o Operator Station Display Functions 

Printers 

Engineering Programming Terminals 

Alann Functions 

Sequence of Events 

o Log Functions 
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5.0 ALTERNATES TO BASE CASE 2 

5.1 - 450 MW SUBCRITICAL CIRCULATING FLUIDIZED BED BOILER 

The following paragraphs summarize the major differences between a 450 MW CFB unit and Base Case 

2. If systems are not discussed, it can be assumed that they will be similar to Base Case 2. 

5.1 . I  General Design Criteria 

The design criteria will be similar to Base Case 2 with the exception of the unit size. The gross output of 

the plant will be approximately 506 MW, and the resulting net generation will be 450 MW. 

5.1.2 Civil I Structural Features 

The civil / stmctural features will be similar to Base Case 2 with the exception of the landfill size. The 

smaller unit, in combination with Unit 1, would create approximately 358,300 cubic yards of waste per 

year. The existing landfill would have enough capacity for approximately 11.1 years of operation. 

Operating both units until 2040 would require the development of approximately 109 acres of new 

landfill. 

5.1.3 Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

The mechanical systems and equipment will be similar to Base Case 2, but sized for the smaller unit 

output. 

5.1.4 Electrical Systems & Equipment 

Electrical equipment and systems for this option will be similar to the base case except equipment ratings 

will be smaller for the lower output. 

5.1.5 Control Systems & Equipment 

The control systems will be similar to the base case except instruments and 110 will be reduced to match 

the mechanical systems for the lower megawatt output. 
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5.2 - 300 MW SUBCRITICAL FLUIDIZED BED BOILER 

The'following paragraphs su~lvnsuize the major differences between a 300 MW CFB unit and Base Case 

2. If systems are not discussed, it can be assumed that they will be similar to Base Case 2. 

5.2.1 General Design Criteria 

The general design will be similar to Base Case 2, however, the unit will only consist of 1 boiler. Also, 

the smaller unit will only require 26 additional staff instead of 30. 

5.2.2 Civil I Structural Features 

The civil / structural features will be similar to Base Case 2 with the exception of the landfill size and 

bridge crane. The smaller unit, in combination with Unit 1, would create approximately 278,600 cubic 

yards of waste per year. The existing landfill would have enough capacity for approximately 14.3 years of 

operation. Operating both units until 2040 would require the development of approximately 77 acres of 

new landfill. 

The smaller unit will only require a 7 0 4  bridge crane span. The existing bridge crane has a span of 90 ft. 

The cost of expanding the existing crane to Unit 11, and therefore expanding the administration and 

powerhouse buildings to accommodate it, would be more expensive than installing a new, 70-ft crane in 

the new powerhouse building. 

5.2.3 Mechanical Systems & Equipment 

The mechanical systems and equipment will differ from the base case because the unit utilizes a single 

boiler. There will only be one set of all associated boiler equipment that was in duplicate for the base 

case. 

5.2.4 Electrical Systems & Equipment 

The auxiliary power system for this case includes one 13.8 kV and one main 4.16 1V bus with a cross tie 

13.8-4.16 kV transformer connecting the two busses. The auxiliary transformer will be three winding with 

13.8 and 4.16 kV secondaries. Additional 4.16 kV busses will be included to serve the boiler and material 

handling areas. Other components of the electrical systems will be similar to the base case. 
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5.2.5 Control Systems & Equipment 

The control systems will be similar to the base case except instruments and 110 will be reduced to match 

the mechanical systems for the lower megawatt output. 

Since there is only on boiler and, therefore, only one flue in the stack, there will be only one CEMS for 

this option. 
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6.0 - BASE CASE 3 - 500 MW COMBINED CYCLE GAS TURBINE (CCGT) 

6.1 General Description 

The basic principle of the CCGT plant is to utilize natural gas to produce power in a gas turbine (GT) - 

which can be converted to electric power by a coupled generator - but also use the hot exhaust gases £rom 

the GT to produce steam in a Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG). This steam is then used to create 

electric power with a coupled steam turbine and generator. Combined cycle generation is widely used 

and is a mature technology. 

The use of both gas and steam turbine cycles in a single plant to produce electricity results in high 

conversion efficiencies and low emissions. The gas turbine (Brayton) cycle is one of the most efficient 

cycles for the conversion of gas fuels to mechanical power or electricity. Adding a steam turbine to the 

cycle, to utilize the steam produced by the HRSG, increases the efficiencies to a range of 50% to 58%. 

Output for combined cycle plants can be increased with the use of duct firing in the HRSG. This method 

employs burning gas in the HRSG at an intermediate stage to reheat the exhaust gas stream after some 

energy has been removed for steam superheating. Though the output is increased, the heat rate also 

increases and the plant becomes less efficient. Duct firing is limited by the HRSG materials of 

construction but can be used to push the steam turbine output to equal that of the gas turbine(s). Without 

duct firing the steam turbine(s) output is typically half the gas turbine output. 

Gas turbine and HRSG manufacturers are continuing to develop high temperature materials to raise the 

firing temperature of the turbines and duct burners, as well as increase the efficiency. They are also 

developing cooling techniques to allow higher firing temperatures. 

Typical combined cycle plants operate with natural gas as the operating fuel. Often, the ability to operate 

on fuel oil is also required in case the demand for power exists when the natural gas supply does not. The 

combined cycle plant was evaluated with dual fuel capabilities using 100% methane as the primary fuel 

and distillate #2 as the back up fuel. 

6.2 Performance 

CCGT power blocks of 60 MW, 125 MW, 250 MW and 500 MW are possible. For the purposes of this 

study, a power block of 500 MW is composed of a two "F" class gas turbine, two heat recovery steam 
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generators, and a single steam turbine was assumed. This plant size falls in the middle of the range of coal 

fired plants considered for this study (300 MW - 600 MW net). The steam cycle consists of a three 

pressure HRSG with reheat. Steam turbine thsottle conditions are 1865 psig and 1050 F and a single 

reheat at 1050 F. The net heat rate this plant can achieve is approximately 7000 BtuJkWh (HHV). 

Cold start-up times for CCGT are commonly in the 1-4 hour range compared SCGT times of 10-40 

minutes. Hot start times for CCGT are considerably faster than cold start but are still much slower than 

SCGT. Bypass stacks or a steam bypass system can be installed in CCGT plant to allow for simple cycle 

operation with similar performance and ramp rates, but this requires a greater capital investment. 

6.3 Emission Controls 

For a CCGT plant burning natural gas, selective catalytic reduction (SCR) is utilized to achieve a NO, 

emissions level around 2.5 - 3 ppm. The SCR system utilizes ammonia injection to achieve the NO, 

levels required. On recently permitted projects, a CO catalyst has also be required to reduce CO 

emissions. Both emission reduction technologies are included in the cost estimate. 

Pipeline quality natural gas is normally low in sulfur, therefore no control technology is required. Fuel oil 

sulfur content is normally limited to 0.05% by weight. 

6.4 Waste Disposal 

Waste disposal is negligible. Since the primary fuel to be burned is natural gas, no solid byproducts occur 

from the combustion. The only waste disposal to be addressed is the disposal of the blowdown water. 
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7.0 SUBCRITICAL VERSUS SUPERCRITICAL DESIGN 

There are several factors involved in determining what technology should be used for a solid fuel unit. 

The critical factors are unit efficiency, availability, O&M costs, and capital costs. 

7.1 Unit Efficiency 

Conventional subciitical cycles are based on turbine throttle conditions of 2400 psig11000F superheat1 

lOOOF reheat. Steam cycle efficiency improves as pressure and temperature is increased. For a single 

reheat cycle, increasing throttle pressure from 2400 psig to 4500psig improves heat rate by 2.5%, while 

increasing steam temperatures from 1000F/1000F to 1100F/1100F improves heat rate by 3%. The 

following chart shows the improvements possible with the supercritical steam cycle. 

Impact of Steam Conditions on Efficiency 

100011000 100011050 105011050 107511 112 111211148 

Main SteamReheat Steam Temp 

The improved unit efficiency requires reduced fuel consumption for the same net annual power output, 

therefore a superciitical unit produces lower overall emissions than a subcritical unit with the same 

output. 

7.2 Unit Availability 

Unit availability of supercritical power plants in the US has not been as good as that of subcritical units. 

This is due in large part to the designs of the early units. However with the design and tubing material of 

construction improvements of the newer generation units, the equivalent forced outage rates (EFOR) for 

supercritical units has been steadily dropping. Studies conducted by NERC show the availability of 

supercritical units approaching that of subcritical units as shown in the following graph. 
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Supercritical vs. Subcritical 
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate 

Data Source: NERC 
Year 

VGB Power Tech in Germany reports an average equivalent availability factor (EAF) of supercritical 

units in Europe at 85.8% versus 84.76% for subcritical units from 1990 - 1997. New coal fired plants 

c o d s s i o n e d  in Organization for Econolnic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries between 

1995 and 2000 that use advanced controls and improved materials of construction are reported to be 

operating with an EAF as high as 90%. 

7.3 O&M Costs 

Several sources, including Power Magazine in its April 2004 edition, report that O&M costs for 

supercritical units are nearly identical to that of subcritical units. Reported fixed and variable O&M costs 

in the article are $6.2/MWh for subcritical units and $6.3/MWh for supercritical units. A Western Power 

study for new generation in Australia also reported no significant difference in O&M costs between the 

two designs. There may be slightly higher fixed O&M costs for the supercritical units due to the 

complexity of the unit and the need for highly trained operators. Offsets in lower variable O&M will 

come from reduced consumption of lime/limestone, ammonia, carbon and water consumption due to 

increased efficiency of the supercritical unit. 

7.4 Capital Cost 

Several studies report a capital cost difference of between 2 and 5 percent higher for the supercritical unit 

over a subcritical unit. Sources for this difference come from the Western Power study referenced above, 
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Black & Veatch study new generation and the April 2004 Power Magazine data. The cost adders are 

associated with the boiler design and material costs for high pressure piping. Turbine vendors report little 

to no cost increase for its equipment. 
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8.0 INTEGRATED GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE (IGCC) TECHNOLOGY 

Burns & McDonnell has performed several technical and commercial evaluations of the IGCC technology 

as an alternative generation technology for a 600MW coal fired power plant. The IGCC technology is 

currently facing several challenges related to the full scale colnrnercialization of a 600MW (or greater) 

facility. The major issues are briefly discussed below. These issues pose a considerable risk to any utility 

considering an IGCC facility, and until such time that the risks can be managed and technical issues be 

addressed and resolved, it is doubtful that a full scale coal IGCC facility will be built in the U.S. 

8.1 General Description 

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology produces a low calorific value syngas from 

coal or solid waste, for firing in a conventional combined cycle plant. The gasification process represents 

a link between solid fossil fuels such as coal and existing gas turbine technology. The IGCC process is 

shown in Figure 8.1 below. 

S T W  TURBINE 

CONDENSATE PUMP 

Figure 8.1: IGCC Process Diagram 
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The gasification process in itself is a proven technology having been previously utilized extensively for 

production of chemical products such as ammonia for use in fertilizer. However, utilizing coal as a solid 

feedstock in a gasifier for electrical power generation is currently under development. Three gasifier 

manufactures have IGCC experience on various U.S. coals. Each of the manufacturers has a slightly 

different technology that has proven to work differently on different fuels. Testing of various coals on the 

different gasifiers is continuing. There are a number of power generation projects jointly funded by the 

Department of Energy (DOE) at several power plant facilities throughout the United States (Refer to 

Table 8.1). Of the currently operating IGCC facilities, none are operating on low s u l k  Powder River 

Basin coal. 

A 550 MW net IGCC plant would typically be comprised of two coal gasifiers, a coal handling system, an 

air separation unit, a gas conditioning system to remove sulfur and particulate, two gas turbines, two heat 

recovery steam generators with supplemental duct firing and a single steam turbine. 

Integrating proven gasifier technology with proven gas turbine combined cycle technology is a relatively 

recent development, and continues to be improved at the existing DOE jointly funded power plants. 

Because gasification-based power generation is a relatively new technology with few operating plants, its 

unique operating features and its environmental performance capability are not well known. 

Gasifiers designed to accept coal as a solid fuel generally fall into three categories: entrained flow, 

fluidized bed, and moving bed. 

Entrained Flow 

The entrained flow gasifier reactor technology converts coal into molten slag. This gasifier design 

utilizes high temperatures with short residence t h e  and will accept either liquid or solid fuel. 

General Electric (Chevron Texaco), Conoco Phillips (E-Gas), Prenflo, and Shell, all produce 

gasifiers of this design. 

Fluidized Bed 

Fluidized-bed reactors are highly back-mixed design in which feed coal particles are rnixed with 

coal particles already undergoing gasification. Fluidized bed gasifiers accept a wide range of solid 

fuels, but are not suitable for liquid fuels. The KRW and High Temperature Winlder designs use this 

technology. 
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Moving Bed 

In moving-bed reactors, large particles of coal move slowly down through the bed while reacting 

with gases moving up through the bed. Moving-bed gasifiers are not suitable for l iq~~id  fuels. The 

Lurgi Dly Ash gasification process is a moving bed design and has been utilized both at the Dakota 

Gasification plant for production of SNG and the South Africa Sasol plant for production of liquid 

fuels. BGL is another manufacturer of the moving bed design. 

The majority of the DOE test facilities utilize the entrained flow gasification design with coal as 

feedstock. Coal is fed in conjunction with water and oxygen from an air separation unit (ASU) into the 

gasifier at around 450 psig where the partial oxidation of the coal occurs. The raw syngas produced by 

the reaction in the gasifier exits at around 2400 O F  and is cooled to less than 400 O F  in a gas cooler, which 

produces additional steam for both the steam turbine and gasification process. Scrubbers then remove 

particulate, ammonia (NH3), hydrogen chloride and sulfur from the raw syngas stream. The cooled and 

treated syngas then feeds into a modified combustion chamber of a gas turbine specifically designed to 

accept the low calorific value syngas. Exhaust heat from the gas turbine then generates steam in a heat 

recovery steam generator (HRSG) which in turn powers a steam turbine. However, the syngas cooler 

greatly improves thermal efficiencies when compared to a quench cooler system typical to those utilized 

in chemical production gasifiers. Reliability issues associated with fouling and/or tube leaks within the 

syngas cooler have challenged the existing IGCC installations. 

8.2 Current Status 

The following table identifies the DOE jointly funded test facilities constructed in the United States, with 

various gasification system designs. 

Table 8.1: IGCC Test Facilities 
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In addition to the constructed units referenced in Table 8-1, the following IGCC projects,are currently in 

the development phase: 

540 MW power station located in Lima, OH for Global Energy, Inc. 

530 MW Mesaba Energy Project located in Minnesota for Excelsior Energy. 

285 MW Stanton Energy Center Project in Florida, jointly owned by Orlando Utilities 
Commission and The Southern Company. 

Commercial operation of these plants, provided the projects proceed, is at least 5 to 6 years in the future. 

8.3 Plant Characteristics 

8.3.1 Performance 

Cold start-up times for IGCC plants have typically ranged from 40-50 hours compared to a conventional 

PC boiler start-up time of 4-6 hours. Hot restart procedures are in testing at several of these facilities, and 

Eastrnan Chemical Company has developed a proprietary process that allows a fairly rapid stiil-hp. 

However, a disadvantage is this startup process requires flaring the syngas produced until it is adequate 

quality for introduction into the gas turbine. 

The gasification plant requires stable operation in order to maintain syngas quality and the technology to 

support load following continues to be developed. 

The perfolmance estimate shown in Table 8.2 was supplied by GE for a typical 550 MW IGCC unit firing 

100% Bituminous coal. The GE perfolmance estimate is at 90°F dry-bulb temperature, 60%RI-I, and 0 ft. 

elevation. 
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Table 8.2: 550 MW IGCC Expected Performance 

' 

IGCC Performance at 90 F, 60% RH, 0 ft. elevation 

Gross Gas Turbine Output, kW 394,000 
Gross Steam Turbine Output, kW 282,800 
Gross Plant Output, kW 676,800 
Total Auxiliary Loads, kW 123,678 
Net Plant Output, kW 553,122 
Net Plant Heat Rate, BtulkWh (HHV) 9,106 
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Significant design issues have prevented coal gasification units from achieving industry acceptable 

availability levels. These design issues include fouling within the syngas cooler, design of the pressurized 

coal feeding system, molten slag removal from the pressurized gasifier, durability of gas clean-up 

equipment and solid particulate carryover resulting in erosion within the gas turbine. The complexity of 

the combined cycle unit in conjunction with the reliability of numerous systems, including the gasifier, O2 

generator, air separation unit and multiple scrubbers have contributed to reduced IGCC plant 

availabilities. 

Unit availability at the DOE jointly funded plants has been improving due to design modifications 

intended to improve equipment life and reliability. Polk County was able to achieve 83% availability for 

2003 and Wabash River achieved 83.7% availability for 2003. All of these DOE funded coal gasification 

plants have experienced down-time for design modifications and replacement of equipment. Polk County 

and Wabash River are the only two coal IGCC plants in the United States that have achieved extended 

periods of commercial operation. Current state-of-the-art IGCC plants are expected to achieve an 

availability of around 85 percent, cornpared to 90 percent or higher for conventional steam electric plants. 

8.3.2 Emissions Controls 

The IGCC facility includes the following emissions controls equipment: 

Nitrous oxide (NO,) emission control is achieved by injecting either nitrogen or steam into the 

gas turbine combustors during syngas operation. During natural gas operation, steam injection is 

utilized for NO, control. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) is not required at this time. 

Sulfur dioxide (SO?) emission control is achieved through sulfur removal in the syngas. Sulfur 

removal is accomplished by using an mine  scrubber that utilizes a methyldiethanolamine 

(MDEA) solution to absorb Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) from the syngas stream prior to combustion. 

High levels of sulfur removal are accomplished by first passing the syngas through a carbonyl 

sulfide (COS) hydrolysis reactor prior to the arnine scrubber to convert small amounts of COS in 

the syngas to H2S. 

Mercury removal is achieved by passing the syngas through a carbon filter bed prior to 

combustion. 

The syngas is scrubbed prior to combustion to remove particulate. Post-combustion particulate 

control is not required due to the inherently low particulate emissions of the syngas fuel. 
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GE proposed gaseous emission rates for an IGCC unit firing 100% bituminous coal are shown in Table 

8.3. These emission rates are compared to a 550 MW pulverized coal unit firing a 100% bituminous coal 

using BACT control technology. 

Table 8.3: Pulverized Coal vs. IGCC Emission Rates 

550 MW 550 MW 
Pulverized Coal IGCC 

Pollutant Emission Rate Emission Rate 

NOx, IbIMMBtu Coal 0.08 0.055 
S02, IbIMMBtu Coal 0.18 0.09 
CO, IbIMMBtu Coal 0.12 0.03 
Particulate, IbIMMBtu Coal 0.018 0.008 

8.3.3 Waste Disposal 

The syngas sulfur removal process can result in 99.9 percent pure sulfur, which is potentially a saleable 

by-product. The gasifier converts coal ash to a low-carbon vitreous slag and flyash. The slag has 

beneficial use as @it for abrasives, roofing materials, or as an aggregate in construction. Fly ash 

entrained in the syngas is recovered in the particulate removal system and is either recycled to the gasifier 

or combined with other solids in the water treatment system and shipped off site for reuse or to be 

landfilled. 

8.3.4 Water Requirements 

An IGCC plant uses approximately one third the cooling water for condensing steam compared to a 

similarly sized conventional steam electric plant. However, a large cooling water supply is required for 

coal gasification and for the air separation unit used to produce pure oxygen. When combined with the 

steam condensing requirements, the amount of water is comparable to a similarly sized conventional 

steam electric plant. 

8.3.5 Project Schedule 

The permitting process for a greenfield 550 MW net IGCC takes approximately 18 months. The design 

and construction duration is approximately 48 months. In most cases, the permitting phase and 

design/construction phase will partially overlap to decrease the overall implementation period; however, 

this schedule does expose the Owner to some risk if the permit is not approved. Total implementation 

time for a 550 MW net IGCC including permitting, design, and construction is approximately 52 - 64 

months, which is comparable to a pulverized coal unit. 
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8.3.6 Capital Cost Estimates 

GE has estimated the capital cost of a typical IGCC plant based on a 550 MW "greenfield" site firing 

100% Bituminous coal to be approximately $1,64O/kW excluding Owner's costs. This capital cost is for 

the three major blocks (gasification block, air separation unit block, and power block) and EPC contractor 

costs (including indirect costs, engineering costs, construction management, EPC fee, EPC contingency). 

B&McD estimated Owner's costs (excluding interest during construction, financing fees, and escalation) 

for a typical 550 MW IGCC plant to be $230/kW. The total project cost incorporating GE costs and 

Owner's costs is estimated to be $1,87OkW based on a 550 MW facility. 

8.3.7 Operations and Maintenance 

There has not been a long operating history for IGCC units. Scheduled maintenance consists of an outage 

of approximately 3 weekslyear and 4-5 weeks every five years. Tampa Electric's 250 MW IGCC 

demonstration facility estimates fured and variable O&M costs are $32.80/kW-yr and $5.91/MWhY 

respectively. Comparable O&M costs for a 600 MW pulverized coal plant are $9.15lKW-yr and 

$2.86/MWh. The Tampa Electric plant is staffed by five 10-man O&M teams, and 28 additional support 

personnel. 

8.3.8 Long Term Development 

The current largest U.S. coal IGCC facility is approximately 262 MW in size. Much of future IGCC 

technology development will be suppoi-ted through government funding of Clean Coal Technology within 

the power industry. A few large scale (550 MW and greater) IGCC power plants are currently in the 

preliminary project development and/or permitting stage in the United States, however, co~nmercial 

operation of these plants, if they proceed, is at least.5 to 6 years in the future. 

Acceptance of coal within the power indusky and the relative price of natural gas will also influence the 

continuation and future development and commercialization of IGCC in the United States. Current 

technical issues which must be addressed and resolved for widespread coinmercialization of IGCC 

technology are expected to be addressed through future generations of government jointly funded large 

scale coal IGCC facilities. Once the development effort has been successfully completed, coal fueled 

IGCC technology may have the potential to be a reliable clean-coal generation within the United States. 

To date, gasifier manufacturers and IGCC contractors have shown reluctance to provide fm pricing to 

engineer, procure and construct a 600 MW IGCC facility, or provide complete performance and 

emissions guarantees. 
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9.0 WIND TURBINES 

9.1 General Description 

Wind turbines convert the kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical or electrical energy. Mechanical 

energy can be used to pump water while electrical energy can be used by homes or sold to utilities. Wind 

turbine technology is generally grouped into two types: 

Vertical-axis wind turbines, where the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the ground 

Horizontal-axis wind turbines, where the axis of rotation is parallel to the ground. 

Over 95% of the turbine market over 100 kW are horizontal-axis configurations. Generally, the 

subsystems for either configuration include a blade or rotor to convert the energy in the wind to rotational 

shaft energy; a drive train, usually including a gearbox and a generator; a tower that supports the rotor and 

drive train; and other equipment, including controls, electrical cables, ground support equipment, and 

interconnection equipment. 

9.2 Plant Characteristics 

9.2.1 Performance 

Wind turbine capacity is directly related to its size, in pal-ticular the rotor or blade diameter. A 10 kW 

turbine typically has a rotor diameter of over 20 feet, while a 1.5 MW turbine will have a rotor diameter 

of approximately 230 feet. The power that can be generated by a turbine is proportional to the cube of the 

prevailing wind. For example, if the wind speed doubles, the available power will increase by a factor of 

eight. [w3=p, therefore ( 2 ~ ) ~ = 8 ~ ~ = 8 ~ ]  Because of this relationship, proper siting of turbines at 

locations with the highest possible average wind speeds is very important. 

The most comnon and economically viable renewable resource technology employed in the region, wind 

turbines, is not appropriate for this project; primarily because it cannot reliably provide base load 

capacity. According to the American Wind Energy Association (www.awea.org), North Dakota, South 

Dakota and Minnesota rank 1 ,4  and 9, respectively, among the states with the best wind resource. But 

even in this relatively windy region, wind turbines typically generate electricity only 30 to 40 percent of 

the time. Additionally, it is not possible to schedule the dispatch of wind turbines, as their operation is as 
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unpredictable as the wind. Base load capacity must be reliable and able to provide virtually continuous 

output (with only scheduled short-term outages). 

9.3 Capital Cost Estimates 

Wind turbines are currently available from many manufacturers, with competition driving improvements 

in efficiency and costs. Turbines ranging from 750 1 N  to 1.5 MW are available today with development 

of 3.2 MW and 3.6 MW units in process. Current cost estimates indicate the capital cost of a 250 MW 

wind f m  to be approximately $1300/kW based on the nominal rating of the turbines. 

9.4 Operation and Maintenance 

Estimated O&M expenses for a 250 MW wind farm. are $13 /kW-yr fned and $3.7/MWh variable. 
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ATTACHMENT E 

WATER TREATMENT AND WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Currently, Unit I plant lnakeup water is pumped directly to the Unit I cooling pond twice a year when the 

water level in Big Stone Lake allows water to be withdrawn. With the addition of Unit 11, makeup water 

will continue to be intermittently provided from Big Stone Lalce but the makeup will either be directed to 

an onsite malceup water storage pond or to the onsite cooling ponds. This study will evaluate the impact 

on the makeup supply and storage when using either a cooling pond for Unit I1 heat rejection or using a 

cooling tower. When using cooling ponds, the makeup from Big Stone Lake will be directed to the Unit I 

and Unit I1 cooling ponds with the pond water management similar to the existing program. When using 

a cooling tower for Unit I1 heat rejection, the makeup from Big Stone Lake will be directed to makeup 

water storage ponds. The combined storage of the existing cooling pond and the makeup water storage 

pond will suppol-t one year of plant operation of both Units without makeup water being required from 

Big Stone Lalce (drought conditions). 

The Unit I cooling pond water quality is presently being maintained through blowdown from the cooling 

pond to the evaporation pond, evaporation out of the plant evaporation pond and holding pond, and 

concentration of solids in the brine concentrator. A lime softener is also used to further control the 

hardness concentration of the cooling pond. This study will evaluate wastewater treatment requirements 

and options for maintaining proper cooling pond water quality and cooling tower circulating water quality 

for the addition of either a Unit I1 cooling pond or cooling tower. 

The Unit I cooling pond is undersized for the heat rejection duty it experiences in the summer months. 

The study for Unit I1 considered what options were available to correct the deficiency for Unit I while 

adding the additional pond capacity to handle the Unit I1 cooling duty. 

2.0 UNIT I1 COOLING OPTIONS 

The two cooling options being considered for Unit I1 heat rejection include the use of either a cooling 

pond or cooling tower. When using a cooling pond, the pond water management will be similar to the 

existing operation. Water will be continuously evaporated from the pond with the pond blowdown and 

makeup cycle occurring seasonally as a batch process when water is available from Big Stone Lake. 

When using a cooling tower, Unit I will continue to use the existing cooling pond but makeup to the Unit 
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I1 cooling tower will be provided continuously from the Unit I cooling pond with continuous makeup to 

the cooling pond being provided continuously from a new onsite makeup storage pond. 

2.1 COOLING POND SIZING CRITERIA 

To determine the additional cooling pond surface area required for the addition of a 600 MW unit and for 

the supplementary surface area needed for the current unit at Big Stone, theoretical models of cooling 

pond performance were applied. Through the use of these models it is possible to determine the pond 

surface area as a function of the heat rejection to the pond and the assumed inlet temperature to the 

condenser. 

2.1 . I  Models Used 

The models used in order to predict the cooling pond surface area were those outlined in Appendix H of 

EPRI Publication No. 74-049-00-3, "Heat Exchange and Transport in the Environment." The actual 

performance of any cooling pond will fall between the bounds represented by two theoretical models: the 

"completely mixed" model and the "completely unmixed" model. In order to model the behavior of the 

cooling pond, actual data was used to determine which model most closely resembles actual cooling pond 

performance. 

2.1 .I . I  Completely Mixed Pond Model 

The completely mixed model is based on the following equation: 

e = (~CQA T)/(AK) 

Where: 

0 is the excess temperature above the equilibrium temperature (TE) due to the thermal discharge 

ftom the power plant 

p is the density of water 

C is the specific heat of water 

Q is the flow through the condenser 

AT is the temperature rise across the condenser 

A is the effective cooling area of the pond 

K is the surface heat exchange coefficient 
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The numerator of the right hand side of this equation represents the heat rejection to the pond by the 

power plant. This model assumes that the hot water discharge from the plant is instantaneously mixed 

across the effective cooling area; therefore, the excess temperature is the same throughout the entire 

cooling area. 

The two models have the same average excess temperature, 8, but the excess temperature at the intake, Oi, 

is significantly lower in the unmixed model for a given pond surface area. For either model, the power 

plant cooling water intake and discharge temperature can be predicted fiom the excess temperature 

modeling results, the value of the natural equilibrium temperature, TE, and the condenser temperature rise, 

AT. The intalce temperature is the sum of the equilibrium temperature and the excess temperature at the 

intake, or (TE + 8i). The discharge temperature is the sum of the intake temperature and the condenser 

temperature rise, or (TE + 8i + AT). 

2.1 . I  .2 Completely Unmixed Pond Model 

The completely unmixed model is based on the following equation: 

ei = AT/(exp (AT/€)) - 1) 

Where: 

ei is the excess temperature at the plant cooling water intake 

8 is the excess temperature as calculated by the completely mixed pond model 

exp represents the exponential function, i.e., exp(x) = ex 

AT is the temperature rise across the condenser 

The unmixed pond model assumes zero mixing between the hot water discharge and the water in the 

pond. The excess temperature of the heated water decays exponentially due to heat transfer to the 

atmosphere as the heated water spreads out and returns to the intake. 

2.1.2 Data Used to Determine K and TE 

For this study, the s~uface heat exchange coefficient, K, and the equilibrium temperature, TE, for the 

cooling pond were calculated using the methodology described in the aforementioned report "Heat 

Exchange and Transpol-t in the Environment". The calculation requires meteorological data, including 

dew point temperature, wind speed, and solar radiation. The closest meteorological data was available 

from a 30-year period from a station at Huron, South Dakota. Monthly averages of the meteorological 

data and solar radiation data were used to calculate TE and K for each month. It was determined that the 
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month of July was the worst case and required the largest surface area; therefore, the data for the month of 

July was used to size the cooling pond. 

2.1.3 Data Used to Determine Heat Rejection 

Heat rejection to the pond is calculated from the circulating water flow rate and the condenser AT for each 

unit of the power plant. The condenser flow rate and the condenser AT for Unit I are the average actual 

values for the existing unit during the month of July. The values for Unit I1 are the estimated figures for a 

new 600 MW PC unit. For the purpose of the modeling, it was assumed that each unit will have separate 

distinct cooling ponds. 

Table 1 - Assumed Condenser Temperature Difference 

Based on the condenser flow and AT data, the heat rejection to the pond is calculated to be 2.20 x 10' 

Btulhr for Unit I and 2.48 x 1 0 ~ ~ t u / h r  for Unit 11. 

Unit 

1 

2 

2.1.4 Comparison Between Predicted Condenser Inlet Temperature and Actual 

Data 

Condenser Flow gpm 

136,000 

2 16,000 

In order to calibrate the models, the existing facility was modeled and the results were compared to actual 

data. The results of the cooling pond performance model predictions for the month of July are tabulated 

below, along with actual data at the circulating water pump inlet. 

Condenser AT OF 

32.3 

23 
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Table 2 - Existing Cooling Pond Performance 

As expected, the temperature predictions from the two theoretical cooling pond models bracket the 

observed condenser inlet temperature, with the completely unmixed pond model being closest to the 

observed behavior of the Unit I cooling pond. The temperature prediction from the completely unmixed 

cooling pond model case is about 2 to 3OF lower than the historical temperatures measured at the inlet of 

Unit I circulating water pump. 

2.1.5 Determination of Cooling Pond Surface Area 

The new cooling ponds need to be sized such that the maximum inlet temperature to each condenser is 88 

OF. The completely unmixed model has under-predicted the actual temperature by 2 to 3OF. In order to 

compensate for this discrepancy, an 85 OF inlet temperature to the condenser was modeled. The 

completely unmixed model calculated an additional 60 acres is required for Unit I to supplement the 

existing 320 acres. The model predicted. 565 acres of surface area is needed for Unit 11. Table 1 below 

summarizes the pond surface area required to supplement the existing unit and those required for each of 

the six options. The new cooling ponds will use similar design and consbuction techniques as the 

existing cooling pond. 

Month 

July 

Table 3 - Cooling Pond Area Required for Unit I1 

Predicted 
Temperature Using 
Completely Mixed 

Cooling Pond Model 

O F  

97.8 

Measured 
Maximum 

Temperature 

O F  

88.4 
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2.2 COOLING POND WATER TREATMENT OPTIONS 

To minimize the amount of earthwork required for the construction of the Unit I1 cooling pond, the Unit 

I1 cooling pond will be at a higher elevation than the existing Unit I cooling pond. Malteup supply to the 

cooling ponds will be provided directly from Big Stone Lalte to each of the cooling ponds. The pond 

management of Unit I cooling pond will remain the same as the current operation with the pond makeup 

and blowdown being an intermittent operation as allowed by the seasons and water level in Big Stone 

Lake. With this method of pond operation, the water quality in the cooling ponds will vary with the 

highest quality of water in the pond present immediately after filling. During plant operation, the pond 

water quality will concentrate until the pond is refilled, at which time, the concentrated pond water will be 

pumped to fill the evaporation pond. This allows the highest concentrated water to be sent to the 

evaporation pond and provides the maxilnuln volume available for fresh water fill from Big Stone Lake. 

Blowdown from the cooling pond will be the intermittent transfer of water from the cooling pond to the 

evaporation pond. Because the Unit I1 cooling pond is at a different elevation than the Unit I cooling 

pond, both ponds will function independently, and a second evaporation pond dedicated to the Unit I1 

cooling pond will be needed to handle the periodic blowdown of the Unit I1 cooling pond. 

Unit Size (MW) 

Existing Unit 

300 PC 

450 PC 

600 PC 

300 CFB 

450 CFB 

600 CFB 

Two treatment options have been considered for the Unit I1 cooling pond. One method evaluated would 

use an evaporation pond with brine concentrator similar to the existing Unit I cooling pond operation. 

The second method would be use a lime soda softener to control the hardness concentration in the cooling 

pond. With lime softener treatment, soluble salts will not be removed from the cooling pond and will 

Surface Area (Acre) 

60 

285 

425 

565 

295 

455 

600 
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continue to concentrate. Blowdown from the pond will be required to regulate the buildup of these salts. 

Blowdown from the pond would either be used as makeup to the SO? spray drier absorber (SDA) or 

discharged to the Unit I1 evaporation pond for treatment using a second brine concentrator similar to Unit 

I. 

2.2.1 Cooling Pond Blowdown Treatment Using a Second Brine Concentrator 

Using a second brine concentrator provides two benefits. The first is the reduction of dissolved solids in 

the Unit I1 cooling pond. Limelsoda softening alone will not remove dissolved salts from the cooling 

pond. These salts will continue to concentrate unless removed by blowdown. For the PC based unit, a 

portion of the SDA makeup requirements would be provided fiom the cooling pond and would serve as 

cooling pond blowdown. When the makeup to the SDA is the sole blowdown, the cooling pond will 

concentrate to about 7 cycles of concentration. With the second brine concentrator sized to provide the 

treatment capacity of one half of the exiiting Unit I brine concentrator, the pond concentration factor is 

estimated to be about 5 cycles of concentration. The second benefit is added redundancy to the existing 

brine concentrator which would be capable of producing the additional condensate for use as Unit I1 

boiler makeup. A circulating fluidized bed (CFB) based unit may not require a SDA. Without the use of 

cooling pond water for SDA makeup, the amount of cooling pond blowdown would be reduced to the 

amount used as brine concentrator feed. Using a bsine concentrator sized to provide half the capacity of 

the existing brine concentrator will control the cooling pond concentration factor to about 25 cycles. 

The brine concentrator alone will not provide enough blowdown to properly control the cooling pond 

hardness concentration. Even with the additional brine concentrator, limelsoda softening would be 

required to provide hardness reduction. Comparative capital and operating costs for the 600 MW PC case 

with a cooling pond and bl-ine concentrator are provided in Appendix A of this Attachment A. The costs 

for the CFB case are not shown but will be larger due to the additional treatment rate required since 

blowdown is not being evaporated in the SDA system. 

2.2.2 Cooling Pond with LimelSoda Softening 

To maxilnize the hardness reduction in the cooling pond softener, lime soda ash softening was evaluated 

in lieu of lime softening. By using lime soda softening, the treatment rate would be less than the 

treatment rate required for cold lime softening. Although lime softening will control the hardness 

concentration of the cooling pond, the dissolved salts will concentrate without some amount of 

blowdown. For the PC case, this blowdown would be provided as makeup to the SDA. The waste usage 

by the SDA will be sufficient to limit the pond concentration factor to about 7 cycles of concentration. 
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The lirnelsoda softener capacity was sized to limit the calcium hardness of the cooling pond to about 400 

mgll as CaC03 assuming a hardness reduction from 400 mgll to 50 mgll as CaC03. The estimated 

treatment rate for the softener system is about 3,500 gpm. Comparative capital and operating costs for the 

600 MW PC case with a cooling pond and limelsoda ash softener are provided in Appendix A of this 

report. Because the CFB case does not have a SDA, a brine concentrator would be required in addition to 

the limelsoda softener. This treatment process is the same as described above for the brine concentrator 

treatment option. 

2.3 COOLING TOWER WATER TREATMENT OPTION 

With the cooling tower option, the makeup supply to the cooling tower will be taken from the Unit I 

cooling pond. The makeup supplied to the cooling tower will provide continuous blowdown for the 

existing cooling pond and levelize the cooling pond water quality. Blowdown from the cooling tower 

will be more concentrated than the current blowdown from the current evaporation pond discharge 

resulting in a more concentrator makeup to the brine concentration. The cooling tower will tend to serve 

two purposes. The primary purpose is to provide heat rejection for Unit 11. The second is to act as a 

treatment process concentrating the waste stream to the brine concentrator. With the cooling tower 

providing waste concentration, the evaporation pond is not needed and can be reused to provide 

additional on-site storage for the plant makeup water. 

Plant wastewater treatment will be required in addition to the existing brine concentrator treatment system 

to allow the plant to continue to operate as a zero discharge facility. The amount of wastewater generated 

by the cooling tower will based on the circulating water quality and cooling tower circulating water 

treatment. Treatment of the circulating water and cooling tower blowdown included the following three 

options: 1) sidestream softening of the circulating water, 2) membrane treatment of the cooling tower 

blowdown, and 3) brine concentrator treatment of the cooling tower blowdown. 

2.3.1 Cooling Tower Blowdown Treatment Using Sidestream Softening 

The sidestream treatment process consists of cold limelsoda ash softening followed by filtration and pH 

adjustment. This treatment method will remove both permanent and temporary hardness fsoln the 

circulating water. To estimate the amount of hardness that will need to be removed by the sidestream 

softening process, the total pounds of hardness contained in the waste stream to the brine concentrator and 

SDA is subtracted from the pounds of hardness entering the cooling tower in the makeup supply. The 

difference is the amount of hardness that is to be removed by the softening process. The sidestream 

treatment will be different for each size of generating unit because each unit size will have a different 
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evaporation rate from the cooling tower resulting in a different makeup rate with a constant blowdown 

flow to the existing brine concentrator. In addition, the CFB units may not require a SDA, which will 

increase the amount of hardness that will need to be removed by the sidestream treatment process. 

Calculations for estimating the amount of hardness that is contained in the cooling tower blowdown and 

the influent hardness concentration to the sidestream treatment process assume that the circulating water 

contains 800 mg/l of calcium hardness with 300 mg/l of total alkalinity. The alkalinity concentration in 

the circulating water will be controlled by acid addition in combination with the sidestream treatment 

process. 

Because the circulating water would contain a significant concentration of non-carbonate hardness, soda 

ash feed will be necessary to allow softening to the desired level. The amount of soda ash feed is a 

function of the alkalinity concentration that is maintained in the circulating water. Canying a higher level 

of alkalinity will result in less soda ash feed but the higher alkalinity level also will impact the level of 

calcium hardness that could be maintained and will require a larger sidestream treatment rate. Lower 

alkalinity would allow a higher calcium hardness concentration to be maintained in the circulating water 

but would also require significantly more lime and soda ash feed to achieve the desired level of softening. 

In addition to the lime and soda ash feed to the sidestream treatment process, the existing softener would 

continue to be used to soften a portion of the cooling tower makeup. The total estimated lime and soda 

ash used for the 600 MW pulverized coal case is shown in the comparative cost tables included in 

Appendix A of this report. The estimated chemical costs were used as comparative costs for evaluating 

the cooling tower treatment options. This treatment option was not developed for each case because the 

amount of lime and soda ash required and the amount of waste solids generated were excessive and 

shown to be much more costly than the other options evaluated. 

2.3.2 Cooling Tower Blowdown Treatment Using a Brine Concentrator 

Similar to the Unit I, the brine concentrator would treat the plant wastewater stream and produce a high 

quality condensate for use by the Ethanol Plant and as makeup to the boiler. The waste from the brine 

concentration would be brine similar to the existing brine concentrator waste stream. Unlike the 

sidestream softener which removes a portion of the hardness from the treatment stream, the brine 

concentrator removes all hardness from the treatment stream. Also, because the brine concentrator does 

not rely on precipitation of alkaline hardness, the hardness can be in either the non-carbonate or the 

alkaline form. By removing either non-carbonate hardness as effectively as carbonate hardness, the 

circulating water alkalinity can be controlled at a lower level which would allow the hardness 
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concentration to be maintained much higher than the 800 mgll limit used with sidestream softening. The 

recommendation from Nalco allows the calcium hardness to be maintained between 1,600 and 2,000 mgll 

as CaC03 with alkalinity controlled at 100 mgll as CaC03. At this higher calcium hardness 

concentration, the sane  cooling tower blowdown flow will remove more than twice the amount of 

hardness that is removed when operating with a sidestream softening system. 

For the PC boiler cases, the cooling tower blowdown would be equal to the wastewater treatment capacity 

of the existing brine concentrator, plus the amount of wastewater that could be reused as makeup to the 

SDA system, and supplemented as necessary by additional brine concentrator capacity. To establish the 

needed additional brine concentrator, the minimum capacity was set at half the capacity of the existing 

brine concentrator. This would provide a minimum of 50 percent redundancy for the existing system. 

Using the resultant waste treatment capacity, the cooling tower cycles of concentration was determined 

and the circulating water quality estimated. For the 300 MW, 450 MW, and 600 MW capacity units, the 

additional brine concentrator of 250 gpm (400 acre-feet per year) was adequate to maintain the circulating 

water calcium hardness concentration between 1600 mgll and 1850 mgll. For this evaluation, the capital 

and operating costs of the brine concentrator treatment option for the 600 MW PC unit are shown in 

Appendix A of this report as a comparison to the other treatment options evaluated. 

For the CFB boiler cases, the cooling tower blowdown would be equal to the wastewater treatment 

capacity of the existing brine concentrator supplemented as required by additional brine concentrator 

capacity. Because the CFB boiler may not require flue gas desulphurization the amount of wastewater 

that could be disposed in the SDA unit would have to be disposed using the additional brine concentrator 

capacity. For the 300 MW capacity unit, the additional brine concentrator capacity of about 500 acre-feet 

per year is necessary to maintain the circulating water calcium alkalinity concentration within a range of 

1800 to 1900 mgll. For the 450 MW unit, a brine concentrator capacity of 900 acre-feet per year would 

be required and 1200 acre-feet per year for the 600 MW unit. 

2.3.3 Cooling Tower Treatment Option Using HERO Membrane Treatment Process 

The HERO (high efficiency reverse osmosis) treatment process is a process that is patented by Aquatech 

International. The treatment process requires complete softening of the wastewater stream followed by 

degasification for carbon dioxide reduction and caustic feed for pH adjustment prior to treatment using 

reverse osrnosis membranes. The advantage of the HERO process is the ability to treat the wastewater 

with minimal consideration to silica fouling. Typically, the HERO concentrate can contain silica 

concentrations up to 2,000 mgll and TDS values up to 80,000 mgll allowing very high water recovery 
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rates. The quality of the HERO permeate is not as high as the condensate quality from the brine 

concentrator condensate and will require additional treatment to achieve the high quality required for 

boiler makeup. The softening pretreatment for the HERO process would consist of limelsoda softening 

for maximum hardness reduction followed by complete hardness removal using a weak acid cation 

(WAC) exchanger. To minimize the wastewater produced, the regeneration waste stream from the WAC 

exchanger is retuned to the limetsoda ash softener for eventual precipitation and removal. Although the 

capital cost for the HERO process is less than the brine concentrator, the additional cost required for the 

demineralization equipment which is needed to produce the high purity needed for boiler make will result 

in a total capital cost for the HERO process and demineralization equipment approximately equal to the 

estimated cost for the brine concentrator. 

The treatment rate for the HERO process is the same as the treatment rate required for the brine 

concentrator treatment because the treatment streams for both processes serve as cooling tower blowdown 

with none of the dissolved solids content being returned to the circulating water system. Although the 

HERO process requires more chemicals than the brine concentrator due to the lime soda ash and WAC 

softening, the annual cost for these treatment chemicals is offset by the electrical demand of the brine 

concentrator. Comparative capital and operating costs for the 600 MW PC case with cooling tower heat 

rejection are provided in Appendix A of this report. 

3.0 WATER AND WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT 

The cooling tower and cooling pond options require different water and wastewater management plans. 

The prirnay difference between the two methods of water management is that the cooling pond option 

will require a batch type operation similar to the current pond management scheme while the cooling 

tower will allow more continuous operation with more stable water chemistry. In essence the cooling 

tower serves as a water treatment process for the existing cooling pond as well as providing heat rejection 

for Unit 11. Water balances for the CPB cases and PC cases both using a cooling tower for Unit I1 heat 

rejection and using additional brine concentrator capacity for treating the added plant wastewater are 

presented in Appendix B, Figure 1 of this report. This option is shown to be the most cost effective as 

shown in Appendix A. 

3.1 COOLING POND OPTION -WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT 

The cooling pond option would continue to use the existing cooling pond with a 60 acre extension for 

improving Unit I heat rejection. During the operation of the plant, water will be evaporated continuously 

resulting in a continuous concentration of the dissolved solids content of the cooling water. The existing 
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lime softener would treat and recirculate a portion of the water in the cooling pond to provide some 

control the calcium hardness concentration. Water in the existing evaporation pond will be concentrated 

by forced evaporation in order to reduce the volume of water and provide a more concentrated waste 

stream to the brine concentrator. The water from the evaporation pond will be used to supply the holding 

pond which contains the supply water for the brine concentrator. The brine concentrator will treat the 

plant wastewater producing condensate quality for use by the ethanol plant and Unit I boiler makeup. 

The brine concentrator operation will be continuous and will reduce the water volume contained in the 

evaporation and holding ponds. When these ponds are at low levels and water can be pumped from the 

Big Stone Lake, the concentrated water from the cooling pond is transferred to the evaporation pond and 

the cooling pond is filled with fresh water. The plant has experienced an increasing concentration of the 

water contained in the cooling pond because the water remaining in the pond is more concentrated with 

each cycle. The result is that the starting concentration after the pond is refilled is greater than the 

previous year. 

The Unit I1 cooling pond was sized based on providing a minimum surface area that is needed for Unit I1 

heat rejection while providing a minimum storage volume to allow one year plant operation without 

taking makeup from Big Stone Lake. The surface area is calculated to be 600 acres for the 600 MW PC 

Unit. The minimum storage volume required is 12,000 acre-feet based on an annual water usage of 

approximately 11,935 acre-feet and allowing for 3000 acre-feet of usable storage volume in the existing 

cooling pond with a minimum reserved volume of about 3000 acre-feet in the Unit I1 cooling pond. This 

minimum reserved volume in the Unit I1 cooling pond allows for a cooling water concentration of 4 

cycles but with a 600 acre pond results in only a 5 foot pond depth at the end of the drought cycle 

compared to the current minimum pond depth of nearly 8 feet. To provide the same minimum operating 

depth for the Unit I1 pond would require a minimum reserve volume of about 5,000 acre-feet adding 

2,000 acre-feet to the total pond volume. 

The operation of the Unit I1 cooling pond will be independent of the existing cooling pond because the 

water levels of both ponds will need to be different in order to minimize the amount of excavation 

required to build the Unit I1 cooling pond. The Unit I1 pond management will be similar to the Unit 1 

pond management with similar water quality problems. For the PC unit, the SDA makeup will serve as a 

constant blowdown to the Unit I1 cooling pond. Additional constant blowdown can be achieved with the 

addition of the second brine concentrator. This will further improve the Unit I1 cooling pond water 

quality and provided a needed source of high purity water for makeup to Unit boiler. Without the second 

brine concentrator, the limetsoda softener treatment would be larger and another source of high purity 
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water would be required such as a reverse osmosis treatment process with polishing demineralizer or an 

ion exchange demineralization process. The cost of the supplemental demineralized water system is 

included in the capital cost for the options that do not include the second brine concentrator. 

For the CFB case, pond management would be identical to the existing pond management system with the 

use of an evaporation pond to reduce the waste volume that would result from pond blowdown in lieu of 

withdrawing water for SDA makeup. As an alternate to the Unit I1 evaporation pond, a larger brine 

concentrator can be used with a capacity equal to the existing brine concentrator plus the evaporation 

realized from the evaporation pond. 

3.2 COOLING TOWER OPTION - WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT 

The use of a cooling tower for heat rejection from Unit I1 operation would provide better integration of 

Unit I1 water management with the existing facilities. A water balance for the cooling tower options are 

provided in Appendix B of this report. Makeup water supplied from Big Stone Lake would be stored in 

an onsite makeup water storage pond. This storage pond would be sized to contain the two unit plant 

water needs for one year operation minus the usable storage currently available in the existing cooling 

pond. The usable storage in the existing cooling pond would only be used as the last source of water 

during an extended drought condition. All plant water makeup would be pumped directly to the cooling 

pond to maintain level. Makeup to the Unit I1 cooling tower would be taken from the cooling pond. This 

makeup rate would be continuous and would serve as blowdown to the cooling pond. With both 

generating units online, the makeup to Unit I1 cooling tower would control the dissolved solids 

concentration in the cooling pond to about 1.6 times the makeup water concentration. This concentration 

factor would be significantly less than the current pond water concentration which is about 3 to 4 times 

the makeup water quality. As a water treatment process, the cooling tower evaporates water which will 

result in a more concentrated waste stream than the existing evaporation pond which is send to the brine 

concentrator(s). Because the cooling tower essentially takes the place of the evaporation pond, the 

existing evaporation would be not needed and would be reused to provide plant malteup water storage 

capacity. 

The management of the cooling pond would be more stable than the current operation. The pond level 

and pond water quality would be constant except for extreme drought conditions. All waste treatment 

facilities, either existing or new, will be used to maintain the water quality of the cooling tower. The 

existing batch operation for the cooling pond and evaporation pond would be eliminated. 
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4.0 COMPARATIVE COST DESCRIPTIONS 

The following are cost descriptions for both the cooling tower and cooling pond options for Big Stone 

Unit 11, presented in Appendix A of this report. The tables summarize major costs for the cooling pond 

and cooling tower options considered for a 600 MW pulvei-ized coal unit. The tables are for comparative 

pricing only; they do not include all costs associated with each option, only major costs that are different 

between the two options. All costs include installation. 

4.1 COOLING TOWER OPTION 

4.1 .I CAPITAL COSTS: 

Cooling Tower: Includes the total cost for a 15 cell, counter-flow, induced draft cooling tower. 
The cooling tower is located west of the plant, inside the rail loop. Each cell is 54' x 54' x 47', 
and includes a 200 hp fan. 

Cooling Tower Basin: The total cost for the construction of a basin that suppol-ts the cooling 
tower, stores circulating water, and accommodates 2-50% circulating water pumps. 

Blowdown Pond: All costs associated with constructing an additional pond for Unit I1 cooling 
tower blowdown. The additional pond is approximately 26.5 surface acres and 689 acre-feet, and 
is located south of the cooling tower (See Appendix B, Figure 2). 

Additional Makeup Storage Pond: Includes the total construction cost for the addition of a new 
makeup water storage pond. The storage pond provided additional water storage capacity that, 
combined with the existing site water storage, reserves up to one y e a  of the plant's water supply. 
The pond is located on the section located west of the plant site and is approxi~nately 219 surface 
acres and 5,662 acre-feet. 

Additional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Piping: The additional makeup water storage pond needs to 
be cross-tied to the existing cooling pond. The single cross-tie pipe serves to fill the new storage 
pond when extsa water is available, and to release water back into the existing cooling pond when 
water is,needed. The cost includes a 24" buried, carbon steel pipeline and all necessary 
accessories. The pipeline is located between the north-east corner of the storage pond and the 
north-west corner of the cooling pond. It is assumed there is no modification of the existing 
cooling pond. 

e Additional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Pump: Includes the pump cost associated with the above 
paragraph. Only one side of the pipe requires a pump, as gravity will cal-sy the water from the 
storage pond back to the cooling pond. The pump is a 100% capacity, 375 hp pump that delivers 
10,000 gpm. 
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Circulating Water Piping and Valves: All costs associated with the circulating water pipeline that 
delivers water between the cooling tower and plant condenser. The pipeline is a 114" buried, 
carbon steel line. 

Circulating Water Pipe Rail Tunnels: Because of the location of the cooling tower in relation to 
the plant, the circulating water pipeline will have to go under the railroad lines. This cost has not 
yet been deteimined, but is probably not a substantial addition and should be similar for both 
cases. 

Cooling Tower Blowdown Piping: Includes the piping cost for the blowdown pipe from the 
cooling tower to the holding pond, and from the holding pond to the system's respective water 
treatment area (to the brine concentrator, e.g.). The two lines are both 10" buried, carbon steel 
pipe. 

Cooling Tower Makeup Piping: The piping cost for the makeup water line that delivers water 
from the cooling pond to the cooling tower. The pipe is an 18" buried, carbon steel line. 

Makeup Water Pump: Includes the equipment and installation cost for a 200 hp makeup water 
P-P . 

Water Treatment: The water treatment costs include all capital costs associated with three 
different water treatment options. Each system includes the following equipment: 

o Brine Concentrator: One 250 gpm (400 acre-feet per year) brine concentrator similar to 
the existing system. Brine waste will be disposed in the existing brine sludge pond 
assuming that capacity exists. The cost to treat this brine with a crystallizer is not 
included in the cost but would add about $1.1 million to the system equipment cost. 

o Sidestream Treatment: The sidestream softener cost is based on providing a limetsoda 
ash softener, lime feed system with storage silo, soda ash feed systeln with silo, coagulant 
feed, acid feed, and gravity filtration of the softened effluent. 

o HERO: The HERO treatment process includes the limetsoda ash softener, lime feed 
system with storage silo, soda ash feed systeln with silo, coagulant feed, degasification, 
caustic feed, followed by membrane reverse osmosis treatment. 

Circulating Water Pumps: The circulating water system utilizes 2-50% pumps. Each punp is 
5,500 hp and is capable of pumping 120,000 gpm. The pumps will be installed in the cooling 
tower basin and will energize the entire cooling water system. 

Main Power and Control Feed: Includes all costs for routing control and power feeds from the 
plant to the cooling tower. 
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0 Cooling Tower Electrical Equipment: Includes all costs for electiical equipment at the cooling 
tower. 

Cell Cable and Raceway: Accounts for all raceway and cable that will need to be installed on the 
cooling tower fans and other areas. 

a Water Treatment Power Feed: The cost associated with providing power to the respective water 
treatment equipment. 

Additional Land Costs: The land on which the additional storage pond will be built will have to 
be purchased. The total area required is approxilnately 3 14 acres, and a land cost of $3,000 1 acre 
is. assumed. 

Contingency: A contingency of 10% of the total capital costs is assumed. 

4.1.2 YEARLY O&M COSTS: 

Cooling Tower Electrical Use: The cooling tower electrical use includes a 200 hp fan for each 
cell. The total yearly electrical cost assumes the cells will operate, on average, 75% of the yeas. 

o Water Treatment Electrical Use: The electrical use for each water treatment option is listed. It is 
assumed that the water treatment equipment runs 88% of the yeas. 

Circulating Water Pump Electrical Use: It is assumed that each 5,500 hp circulating water pumps 
operate for 88% of the yeas. 

Pond Cross-Tie Pump: The pond cross-tie pump will only operate when water is being pumped 
fiom the existing cooling pond to the new storage pond. Therefore, it is assumed that the 375 hp 
pump operates approxilnately 50% of the yeas. 

Makeup Pump Electrical Use: It is assumed that the 200 hp pump operates for 88% of the year. 

o Water Treatrnent Chemical Costs: Each water treatment option has its own chemical supply. The 
respective chemical cost is listed for each option. 

0 The Average Power Cost, Annual Escalation, Discount Rate, and Life Cycle are based on the pro 
fonna assumptions previously reviewed with Otter Tail. 

4.2 COOLING POND OPTION 

4.2.1 CAPITAL COSTS 
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Additional Cooling Pond: The additional cooling pond serves two purposes: to add surface area 
for heat rejection and to add volume for water storage. To meet these ends, the additional cooling 
pond is approximately 565 surface acres and 12,170 acre-feet. The pond will be located directly 
west of the plant site. (See Appendix B, Figure 3) 

Additional Evaporation Pond: Includes the construction cost of adding an additional evaporation 
pond for the Unit II cooling pond. The existing evaporation pond will not have enough capacity 
to handle the additional Unit I1 blowdown, so the additional pond is necessary. The pond will be 
located southwest of the existing city sewage treatment lagoon and is 106.5 surface acres and 
2,238 acre feet. (See Appendix B, Figure 3) 

Additional Pond Supvlv Line: The aforementioned cooling pond makeup will be supplied by an 
extension of the existing water supply pipeline from Big Stone Lake. The new line is 48" in 
diameter; the same size as the existing line it is branching from. The line is a carbon steel, buried 
pipe. The existing Big Stone Lake water pumps will be utilized to pump water to the new pond. 

o Circulating Water Intake struck-e: The circulating pipe will require a new intake structure to 
supply water to the plant from the additional cooling pond. The intake will facilitate 2-50% 
circulating water pumps. 

e Circulating Water Piping and Valves: The circulating water pipe is a 1 14" buried, carbon steel 
line. The pipe runs from the circulating water pumps in the additional cooling pond to the Unit I1 
condenser and back to the cooling pond. 

Circulating Water Pipe Rail Tunnels: Because of the location of the cooling pond in relation to 
the plant, the circulating water pipeline will have to go under the railroad lines. This cost has not 
yet been determined, but is probably not a substantial addition and should be similar for both 
cases. 

Blowdown Piping: Blowdown pipe runs from the circulating water header to the additional 
blowdown pond. The pipe is 36" busied, carbon steel. 

o Water Treatment: The water treatment costs include all capital costs associated with two different 
water treatment options. The systems include the following equipment: 

o Brine Concentrator: One 250 gpm (400 acre-feet per year) brine concentrator similar to 
the existing system. Brine waste will be disposed in the existing brine sludge pond 
assuming that capacity exists. The cost to treat this brine with a crystallizer is not 
included in the cost but would add about $1.1 million to the system equipment cost. 

o Additional Softener: The sidestream softener cost is based on providing a limetsoda ash 
softener, lime feed system with storage silo, soda ash feed system with silo, coagulant 
feed, acid feed, and gravity filtration of the softened effluent. 
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Circulating Water Pumps: The two circulating water pumps are each 50% capacity, 4500 hp 
pumps. They will be installed at the new cooling pond west of the plant and pressurize the Unit I1 
circulating water system. 

o Main Power and Controls Feed: The main power and controls feed includes the cost associated 
with providing power and controls to the circulating water pumps. 

0 Water Treatment Power Feed: The installed cost of providing power to the water treatment 
equipment. 

Additional Land Costs: The land on which the additional cooling pond and blowdown pond will 
be built will have to be purchased. 837 acres are required at a land cost of $3,000 / acre. $200,000 
is added for each large structure that has to be demolished and removed, and $25,000 is added for 
small structures. 

a Contingency: A contingency of 10% of the total capital costs is assumed. 

4.2.2 YEARLY O&M COSTS: 

Water Treatment Electrical Use: The electrical use for each water treatment option is listed. It is 
assumed that the water treatment equipment runs 88% of the year. 

o Circulating Water Pump Electrical Use: It is assumed that each 4,500 hp circulating water pump 
operates for 88% of the year. 

e Water Treatment Chemical Costs: The respective chemical cost is listed for both options. 

0 The Average Power Cost, Annual Escalation, Discount Rate, and Life Cycle are based on the pro 
forma assumptions previously reviewed with Otter Tail. 

5.0 TABLES AND FIGURES 

Tables 1 through 4 in Appendix A represent comparative capital, operation and maintenance costs for the 

600 MW pulverized coal unit cooling tower and cooling pond options for the various methods described 

in Sections 1 through 4 of this report. These options are also presented at two different discount rates to 

reflect the interests of the different utility entities involved in the project. 

The figures included in Appendix B represent the water balance for the most cost effective option - 

cooling tower with brine concentrator (Figure I), the layout of ponds and equipment for the cooling tower 
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option (Figure 2), and the layout of ponds for the cooling pond option (Figure 3). All of the equipment 

and pond sizing for this study is based on a 600 MW pulverized coal unit. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the comparative costs for the cooling pond option and cooling tower option shown in Appendix 

A, the most cost effective method of providing heat rejection for Unit I1 is with the use of a cooling 

tower. Aside from the cost considerations, the cooling tower option would provide a more simple method 

of water management for the combined two unit facility with a total plant water consumption less than 

with the cooling pond option. The cooling tower option would allow the existing cooling pond to operate 

at a constant water level and with improved water quality. Although the cooling tower option will have a 

visible plume of saturated vapor leaving the tower, the need for another large storage reservoir of water 

which may seem aesthetically unpleasant in the public eye is eliminated. 

Because of the very high usage of lime and soda ash, sidestrean softening of the Unit I1 circulating water 

had a much higher comparative net present value than either the HERO or brine concentrator treatment 

methods. The comparative net present values for the HERO and brine concentrator treatment methods 

were nearly the same with the chemical costs of the HERO offsetting the power costs of the brine 

concentrator. The capital and operating costs for the brine concentrator was based on the minimum 

treatment capacity that would be required for Unit I1 operation. This capacity of 250 gpm (400 acre-feet 

per year) is half the capacity of Unit I brine concentrator and would provide 50 percent redundancy of the 

existing system. A larger system which would provide 100 percent redundancy could be furnished for an 

additional $2 million (installed). 

The product from the brine concentrator would be condensate quality water which would require 

polishing prior to use as malteup to the boiler. The product from the HERO system would contain several 

hundred mgll of dissolved solids and would require demineralization prior to use as malteup to the boiler. 

The comparative capital cost for the HERO process includes the cost for this demineralization system. 

The brine concentrator process offers an advantage of being the same process that has been used at the 

plant for many years. The operators are familiar with this process and have had good success with the 

operation of the existing system. The HERO process is more labor intensive than the brine concentrator 

because it is based on the use of three treatment methods: 1) limetsoda ash softening, 2) ion exchange 
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softening, and 3) reverse osmosis treatment. Each of these processes is new and different from the current 

treatment experience. 

The SDA that is required for the PC case provides a waste disposal capability that is comparable to the 

Unit I brine concentrator. Without the SDA, added treatment capacity will be required to be provided by 

the brine concentrator or HERO systems. 

Following are Burns & McDonnell recommendations: 

A cooling tower should be used for heat rejection from Unit 11. All cost alternatives for new plant 
technologies being explored in the Phase I new unit study should include a cooling tower as the 
base technology for heat rejection. 

Convert the existing evaporation pond and holding pond for use as the Makeup Water Storage 
Pond and supplement this storage with a second Makeup Water Storage Pond. 

Provide makeup to the Unit I cooling pond from the Makeup Water Storage Ponds. 

Collect the cooling tower blowdown in a new holding basin for treatment in both the existing and 
new brine concentrator. 
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TABLE 1 - COOLING TOWER COSTS, PUBLIC UTILITY 

lowdown Pond 
dditional Storage Pond 
dditional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Piping 
dditional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Pump 

Total Capital Costs I $ 

YEARLY O&M COSTS 

lwater Treatment Chemical Costs 

Total O&M NPV Costs 1 $ 

Cross-Tie Pump, kW 

Annual Escalation 
Discount Rate 
Life Cycle, Years 30 



TABLE 2 - COOLING TOWER COSTS, IOU 

lowdown Pond 
dditional Storage Pond 
dditional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Piping 
dditional Storage Pond Cross-Tie Pump 
irc Water Piping and Valves 

I $ I ,342,000 1 1 $ 1,342,000 1 
Contingency % 

Total Capital Costs I $ 

YEARLY O&M COSTS 

Cross-Tie Pump, kW 

Water Treatment Chemical Costs 

Annual Escalation 
Discount Rate 
Life Cycle, Years 

Total O&M NPV Costs 1 3 3 , 6 7 6 , 0 0 0  $ -$ $ 

Total NPV Costs I $ 81,615,000 1 -11 $ $ 81,063,000 

I 



TABLE 3 - COOLING POND COSTS, PUBLIC UTILITY 

Additional Evap. and Blowdown Pond 
Additional Pond Supply Line 
Circulating Water Intake Structure 
Circ Water Piping and Valves 

1 $ 3,411,000 

10% 
$ 7,942,530 

Additional Land Costs** 

Contingency % 
Contingency 

$ 3,411,000 

10% 
$ 8,196,530 

Total Capital Costs I $ 

n 
90,162,000 1 1- $ 

YEARLY O&M COSTS 

1 Water Treatment Chemical Costs 

2.5% Electricity Annual Escalation 
Discount Rate 
Life Cycle, Years 

Total 0&M NPV Costs I $ 42,256,000 1 1  $ 38,836,000 1 

Total NPV Costs $ $ 126,204,000 1 

2.:; 
30 



TABLE 4 - COOLING POND COSTS, IOU 

dditional Evap. and Blowdown Pond 
dditional Pond Supply Line 

Circulating Water Intake Structure 
Circ Water Piping and Valves 
Circ Water Pipe Rail Tunnels 

Additional Land Costs** 

Contingency % 
Contingency 

Total Capital Costs 

YEARLY O&M COSTS 

Total O&M NPV Costs I $ 

Total NPV Costs 
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Plant Technical Description Attachment G 

ATTACHMENT G 
FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS AND SCHEMATICS 

The coal handling system for the Big Stone Unit 2 Project will be based on handling Powder River Basin 

(PRB) coal with an assumed density of 45 pounds per cubic foot. 

The existing unit train positioner is limited to handling a maximum of approximately 120 railcars due to 

track configuration and installed horsepower. For purposes of this report we have assumed a 120 car unit 

train with 120 tons each car for a total unit train tonnage of 14,400 tons. 

1.0 EXISTING COAL HANDLING SYSTEM 

The existing coal unloading system is comprised of a unit train positioner, rotary dumper, four (4) 

vibrating feeders, 72" Conveyor 1,72" Conveyor 2 and 72" Tripper Conveyor 3 and handles 3,150 tons 

per hour (tph). Tripper Conveyor 3 fills an enclosed a-fiarne storage barn (approximately 25,000 tons 

capacity). Emergency stockout is accomplished via a diverter gate and telescopic chute located at the 

headend of Conveyor 2 and mobile equipment transferring coal to the storage pile. The existing storage 

pile contains approximately 30 days of inactive storage (approximately 195,000 tons). 

Reclaim fiom the enclosed barn is via a 10 foot diameter, variable speed rotary plow and 36" Conveyor 4. 

Reclaim from the inactive storage pile is via a single in-ground reclaim hopper with vibrating feeder and 

36" Conveyor 5. Conveyor 4 and 5 each handle 550 tph and transfer coal to the existing Transfer 

(Crusher) House. 

The Transfer House is provided with two (2) vibrating feeders and two (2) ring granulator crushers 

handling 550 tph. The crushers discharge to dual 36" Conveyors 6A and 6B which transport coal to Unit 

1. 

Unit 1 silo fill is accomplished vii a 50 ton distribution bin, 36" transfer conveyors and a series of 36" 

cascade conveyors at the rate of 550 tph. Total Unit 1 silo storage is approximately 3,000 tons. 

2.0 BIG STONE UNlT 2 UPGRADES 

2.1 300 MW PC or CFB UNlT 2 UPGRADES (Flow Diagram CHFDOOI & CHFDOO2) 

For this review the bum rate for the new 300 MW (PC or CFB) unit will be based on 185 tons per hour 

(tph). The existing Unit 1 burn rate is approximately 270 tph therefore the total for both units will be 455 

tph. Based on a 90% plant capacity factor, existing Unit 1 and new Unit 2 will require approximately 
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3,600,000 tons per year of PRB coal. Based on 100% capacity requirements and a unit train size of 

14,400 tons the unloading system will have to handle approximately 5 ?4 unit trains each week. For 

simplicity we have assumed the unloading system will have to handle one unit train per day. 

In order to improve unloading times and minimize demurrage charges the unloading system will be 

upgraded to handle 3,600 tph. This will allow a unit train to be unloaded in approximately 4 hours. The 

four (4) vibrating feeders, 72" Conveyor 1,72" Conveyor 2 and 72" Tripper Conveyor 3 will be upgraded 

by increasing the speed to achieve the new rate of 3,600 tph. 

The existing transfer point structure, located adjacent to the barn storage, will be upgraded to provide the 

necessary support for the new conveyor upgrades and additions. The existing emergency stockout system 

(telescopic chute at the headend of Conveyor 2) will be replaced with a new chute which will feed a new 

72" h e d  boom stockout conveyor. The new stockout conveyor will discharge over the center of the 

existing reclaim hopper and will be provided with a new telescopic chute. The new pile formed at this 

location will contain approximately 24,000 tons. Coal will be transferred to inactive storage from this 

location by existing mobile equipment. The inactive storage pile area will be increased to provide 

approximately 45 days of storage for both units (approximately 492,000 tons). 

In order to provide 4 days live storage for the new Unit 2 the existing a-frame storage barn will be 

extended approximately 265' which will provide an additional 18,000 tons of storage. Tripper Conveyor 3 

and the tripper travel will also be extended to handle the new requirements. All existing 36" conveyors 

and existing coal handling components (vibrating feeders, crushers, magnetic separators, etc.) will be 

upgraded to handle 725 tph. Coal to new Unit 2 will be provided by relocating the head end of existing 

conveyors 6A and 6B. New chutework and motorized diverter gates will allow coal to flow to existing 

Unit 1 or to dual 36" conveyors which transfer coal to Unit 2. 

Silo fill for Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a new transfer tower located adjacent to Unit 2. The new 

transfer tower will be provided with a new surge bin and belt feeders (2) which will feed silo transfer 

cascade conveyors. Each silo transfer cascade conveyor will feed dual en-masse silo fill conveyors at the 

rate of 725 tons per hour. 

2.2 300 MW CYCLONE UNIT 2 UPGRADES (Flow Diagram CHFD003) 

For this review the burn rate for the new 300 MW (CYCLONE) unit will be based on 185 tons per hour 

(tph). The existing Unit 1 burn rate is approximately 270 tph therefore the total for both units will be 455 
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tph. Based on a 90% plant capacity factor, existing Unit 1 and new Unit 2 will require approximately 

3,600,000 tons per year of PRB coal. Based on 100% capacity requirements and a unit train size of 

14,400 toils the unloading system will have to handle approximately 5 % unit trains each week. For 

simplicity we have assumed the unloading system will have to handle one unit train per day. 

In order to improve unloading times and minimize demurrage charges the unloading system will 

be upgraded to handle 3,600 tph. This will allow a unit train to be unloaded in approximately 4 

hours. The four (4) vibrating feeders, 72" Conveyor 1,72" Conveyor 2 and 72" Tripper 

Conveyor 3 will be upgraded by increasing the speed to achieve the new rate of 3,600 tph. The 

existing transfer point structure, located adjacent to the barn storage, will be upgraded to provide 

the necessary support for the new conveyor upgrades and additions. 

The existing emergency stockout system (telescopic chute at the headend of Conveyor 2) will be replaced 

with a new chute which will feed a new 72" Silo Feed Conveyor. The new Silo Feed Conveyor will be 

provided with a motorozed, retractable v-plow located adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper to form a 

new emergency stockout pile. The new pile formed at this location will contain approximately 28,000 

tons and will provide coal to the existing reclaim hopper and the new reclaim hopper. A new dual reclaim 

hopper with two (2) vibrating feeders will be provided (adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper) which 

will provide coal fiom the inactive storage to the new Crusher House. Coal will be transferred to inactive 

storage -from this location by existing mobile equipment. The inactive storage pile area will be increased 

to provide approximately 45 days of storage for both units (approximately 492,000 tons). 

In order to provide 4 days live storage for the new Unit 2, two (2) new concrete storage silos will provide 

an additional 18,000 tons of storage. Each silo will be 70 feet diameter by approximately 153 feet tall 

with a single mass flow conical hopper. Coal will be withdrawn fiom each silo by variable speed belt 

feeders and transferred to the new Crusher House via a 36" conveyor at 550 tph. The new Crusher House 

will be provided with a surge bin, two (2) belt feeders and two (2) reversible harnrnennill crushers 

handling 550 tph. Coalfiom the new Crusher House to Unit 2 will be provided by dual 36" conveyors. 

Silo fill for Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a new transfer tower located adjacent to Unit 2. The new 

transfer tower will be provided with a new surge bin and two (2) belt feeders which will feed two (2) silo 

transfer cascade conveyors. Each silo transfer cascade conveyor will feed dual en-masse silo fill 

conveyors at the rate of 725 tons per hour. 
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2.3 450 MW PC or CYCLONE or CFB UNIT 2 UPGRADES (Flow Diagram 

CHFD004, CHFD005 & CHFDOOG) 

For this review the bum rate for the new 450 MW PC,  CYCLONE or CFB) unit will be based on 475 

tons per hour (tph). The existing Unit 1 bum rate is approximately 270 tph therefore the total for both 

units will be 545 tph. Based on a 90% plant capacity factor, existing Unit 1 and new Unit 2 will require 

approximately 4,300,000 tons per year of PRB coal. 

Based on 100% capacity requirements and a unit train size of 14,400 tons the unloading system will have 

to handle approximately 6 !h unit trains each week. For simplicity we have assumed the unloading system 

will have to handle one unit train per day. 

In order to improve unloading tirnes and minimize demurrage charges the unloading system will be 

upgraded to handle 3,600 tph. This will allow a unit train to be unloaded in approximately 4 hours. The 

four (4) vibrating feeders, 72" Conveyor 1,72" Conveyor 2 and 72" Tripper Conveyor 3 will be upgraded 

by increasing the speed to achieve the new rate of 3,600 tph. 

The existing tTansfer point structure, located adjacent to the barn storage, will be upgraded to provide the 

necessary support for the new conveyor upgrades and additions. 

The existing emergency stockout system (telescopic chute at the headend of Conveyor 2) will be replaced 

with a new chute which will feed a new 72" Silo Feed Conveyor. The new Silo Feed Conveyor will be 

provided with a motorozed, retractable v-plow located adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper to form a 

new emergency stockout pile. The new pile formed at this location will contain approximately 28,000 

tons and will provide coal to the existing reclaim hopper and the new recalim hopper. A new dual reclaim 

hopper with two (2) vibrating feeders will be provided (adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper) which 

will provide coal fiom the inactive storage to the new Crusher House. Coal will be transferred to inactive 

storage fiom this location by existing mobile equipment. The inactive storage pile area will be increased 

to provide approximately 45 days of storage for both units (approximately 589,000 tons). In order to 

provide 4 days live storage for the new Unit 2, two (2) new concrete storage silos will provide an 

additional 27,000 tons of storage. Each silo will be 70 feet diameter by approximately 206 feet tall with a 

single conical mass flow hopper. Coal will be withdrawn fiom each silo by variable speed belt feeders 

and transferred to the new Crusher House via a 36" conveyor at 550 tph. 

The new Crusher House for the PC and CFB unit will be provided with a surge bin, two (2) belt feeders 

and two (2) ring granulator crushers handling 550 tph each. The new Crusher House for the CYCLONE 

unit will be provided with a surge bin, two (2) belt feeders and two (2) reversible hammermill crushers 
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handling 550 tph each. Coal from the new Crusher House to Unit 2 will be provided by dual 36" 

conveyors. 

Silo fill for a PC or Cyclone Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a new transfer tower located adjacent to 

Unit 2. The new transfer tower will be provided with a new surge bin and two (2) belt feeders which will 

feed two (2) silo transfer cascade conveyors. Each silo transfer cascade conveyor will feed dual en-masse 

silo fill conveyors at the rate of 550 tons per hour. Silo fill for CFB Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a 

new transfer tower located adjacent to Unit 2. The new transfer tower will be provided with a new surge 

bin and two (2) belt feeders which will feed two (2) silo tripper feed conveyors. Each silo tripper feed 

conveyor will be provided with dual pantleg trippers and will fill the silos at the rate of 550 tons per hour. 

2.4 600 MW PC or CYCLONE or CFB UNIT 2 UPGRADES (Flow Diagram 

CHFD007, CHFD008 & CHFDOOS) 

For this review the burn rate for the new 600 MW (PC, CYCLONE or CFB) unit will be based on 360 

tons per hour (tph). The existing Unit 1 burn rate is approximately 270 tph therefore the total for both 

units will be 630 tph. Based on a 90% plant capacity factor, existing Unit 1 and new Unit 2 will require 

approximately 5,000,000 tons per year of PRB coal. Based on 100% capacity requirements and a unit 

train size of 14,400 tons the unloading system will have to handle approximately 7 '/2 unit trains each 

week. For simplicity we have assumed the unloading system will have to handle one unit train per day. 

In order to improve unloading times and minimize demurrage charges the unloading system will 

be upgraded to handle 3,600 tph. This will allow a unit train to be unloaded in approximately 4 

hours. The four (4) vibrating feeders, 72" Conveyor 1, 72" Conveyor 2 and 72" Tripper 

Conveyor 3 will be upgraded by increasing the speed to achieve the new rate of 3,600 tph. The 

existing transfer point structure, located adjacent to the barn storage, will be upgraded to provide 

the necessary support for the new conveyor upgrades and additions. 

The existing emergency stockout system (telescopic chute at the headend of Conveyor 2) will be replaced 

with a new chute which will feed a new 72" Silo Feed Conveyor. The new Silo Feed Conveyor will be 

provided with a motorized, retractable v-plow located adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper to form a 

new emergency stockout pile. The new pile formed at this location will contain approximately 28,000 

tons and will provide coal to the existing reclaim hopper and the new reclaim hopper. A new dual reclaim 

hopper with two (2) vibrating feeders will be provided (adjacent to the existing reclaim hopper) which 

will provide coal from the inactive storage to the new Crusher House. Coal will be transferred to inactive 
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storage from this location by existing mobile equipment. The inactive storage pile area will be increased 

to provide approximately 45 days of storage for both units (approximately 681,000 tons). In order to 

provide 4 days live storage for the new Unit 2, three (3) new concrete storage silos will provide an 

additional 35,000 tons of storage.Each silo will be 70 feet diameter by approximately 196 feet tall with a 

single conical mass flow hopper. Coal will be withdrawn -from each silo by a variable speed belt feeder 

and transferred to the new Crusher House via a 36" conveyor at 725 tph. 

The new Crusher House for a PC or CFB units will be provided with a surge bin, two (2) belt feeders and 

two (2) ring granulator crushers each handling 725 tph. The new Crusher House for the CYCLONE unit 

will be provided with a surge bin, four (4) belt feeders and four (4) reversible hammermill crushers each 

handling 365 tph. Coal from the new Crusher House to Unit 2 will be provided by dual 36" conveyors. 

Silo fill for a PC or Cyclone Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a new transfer tower located adjacent to 

Unit 2. The new transfer tower will be provided with a new surge bin and two (2) belt feeders which will 

feed two (2) silo transfer cascade conveyors. Each silo transfer cascade conveyor will feed dual en-masse 

silo fill conveyors at the rate of 725 tons per hour. Silo fill for a CFB Unit 2 will be accomplished thru a 

new transfer tower located adjacent to Unit 2. The new transfer tower will be provided with a new surge 

bin and two (2) belt feeders which will feed two (2) silo tripper feed conveyors. Each silo tripper feed 

conveyor will be provided with dual pantleg trippers and will fill the silos at the rate of 725 tons per hour. 

2.5 ALTERNATE FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM--For CFB or Cyclone Units ONLY 

(Flow Diagram CHFDOI 0) 

The head end of the existing alternate fuel handling conveyor will be relocated in order to provide the 

alternate fuel to either Unit 1 or new Unit 2. From the relocated conveyor head end the alternate fuel will 

be conveyed, via an en-masse conveyor, to each of the dual conveyors which feed the respective unit. A 

series of motorized r & p discharge gates will allow the alternate fuel to be discharged to the selected 

conveyor. 

2.6 MISCELLANEOUS EQUlPMENT AND SYSTEMS 

2.6.1 Coal Crushing 

The Crusher House will receive coal from the Live Storage Silos (or from the reclaim system) and will be 

a totally enclosed structure. The Crusher House will contain a surge bin, variable speed belt feeders, 

crushers and motors and all necessary chutework and gates. Each crushing system will be capable of 
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reducing the received coal to the required size [depending on the unit selection (PC, Cyclone or CFB)] at 

a rate of 550 or 725 tons per hour. The crushers and motors will be supported on an independent concrete 

pedestal. 

2.6.2 Silo Fill System 

Each Plant Feed Conveyor will transport coal to the surge bin located in the plant transfer tower. The 

surge bin will be provided with cut-off gates and two (2) variable speed belt feeders. Each belt feeder will 

be capable of feeding coal to one of two Tripper Conveyors at a rate'of 550 or 725 tons per hour. 

Each Tripper Conveyor will be provided with a traveling tripper to continuously fill Unit 1 and Unit 2 

silos. Each tripper will be provided with a motorized gate, pantleg chute and floor seal system. 

2.6.3 Dust Control System 

Dust control for the new coal handling system will be a dry baghouse type collection system. The dust 

control systems will be provided to limit particulate emissions complying with all local, state and federal 

rules and regulations. 

A baghouse type dust collector with walk-in clean air plenum, centrifugal fan, ductwork and dust return 

system will be provided at the following locations. 

Live Storage Silos & Reclaim System 
Crusher House 

* Plant Transfer Tower and Silo Fill System 

2.6.4 Service Air System 

A service air system will be provided throughout the new coal handling system. Air piping complete with 

air hose connections will be provided at designated locations along all conveyors and throughout all 

enclosed structures. Air dryers will be provided at each dust collector if required. The service air system 

will come £torn the plant air system. 

2.6.5 Vacuum Cleaning System 

A vacuum cleaning system will be provided for all enclosed structures of the new coal handling system. 

Each system will consist of a centrally located header pipe with appropriate branch lines which will 
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enable vacuum cleaning coverage with a 50 foot flexible hose at all areas. The header pipe will terminate 

outside each structure with an appropriate connection for a mobile vacuum truck. 

2.6.6 Fire Protection System 

An automatic dry pipe sprinkler type fire protection system will be provided for the new coal handling 

system. All systems will include piping and fittings, alarms, valves, sprinklers, f re  hoses and cabinets and 

all necessary appertunances. All equipment, devices and accessories will be UL listed and FM approved 

and in accordance with NFPA guidelines. 

2.6.7 Ventilation System 

All new coal handling enclosed structures and substructures will be provided with ventilation systems. 
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Contracting Alternatives Attachment J 

The purpose of this narrative is to identify contracting alternatives that could be used for a utility's 

proposed new generation project and to describe the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative. 

SUMMARY 

Contracting alternatives can be divided into three basic types: 

The multiple contract approach, where the Owner hires the engineer, purchases equipment directly, 

and hires one or more contractors to perform the construction as a separate contract. 

The Engineer, Procure, Construct (EPC) approach (sometimes called design-build or turnkey) where 

the Owner hires a single finn or group to provide engineering, procurement, and construction for the 

entire project. 

A variation of the aforementioned approaches, a "hybrid" approach, where the major equipment 

(boiler and air pollution control, turbine) is contracted in a furnish and erect package, with associated 

cost, performance and schedule guarantees. The remaining balance of plant would be performed on a 

multiple contract basis. 

This nan-ative will discuss the three broad categories of contracting alternatives (Multiple Contract, EPC, 

and Hybrid), discuss the variations available within these broad categories and the advantages and" 

disadvantages of each. The advantages and disadvantages of these approaches in general relate to the 

Owner's desire for control of the project (including such things as design and equipment selection) versus 

the Owner's desire to minimize risk associated with the project. 

The multiple contract approach typically provides the Owner with more control over the design of the 

project, increased control over the quality of selected equipment and materials, more ability to make 

changes as the project evolves, and more ability to dictate the type of documentation provided by the 

designer and equipment suppliers. Equipment is purchased directly from the suppliers, eliminating 

contractor marlc~~ps. The multiple contract approach also potentially reduces project cost by minimizing 

the amount of subcontracting by construction prime contractors, thereby reducing markups. All packages 

are competitively bid, thereby increasing competition and minimizing overall cost. Contracts are broken 

up into sizes that provide for more competition than a full plant EPC Contract. 
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In return for these benefits, the Owner accepts more risk associated with the procurement and 

construction stage of a power project, including escalation, equipment delivery, volatility of material 

costs, unit pelfonnance coordination, construction coordination, schedule creep, and other rislts that an 

EPC contractor would encounter. 

The primary benefits of EPC contracting are the ability of the Owner to obtain a lump sum price for the 

project based on the scope of work outlined in the original EPC contract, guarantees on overall plant 

perfo~mance, cost, and completion schedule. These guarantees shift the Owner's risks associated with the 

construction stage of a power project to the EPC contractor. The EPC contractor charges a fee to accept 

and manage those rislcs, which will cause EPC contracting to be more costly than multiple contract 

approaches. 

The hybrid approach brings together the best features of the EPC and Multiple contracting arrangements, 

minimizing Owner risk, while providing Owner input on ltey areas of the plant. The largest risk on a 

coal-fired project is in the boiler island and air pollution control equipment from a cost, schedule, and 

perfolmance standpoint. This scenario allows the Owner to single source responsibility for the most risky 

portion of the project and allow about 65-70% of the project cost to be fu-m price contracted at the same 

time a project would be awarding an EPC Contract. The remaining scope would be perfo~med on a 

multiple contract basis. This scope is limited in telms of risk, and is the type of work on which 

historically the Owner wants to provide the most input. The Balance of Plant (BOP) multiple contract 

approach allows the Owner the most flexibility and input from management, permitting, operations, 

maintenance, and engineering. 

The best choice for a given project is the approach that best fits the project Owner's experience, existing 

staffing, risk management style, project schedule and financing restrictions for the specific project. 
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2.0 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 

The narrative consists of two p~irnary sections. The first section describes various approaches and the 

advantages and disadvantages of each. The second section identifies key issues to be used in evaluating 

the contracting alternatives for the Big Stone Unit I1 project, and discusses how each alternative meets 

that issue. 

2.1 MULTIPLE CONTRACT APPROACH 

In the multiple contract approach, the Owner hires the engineer, purchases equipment directly, and 

hires one or more contractors to perform the constluction under a separate contract or contracts. In 

most cases, there are multiple construction contracts that are bid and awarded on a lump sum basis. 

The contracts are structured to allow specialty contractors to perform the work, with subcontracting 

minimized to reduce contractor markups. 

Advantages of the Multiple Contract Approach: 

1. The Owner can select an engineer that has his trust and confidence separate fiom the 

construction process. The Owner works directly with the engineer, so the utility's standard 

philosophies and practices can be incorporated into the design. Since the engineer's 

responsibility is to protect the interests of the Owner throughout the design and construction 

process the design may take into account the life cycle costs of design decisions instead of just 

the initial cost. 

2. The Owner can have input as design progresses without incming change orders at potentially 

inflated costs. It is not necessary for the Owner to identify all of its requirements at the 

beginning of the project. The Owner can review the design as it is being completed and have its 

comments incorporated before the documents are issued for bid. 

3. The engineer can provide the engineering and design documents in the Owner's typical folmat, 

and can provide whatever documentation the Owner desires. 

4. Upon deciding to proceed with the project, the Owner can immediately begin to purchase major 

equipment, without having to define all of its requirements, prepare an EPC bidding document, 

and obtain EPC bids. Since construction can proceed while design is still in process this can 

reduce the overall project schedule. 
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5.  Subcontracts are competitively bid at the time of submittal, therefore, subject to schedule timing, 

Owner can bid the contracts at opportune times, thus reacting and taking advantage of market 

conditions. 

6. The contracts can be structured to minimize the amount of subcontracting by prime contractors, 

minimizing contractor markup. Equipment is purchased directly fsom the supplier, eliminating 

contractor markups. Since the construction contracts are smaller and more specialized a larger 

number of contractors are capable of bidding, which should result in lower project costs. 

Disadvantages of the Multiple Contract Approach: 

1. Structuring of the individual contracts is key to this approach. The goal is to divide the work 

such that the Owner receives lower costs from a competitive range of bidders. Proper 

coordination is ltey to minimize schedule delays or increased costs. 

2. Total project costs cannot be confirmed until the final construction is completed. A total project 

estimate would be prepared by Burns & McDomell prior to the start of the project. 

3. Delays in completion of one contract may impact other contracts, resulting in potential 

additional project delays and/or costs to the Owner. The ltey is quality construction 

management. 

4. No guarantees are available for the overall plant cost, schedule, and performance. 

5.  Owner or Owner's Representation (Engineer) manpower and costs to coordinate and manage the 

interfaces between the construction contracts is increased over approaches that have a single 

contractor. This is offset somewhat because EPC contractors will have money included to 

manage their subcontracts in a similar manner. 

2.2 EPC CONTRACTING APPROACH 

This approach combines of the design function and the construction function under one entity or 

group. 

The telm "EPC" is used widely in the power indus'ay but this telm has different meanings for 

different people. Within this narrative it will be used generically to refer to any approach in which 

Engineering, ~rocureinent, and Construction (thus EPC) is supplied under a single contract. - 
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Traditionally, the term turnkey was used to describe a project approach, in which the Owner 

explained what was desired and then left the contractor totally responsible for making the project 

happen in all its aspects including scope, design, schedule, budgeting, and financing constructing, 

budgeting, and financing. When the project was complete, the Owner returned, accepted the "keys" 

to the plant and paid the contractor. Such "hands-off' approaches are unusual in the power industry 

and the terms EPC, design-build and turnkey are generally used interchangeably today to describe an 

approach where all design and construction is performed by a single contract. 

T- 

As discussed above, it is recognized that a multiple contract approach has the potential for a reduced 

project cost. In order to determine how these costs may be reduced, it is useful to consider where the 

EPC contractor incurs costs. 

The EPC contractor provides the detailed engineering, procurement, construction, and coordination 

of all the project work. During the bidding period the EPC contractor performs conceptual design 

and preliminary engineering to estimate the material quantities required for the project and their cost 

of installation. This may be from the contractor's own experience or from quotations from potential 

subcontractors. The contractor also obtains prices for equipment from suppliers. 

The contractor selects the equipment and construction subcontractors who provide the lowest cost. 

The EPC Contractor then marks up the cost of the equipment and subcontracts to cover its cost of 

handling and managing these subcontracts, plus a profit. The EPC Contractor perfolms the detailed 

design, or subcontracts that work to an engineering firm. Generally, the EPC contractor's strategy is 

to purchase equipment and material direct from the supplier (which eliminates subcontractor 

markups) and to contract directly with specialty contractors for the construction work not performed 

by its own personnel. The scope of each subcontract is defined as clearly as possible, to reduce the 

likelihood of change orders. 

For providing the overall project management and accepting and managing these risks (and to 

recover the substantial cost of preparing EPC proposals) the EPC contractor charges a fee. Due to 
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the markups and the fee, the EPC contract should be more expensive than the multiple contract 

approach. 

Advantages of the EPC Approach: 

1. The Owner can obtain guarantees on overall plant pelformance and schedule. 

2. Lump Sum price for the outlined scope of work in the EPC Contract. 

3. The plant cost is confirmed very early in the project. If the scope is well defined, and the Owner 

identifies its requirements in the EPC Contract, there should be few change orders. 

4. Minimal Owner interface. Monitoring of the contractor &om an Owner perspective is still 

necessary to c o n f m  that the project meets the requirements of the contract. 

5. Once the EPC contract has been awarded, speed of the project implementation may be increased 

due to the coordination between the design function and the construction function. The overall 

project duration may still be longer than a multiple contract approach because of the time 

required to prepare bid documents, bid and award the EPC contract. 

6. EPC contractors may have standard approaches that are less costly in certain areas than the 

utility's typical practices. This may provide adequate quality at a reduced cost for specific parts 

of the project. 

Disadvantages of the EPC Approach: 

1. This approach can result in a higher cost project, typically 510% in today's marketplace. The 

contractor receives a fee for managing and accepting the added risks of this type of contract. 

With the increased interest in new coal-fired generation, the amount of power plant construction 

is likely to increase, particularly for the 2009-2013 timehame. This may result in less 

competition for individual projects and thus higher fees, particularly for units contracted for 

commercial dates toward the middle of this timeframe. 

2. With financial corporate conditions, your competitive playing field will be limited to those with 

the financial wherewithal to tackle a $1 Billion project (very limited), or result in a consortium. 

3. Consortiums, although claiming a single source of responsibility, may have internal issues with 

distribution of risk and truly result in multiple sources of responsibility. 
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4. The Owner generally does not select the equipment. The contractor will generally select the 

option with the lowest initial cost, regardless of life cycle cost. This is true of equipment 

selections and plant layouts. 

5. Generally the Owner is not involved in the design decisions that may impact the life cycle costs 

of the unit. This may create a situation where the design may be adequate but provide for less 

redundancy or margin than desirable or not provide for future expansion or future growth. 

6. Owner offered suggestions or alternatives will likely be cause for the contractor to revise the 

price of the project upward. 

2.3 HYBRID APPROACH - HAWTHORN APPROACH, MULTIPLE TURNKEY 

"ISLANDS" 

A va~iation on the single EPC approach is the approach the Kansas City Power & Light and Burns & 

McDonnell utilized for Hawtho~n Unit 5. This was a "multiple EPC" or "island" approach. The 

larger island contracts include the boiler island, turbine island, and air pollution control island. 

Other islands that can be designated include the ash handling island, controls island, stack, cooling 

tower, and material handling island. The contractor for each island is typically the equipment 

manufacturer. There would also typically be a civil contract that would do all the site work and 

construct all the foundations. Each island may include all the equipment, piping, and electrical work 

(including electrical equipment) within that area. Buildings required for the equipment would be 

part of that island as well. 

In this approach the Owner has the ability to competitively bid and select the main equipment 

desired for the project. The equipment lnanufacturer has responsibility for the selecting the auxiliary 

equipment for its island, so perfonnance guarantees are available for each "island." Interfaces 

between the contracts can be minimized, thus m h n g  the coordination between contracts less 

complex. Frequently each contractor is doing their work in a separate area, so there are fewer 

opportunities for one contractor to interfere with or delay the work of another. 

Advantages of the Hybrid Approach: 
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1. Fewer Contracts than Multiple Contracting Method. You receive the benefits of multiple 

contracting methods, with certainty developed in the major islands, however with significantly 

less overall contracts. The most risk for a new coal plant is asscociated with converting the coal 

to fuel in the boiler and cleaning up the air emissions. The Boiler island would take this iisk and 

minimize the Owner's risks. 

2. Fixed Price on 65-70% of the overall project cost at the same time you would award an EPC 

contract. Owner maintains the flexibility to insert preferences into the balance of plant design 

further into the project. 

3. Less Owner interface for the islands. Monitoring of the contractor from an Owner perspective is 

still necessary to c o n f m  that the project meets the requirements of the contract. 

4. EPC island contractors will be selected based on their area of particular expertise (i.e. boilers, 

turbines, etc.). They will not have extraneous work in their scope for which they are unfamiliar. 

5.  Subcontracts are competitively bid at the time of submittal, therefore, subject to schedule timing, 

Owner can bid the contracts at opportune times, thus reacting and taking advantage of market 

conditions. With the hybrid approach, the Owner will receive the best price for the balance of 

plant systems, as well as a competitive EPC pricing for the island package(s). 

Disadvantages of the Hvbrid Approach: 

1. The Owner will still pay a premium, but a much smaller premium. The main equipment 

lnanufacturers will supply auxiliary equipment not typically within their scope and will charge a 

markup for handling the purchase of this equipment. 

2. Each island contractor will have their own subcontracts. This may lead to a large number of 

subcontractors on site at one given time. This can be somewhat mitigated by developing a short 

list of allowed subcontractors in the EPC specifications. 

3. The Owner may still need to deal with multiple EPC island packages where the contractors goal 

is to minimize the initial cost, since that provides the most profit. For the particular island, the 

life cycle and redundancy decisions may not align with the rest of the "balance of plant" design in 

the Owner's control. 

4. Owner offered suggestions or alternatives for the islands will likely be cause for the contractor to 

revise the price of the project upward. 

5. Cost, Schedule, and Perfol-mance guarantees will be provided for each of the islands, however, 

this approach does not provide guarantees for the overall plant. This can be somewhat mitigated 
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from a performance standpoint by close examination of island contractor responsibilities, and 

ensuing, to the extent possible, back-to-back guarantees for the equipment performance. Cost 

risk will be mitigated for the 65-70% of the overall plant cost with this approach. Schedule risk 

will be somewhat mitigated by the use of liquidated damages, however, delays of one contractor 

may irnpact another contractor, thereby starting a domino effect. 

3.0 THE BEST CONTRACTING ALTERNATIVE FOR SPECIFIC PROJECT 

Big Stone Unit I1 could be constructed using any of the contracting approaches presented above. To 

evaluate the options for this specific project it is necessary to consider how each option meets Owner's 

requirements for this project. The best choice will be that which best suits Owner's experience, existing 

staffing, risk management style, project schedule, and financing restrictions. The following describes 

typical key evaluation items and how each alternative meets the requirements. 

3.1 Owner's Control and Involvement in the Design: 

The Owner's control and involvelnent in the design generally has three different aspects; the mount 

and type of drawings and doc~unentation received; the Owner's ability to have the project reflect its 

typical practices; and the Owner's ability to make comments and changes during the design process. 

An EPC contractor typically produces only the,documents necessary to construct the project. An 

EPC contract can be structwed to require the contractor to produce the types of drawings and other 

documentation the Owner is accustomed to receiving, in the folmat and software desired by the 

Owner. This requirement may limit the number of potential bidders and may increase the 

contractor's costs to do the project in a "non-standard" way. 

In the multiple contract approaches, the engineer works directly for the Owner, so it is easier to 

require the Owner's typical drawings and documentation in the desired formats. 
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Any of the contracting approaches can be successful at incorporating the Owner's typical practices. 

Requirements such as equipment redundancy, specific manufacturers for certain equipment, valve 

arrangements, control philosophy, etc. can be made a requirement of an EPC contract or can be 

conveyed to a design engineer working directly for the Owner. The multiple contract and hybrid 

approaches allow for these philosophies to be identified and incorporated as the design progresses. 

EPC contract approaches require that these philosophies be identified at the beginning of the project 

and defined in the EPC contract. Also, EPC Contractors many times will offer designs that are 

different than specified. Therefore, Owners may not receive their preferences even if they are 

defined at the time of bidding. In addition, Owner requirements not included in the EPC contract 

may result in change orders, usually at inflated prices, 

EPC contracts can be stl-uctured to give the Owner approval rights for all or part of the design. 

However, unless the comments are consistent with the EPC contract, it may be difficult to 

incorporate Owner comments without them being considered a change by the contractor. With 

multiple contract approaches, Owner's comments can generally be incorporated into the design prior 

to award of the construction contract with minimal impact on overall project cost. 

3.2 Project Cost: 

P~-ima~y issues related to project cost consist of the total cost and the rislc of actual cost exceeding 

budget. 

Since the EPC contractor receives a fee for accepting parts of the project risk, the multiple contract 

approach is likely to have a lower overall cost. The Hybrid Approach falls in between the EPC and 

multiple contract approach. The EPC contractor's ability to do some things differently from the 

utility's typical practices may offset some of this added cost. 

Project cost risk stems from the following types of issues: 

The accuracy of the scope used to prepare the project budget 

Variations in material quantities required to construct the project (such as piping and concrete 

quantities) 
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The accuracy of equipment cost estimates 

Expected labor cost and productivity 

Escalation 

EPC contracting can shift most of this risk away from the Owner. The EPC contractor is responsible 

for the scope of the project (within the liinits defined in the EPC contract), the inaterial quantities, 

the equipment cost, labor cost and productivity, and escalation. The cost risks that remain with the 

Owner are plimarily due to changes in scope and unexpected events (force majeure). Although, 

many EPC Contractors have requested additional compensation when they have lost money on a 

project with no (or little) justification. Due to the size of the project, large cost ovenuns by the EPC 

Contractor typically result in large claims to the Owner. 

In multiple contract approaches the Owner retains much of this risk. Parts of the risk, such as labor 

cost, productivity, and escalation are shifted to the contractor when a construction contract is 

awarded. For a coal-fired project, major equipment purchases (boiler island, turbine island, air 

pollution control island) will represent 60-65% of the cost of the project. With the hybrid approach, 

these major components are set early in the project, and thus the major project cost risks are 

mitigated. The amount of risk in the project cost is reduced substantially after that equipment is 

awarded. 

3.3 Project S-chedule: 

The key issues that detennine the project schedule risk are equipment deliveries, material and 

manpower availability and labor productivity. 

In EPC contracting, the risk for project schedule is shifted almost entirely to the contractor. It is 

coinmon for the EPC contract to contain liquidated damages for late colnpletion of the project. The 

liquidated damages are typically calculated to recover the Owner's expected costs due to the late 

completion of the project. For the hyblid approach, the major equipment is contracted as an EPC 

package, and thus schedule risk is somewhat mitigated. The Owner still has the overall project 

schedule risk, tying all the components together. 
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In the multiple contract approaches, schedule risk is greater for the Owner. With multiple equipment 

suppliers and contractors on the project, it is more diffrcult to structure contracts that would allow 

the Owner to recover from contractors its full cost for late completion of the project. However, 

Burns & McDonnell has found that with multiple contracts, it can be easier to manage the schedule 

process. With only one contractor (EPC approach), if that contractor's performance is poor, there is 

not a "fallback" contractor. With the multiple contract approach, as one contractor falls behind, 

there are opportunities for other contractors to step up and steer the project baclc on track. 

3.4 Plant Performance: 

In EPC contracting the risk for plant performance is shifted almost entirely to the contractor. It is 

common for the EPC contract to contain liquidated damages for failure of the plant to meet net 

capacity and heat rate. The liquidated damages are typically calculated to recover the Owner's 

expected costs due to the lost capacity and increased heat rate. 

In multiple contract approaches, the performance risk rests primarily in the main pieces of equipment 

(boiler, turbine, APC Equipment). The Owner has some risk in coordinating between the pieces of 

equipment. This risk can be mitigated by the island approach, which would include performance 

guarantees for each of the islands. The tradeoff is the premium charged by the vendor to purchase 

the island equipment, and to provide the island performance guarantee. The Owner would still be 

responsible for overall plant performance. 

Although some auxiliary equipment can potentially have an impact on plant performance, the impact 

is typically small, since overall auxiliary power consumption is a few percent of the gross 

generation. 

3.5 Owner Resources Required for Project: 

The amount of staff an Owner assigns to a given project varies widely with the role of the engineer, 

the Owner's experience with the specific engineer, the Owner's knowledge of the technology used in 

the project, and the Owner's own philosophies for managing and monitoring projects. 
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The Owner's required manpower will depend on the engineer's role. In the multiple contract 

approach, the Owner/Engineer are responsible for the interests of the Owner. The role of the 

engineer can be limited to the engineering, or can include procurement, project management, and 

construction monitoring depending on the desires of the Owner 

Some utilities underestimate the monitoring requirements necessmy for a successful EPC project. 

Although the EPC contract defines many of the requirements for the project, it is still appropriate for 

the Owner (or its engineer) to review and monitor the activities of the EPC contractor to confirm that 

the project is being designed and constructed in accordance with the contract. Substantial review of 

drawings, schedules and other documents is appropriate in an EPC contract to protect the long term 

interests of the Owner. 
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